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ABSTRACT 
Tobias Kosub 
Ferromagnet-Free Magnetoelectric Thin Film Elements 
Dissertation, Chemnitz University of Technology, Faculty of Natural Sciences 
 
The work presented in this thesis encompasses the design, development, realization and 
testing of novel magnetoelectric thin film elements that do not rely on ferromagnets, but are 
based entirely on magnetoelectric antiferromagnets such as Cr2O3. Thin film spintronic 
elements, and in particular magnetoelectric transducers, are crucial building blocks of high 
efficiency data processing schemes that could complement conventional electronic data 
processing in the future. Recent developments in magnetoelectrics have revealed, that 
exchange biased systems are ill-suited to electric field induced switching of magnetization 
due to the strong coupling of their ferromagnetic layer to magnetic fields. Therefore, 
ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric elements are proposed here in an effort to mitigate the 
practical problems associated with existing exchange biased magnetoelectric elements. 
This goal is achieved by establishing an all-electric read-out method for the 
antiferromagnetic order parameter of thin films, which allows to omit the ferromagnet from 
conventional exchange biased magnetoelectric elements. The resulting ferromagnet-free 
magnetoelectric elements show greatly reduced writing thresholds, enabled operation at 
room temperature and do not require a pulsed magnetic field, all of which is in contrast to 
state-of-the-art exchange biased magnetoelectric systems. 
The novel all-electric read-out method of the magnetic field-invariant magnetization of 
antiferromagnets, so-called spinning-current anomalous Hall magnetometry, can be widely 
employed in other areas of thin film magnetism. Its high precision and its sensitivity to 
previously invisible phenomena make it a promising tool for various aspects of thin solid 
films. Based on this technique, a deep understanding could be generated as to what physical 
mechanisms drive the antiferromagnetic ordering in thin films of magnetoelectric 
antiferromagnets. As spinning-current anomalous Hall magnetometry is an integral probe of 
the magnetic properties in thin films, it offers no intrinsic scale sensitivity. In order to 
harness its great precision for scale related information, a statistical framework was 
developed, which links macroscopic measurements with microscopic properties such as the 
antiferromagnetic domain size. 
 
Keywords: Magnetism, Thin films, Spintronics, Electric field control of magnetism, Antiferromagnets, 
Anomalous Hall, Magnetic Proximity Effect, Zero-Offset Hall 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Decades of research have pushed computers from their infancy in the mid of the 20th 
century to become the driving force of technological progression. New concepts like 
microprocessors and the internet are already huge and matured industries which depend 
themselves on electronic computers. With the development of intelligent virtual entities and 
smart robots in the foreseeable future, this trend is not expected to stagnate but accelerate.  
Electronics work because the manipulation of electric charge is comparably easy and very 
robust charge carriers exist, namely the electrons in conductors. The driving force for charge 
manipulation is the electric field over which the electronic engineers have gained very 
precise temporal and spatial mastery. To use the electron spin as the information carrier has 
many advantages and enables completely new schemes of data processing. One of the crucial 
building blocks of such spintronic data processing are magnetoelectric elements that 
translate between the electronic and magnetic circuit components. The focus of the thesis lies 
on the conception and realization of a new kind of these elements that are based on thin film 
systems without ferromagnetic materials. 
 
1.1 Motivation 
During the last decade, the complexity of integrated circuits has ceased to be a bottleneck 
for the continuing trend to larger processing power. Instead, the power dissipation per 
footprint is now the most decisive factor for the possible maximum performance of electronic 
processors. Significant advances are only possible through an improvement in the 
performance per dissipated Watt. In the last 10 years, downscaling the feature size of 
integrated circuits has been an important means to guarantee the progress in processing 
efficiency. As continued downscaling becomes a mounting challenge at sub-10-nm feature 
sizes, novel concepts for improved processing efficiency are now intensively explored. Some 
of these rely on new materials to be used in conventional complementary MOSFET logic, 
where the reduction of the gate leakage and channel resistances promise a lowered 
dissipation. 
Another approach is to replace certain CMOS circuits with spintronic elements. The 
rationale behind this step is that particular logic functions can be carried out rather easily 
when using magnetic interactions but require many transistors when implemented 
conventionally. Demonstrated examples include arbitrary size magnetic majority gates [1–4] 
and shift registers [5–7]. Besides the actual purely magnetic elements, such systems rely 
heavily on efficient transducers that convert electronic signals into magnetic ones and vice 
versa. Examples of such transducers converting electrical to magnetic states are the local 
generation of a magnetic field, a charge current through the magnetic element or applying an 
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electric field to a magnetoelectric element. Of these, the latter solution provides the lowest 
writing energy per magnetic bit [8,9]. 
Currently, the most advanced form of electric writing of magnetization states in 
commercial products is via the spin-transfer torque effect [10]. Magnetic random-access 
memory based on this approach can write non-volatile magnetization states within about 1-
10 ns requiring around 100 fJ per written magnetic bit. While this is more efficient than 
writing a magnetic state using a magnetic field [9], the necessary momentary charge current 
density for reliable spin transfer is very large. This stresses material endurance and is a 
source of energy dissipation due to Joule heating. One concept that attempts to overcome the 
large charge currents involved in conventional electric writing techniques of magnetic states, 
is magnetoelectric writing [8,11]. Magnetoelectric elements use an electric field in an electric 
insulator to invoke a change in the magnetic state of the insulator. While such functionality is 
a rare property of only selected magnetic insulators, the technology is very promising due to 
its energy efficiency. In an ideal realization, no charge current related dissipation occurs 
inside the element, as non-volatile writing is performed by charging a capacitor once [11]. 
Energy is lost only due to the inherently hysteretic behavior of the memory material 
itself [12]. This hysteretic loss is given by the magnetic anisotropy of the material. At a rather 
large anisotropy of 1	MJ m3⁄  [13] and a cell volume of (100	nm)3, the hysteretic loss would 
be only 1 fJ per written magnetic bit. This illustrates that the writing energy dissipation in 
magnetoelectric elements is largely determined by the losses in the interconnects and by the 
recovery of the capacitor charge. 
The realization of these elements in thin film systems has been a major challenge during 
the last decade and only recently have researchers been able to demonstrate examples 
working at room temperature using anisotropically strained BiFeO3 thin films [14]. In 
contrast, magnetoelectric systems based on Cr2O3 [12,15,16] promise easier integration on 
conventional substrates like silicon or sapphire, but have faced a multitude of parasitic 
effects. These issues have limited device operability to below room temperature and to 
pulsed magnetic fields that are energy costly. 
 
1.2 Objectives 
The key objective of this thesis is the development of an electric field effect magnetization 
switch that can operate at room temperature. Besides the actual preparation of the devices, it 
is crucial to demonstrate the electric field effect writing of the magnetic state using low to 
moderate voltages (below 10 V) as found in a microelectronic environment. As one of the 
projected applications of such devices is the storage of binary information, it is also 
mandatory to provide an all-electrical read-out mechanism. The combination of these 
objectives would provide a magnetoelectric device that can be written by the application of a 
voltage and can be read-out via an all-electric measurement. With microelectronics in mind, 
the developed systems should be compatible with conventional thin film processing and 
substrates. 
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Suitable systems that can fulfil all the objectives of the thesis are neither known nor 
proposed. Research in the field of magnetoelectrics has recently led to some proposals 
involving magnetoelectric antiferromagnets but none of these systems can entirely fulfil the 
target specifications. Thus, before designing an actual magnetoelectric element, more 
research in the field of magnetoelectric antiferromagnets is essential. Currently, the 
magnetoelectric writability of these materials is only understood for bulk materials [12,17]. 
In contrast, thin film systems have been found to behave substantially different up to the 
point that they cannot function in the envisioned way at all. A better description of the stimuli 
driving the magnetic state selection in magnetoelectric antiferromagnetic thin films is thus 
crucial.  
 
1.3 Organization of the thesis 
The thesis is divided into 8 chapters. This introductory chapter showed how the field of 
magnetoelectrics is connected to the modern digital world and how research in 
magnetoelectrics can benefit future digital data processing. In the following, Chap. 2 provides 
the background in the fields of magnetism and magnetoelectrics that is necessary to follow 
the discussions throughout the thesis. Both the past and relevant contemporary 
developments are explained to provide a frame for the assessment of the present results. 
After this review, Chap. 3 will cover the experimental procedures adopted for the preparation 
and characterization of the thin film samples. In particular, the structural constitution of the 
film system will be discussed thoroughly. For the envisioned function of the present thin film 
elements, the two key requirements are all-electric reading and writing of the 
antiferromagnetic state of the Cr2O3 thin film. The reading aspect will be covered in Chap. 4 
and is realized by the introduction of a novel magnetotransport characterization method. The 
approach will be demonstrated for the Cr2O3 target system as well as for IrMn thin film 
systems. To complete the demonstration of the core functionality, the electric field writing 
aspect will be investigated in Chap. 5. The results in that chapter highlight the special position 
of the present system, as several performance specifications are substantially enhanced and 
obstacles remedied in comparison to other magnetoelectric thin film systems. 
Subsequently, routes for further optimization of the magnetoelectric performance are 
explored in Chap. 6. It will be shown that ferrimagnetism can arise in thin films of 
magnetoelectric antiferromagnets and its origins will be discussed. Based on these 
conclusions, the effects of a V2O3 underlayer on ferrimagnetism are predicted and confirmed 
experimentally. Chapter 7 presents a statistical framework for the analysis of microscopic 
magnetic properties based on precision integral measurements of the magnetic order 
parameter. The model is used to predict the sizes of individual areal entities in the Cr2O3 thin 
film. The predictions are found to be in line with high sensitivity magnetic microscopy 
measurements. 
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The thesis concludes with the summary of the results in Chap.  8. In addition, that last part 
contains a forecast of how the present developments will influence other areas of research as 
well as how the topic of the thesis itself will progress in the future. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
This chapter is intended to provide the minimal technical introduction that is needed for 
the later discussions in this thesis. In addition, a brief review of the history of magnetoelectric 
coupling with its branch developments is provided to reveal the place of the present topic in 
the scientific field. At the end of this chapter, the state-of-the-art developments in 
magnetoelectric devices will be presented.  
 
2.1 History of magnetoelectric coupling 
In 1894, Pierre Curie put forth the idea that magnetoelectric coupling would be possible 
for certain materials if they followed a particular crystalline symmetry [18]. Progress in the 
field was limited to chance observations as no experimental technique was available that 
could probe the microscopic charge and spin symmetry of materials. In fact, the electron was 
only identified as a particle in 1897 by Joseph Thomson [19]. Only decades later, x-ray 
diffraction developed by Max von Laue in 1912 [20] and neutron diffraction discovered by 
Ernest Wollan in 1945 [21] made it possible to identify material symmetry.  The theoretical 
description of magnetoelectric coupling was thereupon established by Lev Landau and 
Evgeny Lifshitz in the 1950ies [17]. They derived that time inversion symmetry breaking is 
necessary for magnetoelectric coupling to be possible. This can be realized by moving a 
material, by applying a magnetic field to a material or by intrinsic long-range magnetic 
ordering of the material itself. The first material identified to permit intrinsic magnetoelectric 
coupling was antiferromagnetic Cr2O3. This was predicted by Igor Dzyaloshinkii in 1959 [22] 
and confirmed by experiment shortly thereafter in 1960 by D. Astrov [23]. The magnetization 
induced by electric fields via magnetoelectric coupling was found to be very small, rendering 
the linear magnetoelectric effect not efficient for electric field driven magnetization 
switching. The Landau theory declares an upper bound of the magnetoelectric coefficient  
[see Sect. 2.3.1] defined by the product of the individual electric and magnetic susceptibilities 
 < em [24]. These two quantities are large in ferroelectric or ferromagnetic materials, 
respectively, so a so-called multiferroic material with strong ferroelectric and ferromagnetic 
order was needed to allow large magnetoelectric coupling. As, however, such a material was 
neither known nor hypothesized, the field of magnetoelectric coupling was largely at hold 
100 years after Curies initial proposal. It took until 2010 that strong coexisting ferroelectric 
and ferromagnetic orders were demonstrated in a highly strained EuTiO3 thin film below 
about 4.2 K  [25]. No room-temperature ferroelectric ferromagnets have been found to date. 
Therefore, other concepts were developed to circumvent the need for these exotic 
materials. These include strain-mediated magnetoelectric composites and Fermi level 
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manipulation in ferromagnets [26,27]. Also, magnetoelectric antiferromagnets started to be 
considered again as exchange bias coupling [28,29] was proposed as a link between the 
electric functionality of the antiferromagnet and the sizable magnetization of the 
ferromagnet [30,31].  
Strain coupling of piezoelectric and magnetostrictive materials was put forth as a viable 
route for magnetoelectric coupling already in 1948 by Bernard Tellegen before single-phase 
magnetoelectrics were identified [32]. This approach is useful to for macroscopic materials 
with large magnetoelectric coupling such as magnetic field sensors and actuators. One 
obstacle for the integration of piezoelectric films into microelectronics is the mechanical 
clamping by the substrate. Furthermore, magnetostrictive tuning allows for bistable 
magnetization switching only under peculiar resonance conditions [33], which can be a 
source of unreliability for reproducible control of magnetic states. Also, strain induced 
bistable switching of antiferromagnets was not achieved as magnetostriction is extremely 
weak due to the low magnetic susceptibility. Strain tuning thus cannot be applied in the 
context of purely antiferromagnetic spintronics [34]. 
Another recent approach to tune magnetism by electric fields is band shifting [26]. A 
locally different charge carrier concentration in a material influences the exchange 
interaction and can switch ferromagnetism on or off. This approach is compatible with 
microelectronics but does not offer deterministic bistable switching either. Therefore, the 
goals of this thesis will be pursued with electric field driven magnetoelectric thin film 
systems [more discussion in Sect. 2.3 and Sect. 2.4]. 
 
2.2 Long range magnetic ordering 
The phenomenon of ferromagnetic order was first comprehensively described by Pierre 
Weiss [35] by assuming an effective magnetic field emanating from within the material itself. 
However, this field could not be explained classically in terms of the magnetic dipole-dipole 
interaction between nuclei and electrons. In extension, the Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem [36] 
proves that classical mechanics does not allow for magnetization to arise in equilibrium. 
In 1928, Werner Heisenberg laid the foundation for the modern understanding of 
magnetic ordering. He showed that exchange processes of conduction electrons with unfilled 
inner shell electrons could generate the necessary effective magnetic fields for 
ferromagnetism via the Pauli principle [37]. Long range magnetic order and the magnetic 
moment are thus mainly a consequence of the quantum mechanical interaction of electron 
spins. As the exchange interaction has its roots in the electronic wave functions of localized 
inner shell electrons, the symmetry of the atomic lattice has a substantial influence on the 
symmetry of the magnetic behavior. As a result, crystalline solids possess magnetic 
anisotropy that gives rise to axes of easy and hard magnetization. As the easy axes are 
energetically more beneficial, the alignment of the spontaneous magnetization will be along 
these distinct axes. 
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These initial models were all developed to explain ferromagnetism, which was the only 
known form of long range magnetic ordering at the time. However, Louis Néel found 
later [38] that there are other types of magnetic ordering with less profound magnetization, 
which he called antiferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism. The central magnetic material in 
this thesis, Cr2O3, is an antiferromagnet. In an antiferromagnet, the spins are spontaneously 
mutually aligned in a way that leads to full a compensation of the total magnetic moment. 
This compensation happens at the atomic scale over one magnetic unit cell, which can be a 
single or several structural unit cells in size. In the specific case of the collinear 
antiferromagnet Cr2O3, the material consists of two alternating magnetic sublattices, in which 
spins are of equal magnitude and antiparallelly aligned. While antiferromagnets, too, possess 
magnetic anisotropy, their macroscopic magnetization is zero. The magnetization  thus 
cannot serve to describe the degree of order in antiferromagnets, as it can for ferromagnets. 
Instead, the antiferromagnetic order parameter  measures the magnetization at each site of 
the magnetic lattice and weighs it with a vector corresponding to the sublattice of the site. For 
the collinearly aligned case of antiferromagnetism, the weight of one sublattice is +1, while 
that of the other is -1. This order parameter is called the staggered magnetization to 
distinguish it from the magnetization  which weighs every lattice site equally. 
 
2.2.1 Magnetic order parameter and field susceptibility 
When magnetically ordered materials are subjected to external magnetic fields , their 
magnetic order changes. This is a consequence of the Zeeman energy [39]. 
Z = − ∙  
 
(2.1) 
The coefficient  is the vacuum permeability constant. This energy becomes minimal for a 
parallel alignment between the magnetic field  and the magnetic moment  vectors. 
Therefore, materials can minimize Zeeman energy, when the spin moments are tilted towards 
the magnetic field direction. Such a collective tilt of all spins can be costly in two important 
ways: Firstly, in antiferromagnets, the magnetic exchange interaction energy between two 
neighboring spins will rise when they are forced to become more parallel. Secondly, such tilts 
always expend magnetic anisotropy energy when spins are tilted away from axes of easy 
magnetization. When tilts are large, it can be more favorable for the entire spin structure to 
switch irreversibly to another easy axis. The energy barrier for such a process can be defined 
as a magnetic anisotropy energy density . The general behavior of both magnetization  
and staggered magnetization  is thus dictated by the interplay of the Zeeman energy with 
the exchange interaction and magnetic anisotropy energies intrinsic to the material. 
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Figure 2.1: (a) Dependence of the ferromagnetic magnetization  on the magnetic 
field  for a single domain material. The curve shows the magnetization component in 
the direction of the magnetic field. The small black arrows denote the magnetization 
state in the material at various stages of the hysteresis loop. Red and blue lines denote 
ascending and descending magnetic fields, respectively. (b) Analog dependence for an 
antiferromagnet. The additional green line shows the antiferromagnetic staggered 
magnetization . 
 
Figure 2.1(a) shows how the magnetization reacts to a magnetic field for a single domain 
ferromagnet with homogenous magnetization, which is described by the Stoner-Wohlfarth 
model [40]. This model considers the interaction of the Zeeman energy and the anisotropy 
energy. The role of the exchange interaction energy can be neglected for ferromagnets 
because there is no force driving spins away from their mutually parallel arrangement. With 
no external field, the magnetization spontaneously resides in one of its discrete preferential 
states defined by the magnetic anisotropy. This zero-field state is called magnetic remanence. 
When a magnetic coercivity field C is applied, the magnetization switches to a different of its 
discrete preferential states that is closest to the direction of the magnetic field. Beyond this 
field, the Zeeman energy according to Eq. 2.1 begins to dominate over the anisotropy energy 
and the magnetization aligns with the magnetic field vector. Full magnetic saturation occurs 
in fields on the order of 1 MAm  in most ferromagnets. When the field is removed the 
magnetization remains in the switched remanent state. The ability of the magnetic field to 
switch deterministically between preferential states of the ferromagnetic magnetization 
manifests as the hysteretic opening of the () loop in Figure 2.1(a). Hysteresis is the 
fingerprint of switchability. Furthermore, it is important to note the odd symmetry 
() = −(−), which dominates the dependence everywhere apart from the hysteretic 
region. Such an oddly-symmetric dependence is only observed when the direction of the 
stimulus (magnetic field) can deterministically select the direction of the order parameter. 
In an antiferromagnet, the magnetic hysteresis loop is strongly influenced by the exchange 
interaction in addition to the Zeeman and anisotropy energies. Figure 2.1(b) shows both the 
dependence of the magnetization and the staggered magnetization for an antiferromagnet 
with homogeneous staggered magnetization. In zero magnetic field, the magnetization is zero 
M
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as all spins are aligned antiparallelly along an axis of easy magnetization. The staggered 
magnetization is finite. As the exchange interaction strongly prefers antiparallel spins, the 
magnetic field susceptibility of the magnetization is small for antiferromagnets. 
Consequently, the staggered magnetization is also reduced only slightly at fields smaller than 
the spin-flop field SF. The spin-flop transition in antiferromagnets occurs when the Zeeman 
energy cost of easy axis spin alignment exceeds the anisotropy energy. As a result, the 
staggered magnetization flips to a direction normal to the applied magnetic field, 
substantially raising the magnetization. As Figure 2.1(b) shows only the components of  
and  along the magnetic field direction, the staggered magnetization becomes zero beyond 
SF. The subsequent full magnetic saturation is only possible when the Zeeman energy 
overcomes the exchange interaction in antiferromagnets and thus requires a magnetic field 
that is typically 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than that required in ferromagnets. 
The magnetic field dependence of the magnetization is nonhysteretic for 
antiferromagnets. The spin-flop transition – in contrast to the coercive magnetic switching in 
the ferromagnetic case – does not place the spins in a new preferential state, rendering the 
spin-flop a reversible process. The staggered magnetization can also become negative, which 
indicates that all the spins are reversed. However, deterministic switching between such a 
positive and negative antiferromagnetic order parameter cannot be accomplished by static 
magnetic fields because the spins are aligned to the field direction asymptotically and always 
returns to the same initial state. The dependence of the antiferromagnetic (AF) order 
parameter lacks both hysteresis and odd symmetry which would be required for 
deterministic switchability. Such odd magnetic field dependence of the order parameter can 
arise when the equivalence of the antiferromagnetic sublattices is broken, which would turn 
the antiferromagnet into a ferrimagnet. 
 
2.2.2 Magnetic proximity effect 
Whether or not a given material assumes spontaneous magnetic long range order depends 
largely on its electronic makeup.  A successful model that can be used to explain and predict 
ferromagnetic behavior is that of band ferromagnetism developed by Edmund Clifton Stoner 
in the 1930ies [41]. It implies that the spin-dependent electronic band-structure of a material 
can be used to compute if the material supports ferromagnetism. It predicts ferromagnetism 
in the well-known magnetic transition metals Fe, Co and Ni. Moreover, it predicts that a range 
of elements like Pd or Pt are close to fulfilling the Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism [42]. 
If two metals are brought in contact, the collective electronic behavior, which is expressed 
by the band structure, does not abruptly switch at the interface. Instead, electronic band 
structure morphs at the interface between the two metals. The distance over which this 
happens depends on the charge screening length of the materials and is on the order of 1 nm 
for metals [43]. When one of the metals is well ferromagnetic and the other is just short of 
fulfilling the Stoner criterion, then ferromagnetism will be disfavored only substantially 
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inside the nonmagnetic metal. This interfacial magnetism of Pt in contact with ferromagnetic 
Co is well supported by the model of band ferromagnetism [43]. 
Recent studies have revealed that proximity magnetization is not limited to metal-metal 
interfaces. Pt on YIG (yttrium iron garnet, a ferrimagnetic insulator) was found to be 
substantially polarized [44]. Strong magnetic effects were also found to arise in graphene – 
which is normally paramagnetic – on YIG [45]. 
 
2.2.3 Exchange bias 
When two magnetically ordered materials are brought to proximity, their surface spins 
engage in interfacial exchange coupling. For thin films, this magnetic bond is sufficiently 
strong, that the magnetic state of one material substantially influences that of the other. The 
most thoroughly studied and most widely-applied case is the exchange bias coupling between 
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic thin films [28,29]. Its name stems from a characteristic 
bias or shift of the ferromagnetic hysteresis loop. If the shift is pronounced, the saturation of 
the ferromagnet can occur already in zero external magnetic field, which makes exchange 
bias (EB) useful to reliably pin the magnetization of a ferromagnet into a particular direction. 
In the following, the Meiklejohn-Bean model of exchange bias [46] will be introduced as it is 
the appropriate model for exchange bias systems with collinear magnetic easy axes such as 
the Cr2O3/Co/Pt system with out-of-plane easy axes [47,48]. 
The preparation of the magnetic state of the system is usually performed by cooling the 
antiferromagnet through its ordering temperature, while the ferromagnet is kept in its 
desired preferential magnetic state. The antiferromagnetic order parameter and its 
interfacial magnetization will thus be selected to minimize exchange energy and best 
accommodate the present ferromagnetic orientation. When a magnetic field then alters the 
state of the ferromagnet, the interfacial exchange will always try to return it to the cooling 
state, which creates a bias in the magnetization processes of the ferromagnet. The interfacial 
exchange energy density "EBcos	((EB) depends on the coupling coefficient "EB and on the angle (EB between the ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic interfacial magnetization. 
The antiferromagnet in the exchange bias system is robust against the external magnetic 
field as described in Sect. 2.2.1. However, the interfacial exchange energy can have a 
substantial influence on its magnetic state. Instead of returning the ferromagnet to its cooling 
state, it is possible that the exchange energy minimization switches the order parameter of 
the antiferromagnet to set (EB to a favorable value and accommodate the new scenario. 
Whether this happens, depends on the magnetic anisotropy and the thickness of the 
antiferromagnetic film AF)AF. 
AF)AF < 2"EB (2.2) 
If Rel. 2.2 is true, the exchange bias vanishes as the direction of the antiferromagnetic order 
parameter becomes solely determined by the ferromagnetic orientation. Such a situation 
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occurs closely below the ordering temperature of the antiferromagnet, when the magnetic 
anisotropy AF is weak. The onset of the characteristic exchange bias is thus not defined by 
the Néel ordering temperature +N but by the lower blocking temperature +B which indicates 
when the antiferromagnet can resist the interfacial exchange energy causing Rel. 2.2 to 
becomes false. 
 
2.3 Phenomenology of magnetoelectric coupling  
While the magnetoelectric coupling is well-described in three dimensions and in 
4-dimensional space-time [24], a 1-dimensional consideration suffices for the intents of the 
present thesis. The magnetoelectric material used here exclusively is Cr2O3(0001) in thin film 
form. In the typical experimental geometry, both the applied electric - and magnetic  fields 
are applied parallel to the film normal. Furthermore, the magnetic characterization of the thin 
films is based on the magnetization along the film normal. Therefore, unless stated otherwise, 
all discussions are based on scalar quantities measured along the film normal.   
 
2.3.1 The linear magnetoelectric effect 
The classical model of magnetoelectric coupling by Landau and Lifshitz [17] relies on a 
Taylor expansion of the free energy density . which can be performed to arbitrary order. 
.(-,) =001234
5
46
-24
5
26
 (2.3) 
The model provides intrinsically no microscopic description and hence the only constraints 
to the coefficients 1234 come from the symmetry classification of the materials. The Shubnikov 
group of Cr2O3 (3′′) [49] describes the present symmetries of the magnetic lattice and 
reduces the relevant terms for the free energy substantially: 
.(-,) = 89::r-9 + 89r9 + - (2.4) 
The coefficients :, :r, , r	and	 are the vacuum and relative permittivity, vacuum and 
relative permeability and the magnetoelectric coupling coefficient, respectively. While the 
first two terms universally appear for all materials, the last contribution represents the linear 
magnetoelectric effect. It implies the generation of a magnetization  via an electric field 
alone. 
	(-,) = 1
?.
? = r +

 -						
@6ABC 						(-, 0) =  - 
 
(2.5) 
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This magnetization reacts to the external magnetic field in trying to minimize the Zeeman 
energy density .Z. 
.Z = − 
 
(2.6) 
 
2.3.2 Magnetoelectric pressure on the antiferromagnetic order parameter 
The AF order parameter  is typically not affected by moderate static magnetic fields as 
described in Sect. 2.2.1. Similarly, electric fields do not influence the AF order parameter as 
the magnetization induced according to Eq. 2.5 appears equally in both AF sublattices. This 
turns the material ferrimagnetic but leaves the difference in magnetization between the two 
sublattices unchanged. However, when an electric field is applied, the induced magnetization 
makes the order parameter prone to reversal by the application of an additional magnetic 
field. The possibility of this process implies that the magnetoelectric coefficient  changes 
sign under reversal of the AF order parameter.  
() = −(−) 
 
(2.7) 
All other quantities in Eq. 2.4 apart from  are invariant with respect to order parameter. 
Therefore, the theory by Landau and Lifshitz predicts only one energy term related to 
magnetic and electric fields, which can influence the AF order parameter in a magnetoelectric 
antiferromagnet (MEAF) such as Cr2O3.  
DME(-,) = - (2.8) 
Depending on the combined magnetoelectric field - the AF order parameter will assume 
different values to minimize the magnetoelectric energy density. This simple relationship was 
found soon after the discovery of the linear magnetoelectric effect in Cr2O3 and later used to 
propose electrically switchable magnetic elements [12,31]. However, for technologically 
more relevant thin films of MEAF, other contributions to the AF order parameter selection 
have been observed. It has been found that static magnetic fields can switch the AF order 
parameter [50] and that exchange bias does substantially influence the AF order 
parameter [51].  
Throughout this thesis, a three component description of the total volumetric energy 
density DMEAF in MEAF thin films will be employed: 
DMEAF(-,) = - + )-1FG + )-1"EB H || ∙

||J (2.9) 
This volumetric energy density will be also referred to as the order parameter selection 
pressure and each of the three contributions gives rise to one term of the equation. To assess 
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the relative importance of the three contributions, exemplary values for the film thickness, 
the electric and magnetic fields of ) = 100	nm, - = K	VKMM	nm and  = 0.1	MAm  will be used. These 
particular values represent moderate quantities that can be routinely achieved in 
technological applications. 
The linear magnetoelectric effect [first contribution in Eq. 2.9] is on the order of 1	Pa for 
the magnetoelectric coefficient of Cr2O3 of about  ≈ 1ps m⁄  [24]. The second term is caused 
by the Zeeman energy which arises as a consequence of non-zero areal magnetic moment 
density FG in thin films of MEAF. Such magnetization was attributed to surface effects and 
was found to be on the order of FG = 0.1 B nm9⁄  [50]. This value can be extracted when 
assuming a signal level of  10RS	emu and a sample area of 0.1	cm9 as are typical for the device 
used in Ref.  [50]. When FG is considered as an areal magnetic moment density, the 
contribution scales with )-1. With the aforementioned parameters this contribution is also on 
the order of 1	Pa. 
The last term describes the interfacial exchange bias coupling energy which depends on 
the relative alignment between the ferromagnetic magnetization  and the AF order 
parameter .  The coupling constant is about "EB = 0.1mJ m2⁄  [51]. As a result, the exchange 
bias contribution far outweighs the other contributions at a magnitude of about 1000	Pa. 
Consequently, the writability of information via the linear magnetoelectric effect [the first 
contribution in Eq. 2.9] is severely compromised if exchange bias coupling is present. 
 
2.3.3 Switching the antiferromagnetic order parameter 
Analogous to other ferroic hysteresis loops, the (-, ) dependence is marked by 
remanence and coercivity that increase with decreasing temperature. Different remanent 
states can be switched to by magnetoelectric fields. As the behavior is hysteretic, the 
formulation of an analytic function relating the magnetoelectric field to a unique order 
parameter is impossible. Instead, it is purposeful to discuss merely two extreme cases that 
are relevant in most scenarios in this thesis. The first case is that of field cooling through the 
AF ordering temperature. As the order parameter is selected just at the onset of the 
hysteretic behavior, one can neglect the coercivity and express the order parameter selection 
preference as the result of a thermally activated stochastic event [52] performed at the 
selection temperature +S. 
(-,) = || tanhWD(-,)XE)YB+S Z (2.10) 
YB is the Boltzmann constant. The expression is valid for individual decoupled AF entities 
with a volume XE) defined by the area and the film thickness. Just before cooling to below the 
selection temperature, the chance for the AF order parameter to be +1 or -1 is expressed by 
Eq. 2.10. The momentarily present AF state is then preserved when the entity becomes 
thermally stable. 
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The second relevant case is that of magnetoelectric fields applied below the ordering 
temperature. To treat this scenario in a practical way, the magnetic viscosity of all the AF 
entities is neglected. Instead, the magnetoelectric coercivity (-)C is defined as the value at 
which the magnetoelectric order parameter pressure becomes equal to the magnetic 
anisotropy  that needs to be overcome for the reversal of the AF parameter. 
DMEAF((-)C, +) = 	(+) ∝ (+N − +)9 
 
(2.11) 
The square dependence of the anisotropy on the temperature below the Néel temperature 
[last step in Eq. 2.11] was recently demonstrated for Cr2O3 thin films [50]. This dependence 
causes the energy barrier against reversal of the AF order parameter to be extremely high at 
low temperatures. However, just below Néel temperature +N, the AF order parameter is 
stable at remanence and the coercivity is still practically achievable with moderate electric 
and magnetic fields [Sect. 2.3.2]. 
 
 
2.4 Realized magnetoelectric thin film elements 
All state-of-the-art thin film implementations for the electric field induced switching of 
magnetization have made use of magnetoelectrically active antiferromagnets in combination 
with ferromagnets. This approach is attractive as there are several magnetoelectric 
antiferromagnets available with two of them, namely BiFeO3 and Cr2O3, exhibiting stable 
magnetic order at room temperature. The exchange bias coupling [Sect. 2.2.3] between the 
MEAF and the ferromagnet translates the direction of the AF order parameter into a 
preferential magnetization direction of the ferromagnet which can then serve as a spintronic 
detector of the magnetic state. 
 
2.4.1 BiFeO3/CoFe system 
BiFeO3 is a ferroelectric antiferromagnet at room temperature that assumes a pseudocubic 
perovskite structure with a small rhombohedral distortion causing its ferroelectricity [53]. 
This distortion is fourfold degenerate in the four space diagonals of the pseudocubic unit cell 
and hence the polarization direction is eightfold degenerate along each of the eight corners of 
the unit cell. The magnetization is of the easy plane type orthogonal to the polarization. While 
the Fe atoms on such an easy plane order ferromagnetically, alternating planes are mutually 
antiferromagnetic leading to the compensation of the macroscopic magnetization. 
As both the electric and magnetic order parameters are rooted in the rhombohedral 
distortion, they are coupled and a change in the polarization direction also realigns the 
magnetic easy plane. To prove and exploit this coupling, both the ferroelectric and 
antiferromagnetic order parameter need to be assessed. While the ferroelectric polarization 
can be visualized with piezoresponse force microscopy, the antiferromagnetic order is 
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substantially more difficult to probe. One of the strongest manifestation of thin film 
antiferromagnetism is the exchange bias effect [Sect. 2.2.3] which leaves an evident 
fingerprint of the AF order in the magnetization behavior of a coupled ferromagnet. In 2011, 
combining these measurements allowed J. Heron and coworkers  [54] to demonstrate a 180° 
in-plane magnetization reversal after the application of an in-plane electric field. Due to the 
substantial directional degeneracy of the magnetic order in BiFeO3, the demonstrated 
switching effect was not deterministic at microscopic scales, which makes the effect 
unreliable for microscopic magnetoelectric elements in integrated circuits. 
To lift the directional degeneracy of the magnetic order and achieve reliable rigid coupling 
of the polarization and magnetization vectors, an additional symmetry breaker was required. 
In 2014, the same group prepared a similar system on a DyScO3(110) substrate that provides 
anisotropic in-plane strain in the BiFeO3 layer [14]. This enabled the deterministic local 180° 
magnetization reversal by the application of an out-of-plane electric field pulse.  
 
2.4.2  Cr2O3/Co/Pt system 
Cr2O3 is an antiferromagnet whose symmetry allows the linear magnetoelectric 
effect [22,24]. Importantly, this material class exhibits a spontaneous ferromagnetic 
termination monolayer that is strongly linked to its AF order parameter [30,55]. This layer 
shows excellent exchange bias properties with adjacent ferromagnets and can be reliably 
switched by magnetoelectric fields. Such magnetoelectric switching of the exchange bias was 
achieved on Cr2O3 single crystals [12] in 2010 and recently in 2015 for thin film 
systems [15,16]. As the AF order parameter is not easily accessible, both groups used a 
coupled Co/Pt ferromagnetic layer to infer the magnetic state in Cr2O3 via the exchange bias 
effect. State-of-the-art systems have revealed complete, deterministic and non-volatile 
reversal of the exchange bias and of the zero-field magnetization direction of the ferromagnet 
through a magnetoelectric field pulse. One advantage of the Cr2O3(0001) system over the 
BiFeO3 system is that it does not require anisotropic film strain and can thus be realized on 
standard substrates such as single-crystalline silicon or sapphire. 
Currently, one technological shortcoming of these Cr2O3/Co/Pt systems is their inability to 
operate reliably at room temperature. As operation was demonstrated slightly below room 
temperature, this deficit can possibly by mitigated by precisely tuning the strength of the 
exchange bias coupling [48,51] and by increasing the Néel temperature of Cr2O3 through 
doping [56]. 
A more severe issue with the Cr2O3/Co/Pt magnetoelectric exchange bias system is the use 
of a pulsed magnetic field for magnetization reversal which defies the prime advantage of 
magnetoelectric magnetization switching. A permanent magnetic field cannot be employed 
instead of the pulsed one as it would clamp the ferromagnetic magnetization even though the 
hidden antiferromagnetic order parameter could be successfully switched with the electric 
field pulse. 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
This chapter discusses the development process of ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric 
elements. These systems present a novel experimental solution to the problems of more 
conventional exchange biased magnetoelectric heterostructures and thus allow to meet the 
objectives formulated in Sect. 1.2. While introducing each of the components of the elements, 
the structural characterizations will be presented. Thin film systems are particularly reliant 
on their atomic structure because they possess at least one dimension in which they are 
confined to the nanometer regime. This leads to a great emphasis of their surfaces and 
interfaces with respect to their overall properties. Furthermore, as magnetic and 
magnetoelectric properties show a strong dependence on the anisotropic electronic 
properties of crystalline materials [Sect. 2.1], the orientation of the crystalline lattice with 
respect to the thin film plane is of strong relevance. As a result, structural investigation 
methods present an appropriate mean to assess a large portion of thin film properties that 
are correlated with magnetic properties.  
Subsequently, the experimental means and procedures for the magnetic and electric 
characterization of the elements are presented. To this end, a novel technique called 
spinning-current anomalous Hall magnetometry was developed to provide an all-electric 
probe to assess the antiferromagnetic order parameter in magnetoelectric thin films. More 
detail on this technique can be found in Chap. 4.  
The preparation of the samples relies on standard thin film processing techniques. Various 
types of physical vapor deposition and spin coating are employed to create thin films and 
photolithography-based etching and lift-off were used to structure the thin films into 
appropriate lateral patterns. The substrate for all the samples is (0001)-cut Al2O3 unless 
stated otherwise. An overview of the sample categories is given in Table 3.1. 
 
Sample category Layer stacking (nominal thickness in nm) 
I Al2O3 // Cr2O3(250) / Pt(2.5) 
II Al2O3 // Pt(20) / Cr2O3(250) / Pt(2.5) 
III Al2O3 // V2O3(20) / Cr2O3(250) / Pt(2.5) 
 
 
Table 3.1: Overview of the sample categories discussed throughout the thesis. 
 
The complete layer stacking is visualized in Figure 3.1. While the Cr2O3, the Hall cross and 
contact layers are present in all the samples, the gate electrode and the polyimide insulation 
are elements that allow the application of localized electric fields through the magnetoelectric 
beneath the Hall crosses. The following descriptions of the sample preparation will 
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encompass all the layers, although the gate layer and polyimide preparation are omitted for 
category I samples. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Schematic layer stack of the studied samples at a position including all 
layers. The gate electrode layer and the polyimide insultion are omitted for category I 
samples. 
 
3.1 Development of ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric elements 
The starting point for the design of magnetoelectric system that conforms to the outlined 
objectives [Sect. 1.2] is a MEAF compatible with conventional thin film technology and 
substrates. As discussed in Sect. 2.4.2, thin films of Cr2O3 can change their antiferromagnetic 
order parameter as a response to an electric field [11,12,15,16]. However, the writability 
could not be demonstrated near room temperature and readability required the absence of 
the magnetic writing field. The system developed throughout the present thesis aims to 
overcome these limitations. 
As a vertically implemented thin film electric field effect system, the present 
magnetoelectric element needs a bottom and a top electrode, between which the active 
element resides. In the present case, the active element is the MEAF, which needs to be a good 
electric insulator to withstand the electric field - created between the two electrodes. Cr2O3 
can fulfil this role adequately owing to its high thin film resistivity and dielectric breakdown 
strength [57]. The electrodes themselves need to be reasonable conductors and at least one of 
them must be used as an all-electric read-out element. As the low conductivity of Cr2O3 
prohibits direct electrical measurements of its antiferromagnetic order parameter, indirect 
effects have been traditionally used for this purpose. All presently known studies have 
employed a ferromagnetic layer in exchange bias coupling as a probe for the 
antiferromagnetic order parameter [12,15,16,31,48,51,57,58]. In that approach, a single 
preferential magnetic orientation of the ferromagnet results from the influence of the MEAF 
Substrate
Gateelectrode
Magnetoelectric
Antiferromagnet
Cr O2 3
Polyimide
Insulation
Contacts
Hall cross
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surface magnetization. While this method can generate strong read-out signals via the giant 
or tunnel magnetoresistance effects, the hysteretic behavior of the ferromagnet and its strong 
magnetic field susceptibility can lead to faulty read-out of the antiferromagnetic order 
parameter. If a permanent magnetic writing field is used with such systems, the 
ferromagnetic magnetization can be completely clamped in one direction by that field. As a 
result, read-out would be impossible, as the sign change in the exchange bias cannot translate 
into a detectable magnetization change. 
Omitting the ferromagnet in magnetoelectric exchange bias systems removes many of the 
obstacles and compromises previously described. As shown in Sect. 2.3.2, the exchange bias is 
by far the dominant influence for the selection of the order parameter in MEAF. With no 
ferromagnet present, the strongest parasitic order parameter selection pressure is thus 
removed and the MEAF can be switched by magnetoelectric fields substantially easier. 
Furthermore, to retain stability of the order parameter in the MEAF thin film, previous 
systems were operational only well below room temperature, although the Néel temperature 
of Cr2O3 is above room temperature [15,16]. With no exchange bias, the entire thermal 
stability range of the MEAF can be exploited which promises room temperature operation. 
Finally, if the read-out mechanism does not rely on a ferromagnet, which is itself highly 
susceptible to magnetic fields, a permanent writing magnetic field becomes a non-issue. This 
is a crucial consequence bearing in mind the intended purpose of magnetoelectric elements 
of providing energy efficient generation of magnetic states. To this end, permanent magnetic 
writing fields consume no energy at all, as they can be easily realized via permanent magnets. 
The single drawback of having no ferromagnetic layer coupled to the MEAF is that the 
conventional magnetoresistive all-electric read-out techniques cannot be employed to probe 
the magnetic order parameter of the system. Instead, the all-electric read-out of the AF order 
parameter of Cr2O3 will be realized via the anomalous Hall effect. The approach is detailed in 
Sect. 3.2.4, but importantly, it requires a magnetization within the conducting volume, i.e. in 
the electrodes. This implies that at least one of the electrodes be made of a material that 
exhibits a strong magnetic proximity effect. Such strong proximity magnetization has been 
reported to occur, e.g. in Pt [43,44] or in graphene [45]. An ultrathin layer of these proximity 
magnets brought in contact with the surface of the MEAF will maintain a magnetization that 
is proportional to antiferromagnetic order parameter. As the proximity magnetization 
appears only within a few atomic distances of the boundary, a large thickness of the 
proximity magnet leads to a severe suppression of the magnetic signal due to shunting. 
 
3.1.1 The substrate 
The Cr2O3 layer in a magnetoelectric element needs to exhibit a number of important 
characteristics: Antiferromagnetism and magnetoelectricity are properties of only the 
corundum phase ( phase) of the material [59]. As the individual crystallites become smaller, 
they are prone to loss of AF order already below the Néel temperature. Therefore, a crystal 
coherence length on the order of 100 nm or higher is required for stable AF properties at 
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room temperature. The two surfaces of the film must be smooth because roughness of the 
supported electrodes would lead to locally amplified electric fields, filament formation and 
eventually premature dielectric breakdown. Macroscopically, the layer must be dense and 
stoichiometric to be a suitable dielectric and needs to have (0001) surface facets as that 
particular orientation is necessary for the read-out mechanism to work. The surfaces have to 
be engineered to be close to their thermodynamic equilibrium state, as that state exhibits the 
detectable ferromagnetic boundary state with magnetization aligned in the out-of-plane 
direction favorable for the anomalous Hall-based read-out. 
It was found that the combined realization of large crystal coherence, texture and 
smoothness could be met by epitaxial growth of the films on a single crystalline substrate. 
While sufficient grain sizes can be grown on an amorphous substrate by either high-
temperature deposition or sintering, the in-plane orientation of the grains is random giving 
rise to substantial roughness due to high-energy grain boundaries. Such unfavorable grain 
boundaries can only be avoided when all the grains are forced to assume a particular in-plane 
orientation during crystal nucleation. Single crystalline substrates provide this homogeneous 
orientational stimulus for the entire film. 
However, as there are proposals to enhance the ordering temperature of Cr2O3 [56], the 
reduced necessary crystal coherence length might make Cr2O3 films on amorphous substrates 
an attractive option. In this case, only the (0001) out-of-plane orientation would have to be 
forced by a suitable seed layer. This can be elegantly achieved by depositing face-centered 
cubic (fcc) metals (e.g. platinum) on the amorphous substrate. These metals naturally are 
good conductors suitable as electrodes and they often assume a (111) texture that is a good 
precursor for the growth of (0001) textured -Cr2O3 films. Such an approach could become a 
possibility for MEAF-based elements, if boron doped Cr2O3 proves to be a reliable MEAF [56]. 
In the present thesis, only films of pure Cr2O3 – without any intentional doping – will be 
considered. For these, single crystalline substrates are an indispensable asset and all of the 
following discussion will be based on systems grown on (0001) facetted Al2O3 single crystal 
substrates. 
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Figure 3.2: 1x1 μm9 AFM images of Cr2O3 thin films deposited under various 
conditions onto different substrates. The images were acquired in collaboration with 
Barbara Eichler (IFW Dresden). (a) 100 nm Cr2O3 on Si/a-SiO2(100 nm)/Pt(20 nm), 
reactive sputtering at 450°C. (b) 100 nm Cr2O3 on Si/a-SiO2(100 nm)/Pt(20 nm), 
reactive e-beam evaporation at 700°C. (c) 130 nm Cr2O3 on Si/a-
SiO2(100 nm)/Pt(20 nm), reactive pulsed laser deposition at 700°C. (d) 250 nm 
Cr2O3 on -Al2O3, reactive crucible evaporation at 500°C, followed by sintering at 
750°C.  
 
 
3.1.2 The Cr2O3 bulk and top surface 
The core element of all samples is the magnetoelectric antiferromagnetic Cr2O3 layer. A 
nominal thickness of )]^_`a = 250 nm is chosen for this layer to provide a bulk-like Néel 
temperature on one hand while still maintaining a thickness that allows sizable electric fields 
- of 10c…10S V/m at low to moderate voltages. These layers are prepared by the reactive 
evaporation of metallic Cr in a background atmosphere of 10 nbar partial O2 pressure. A 
Knudsen cell filled with solid chromium chunks served as the source of the metal vapor. To 
control and stabilize the sublimation speed, the cell temperature was varied to up to 1350°C. 
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To invoke epitaxial crystallization of the chromium oxide deposit, a substrate temperature 
of at least 500°C is maintained during the deposition process. When Cr2O3 is grown on either 
Al2O3(0001) or Pt(111) surfaces, a substantial crystalline misfit results. As this misfit strain is 
relaxed via the introduction of misfit dislocations in the growing crystal, the surface becomes 
buckled and individual grains grow as separate columns [60,61]. The diameter of these 
individual grains is qualitatively defined by the speed at which new material is added and the 
speed at which it is dispersed on the surface which depends on the temperature of the 
substrate. High temperatures and low depositions rates favor large grains and the necessary 
crystal coherence length can be achieved for epitaxial Cr2O3 films for deposition at about 
700°C and a rate of about 0.2	Ås. In contrast, to obtain a more beneficial low surface roughness, 
smaller grain sizes are favorable [60]. In this respect, sintering of the epitaxial polycrystalline 
film provides an elegant alternative method to obtain a large crystal coherence length. When 
sintering epitaxial polycrystalline films, grain fusion requires no energy to reorient the 
atomic lattice in the bulk of the grains. Instead, only the grain boundary region is reordered. 
As the energy barrier for this process does not depend on the grain size, but only on the grain 
boundary type, the process is not self-limited as is sintering of randomly oriented 
polycrystalline materials. Therefore, epitaxial polycrystalline films can be rapidly sintered 
into crystals spanning virtually the entire sample area, if the annealing treatment provides 
sufficient thermal energy to reorder grain boundary regions. Such crystals are not 
comparable to melt-grown single crystals because they still contain some inevitable defects 
inherent to thin film growth like misfit dislocations. Still, their crystal coherence is sufficient 
for magnetic exchange coupling. Therefore, the Néel temperature is only limited by the 
thickness of the film, which was fixed at 250 nm for all following studies if not mentioned 
otherwise. As the film sinters into a continuous crystal, its surface is also smoothed in an 
effort to minimize the surface area and thus surface energy. This is highly beneficial for the 
dielectric behavior of the film. Small deep grooves are smoothed very efficiently and voids are 
expelled from the crystal as such features would otherwise greatly enhance the surface area. 
By choosing a suitable atmosphere for the sintering process, the stoichiometry of the 
material can be improved, too. As residual conductivity in Cr2O3 can arise due to superfluous 
oxygen [57], a reducing atmosphere is helpful to obtain an optimum stoichiometry. The 
sintering was carried out in a high vacuum with a residual total pressure of about 10Rc	mbar 
at 750°C for about 10 min. While the vacuum efficiently removes unbound oxygen, the 
crystalline oxide is not reduced by vacuum annealing. According to an Ellingham-Richardson 
calculation [62,63], the equilibrium oxygen pressure over -Cr2O3 at 750°C is approximately 
10R9c	mbar, which means that oxygen will be not released. 
Since the top surface of the Cr2O3 thin film is formed in vacuum through a process that 
minimizes surface energy, the result is the thermodynamically stable (0001) facet. This 
boundary is terminated by half a layer of Cr ions [64] and features the important 
ferromagnetic boundary configuration, when the material is in its antiferromagnetic 
state [30]. 
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3.1.3 The V2O3 or Pt bottom electrodes 
When designing a magnetoelectric element capable of generating an electric field through 
the MEAF layer, a bottom electrode layer must be inserted into the layer stack below the 
Cr2O3 layer. The bottom electrodes have to provide a suitable crystalline face that forces the 
growth of an epitaxial Cr2O3(0001) film subsequently. This requirement is fulfilled by both 
the isostructural V2O3(0001) and the fcc Pt(111) layers, while the former additionally 
provides the option to prepare single-orientation Cr2O3 layers, in contrast to twinned ones 
[detailed discussion in Sect. 3.1.6]. As the layer acts as an electrode during operation, any 
sharp convex features on its surface are prohibitive. Such spikes would cause a locally 
enhanced electric field that quickly induces the formation of a conductive filament in the 
dielectric MEAF. To avoid such features, vacuum sintering is applied in the same way as 
described in Sect. 3.1.2. For V2O3, the effects are expected to be very similar to those observed 
for Cr2O3 yielding an almost atomically smooth surface. In contrast, Pt is expected to form 
grooves at its surface, albeit tiny ones [65]. Such grooves are concave features that do not 
lead to premature breakdown of the dielectric when an electric field is applied. 
As a first step in the preparation of the gate electrode layers, all substrates underwent a 
brief vacuum annealing to 700°C, which is mandatory to condition the as delivered Al2O3 
substrates for epitaxial growth of the thin films. For category II samples [Table 3.1], the Pt 
gate electrode was prepared by direct-current magnetron sputtering during the cool-down 
from the pre-annealing. The high surface temperature at the beginning of the deposition 
ensures proper in-plane alignment of the nucleating Pt layer [65]. In contrast, the growth of 
Pt on preexisting Pt surfaces occurs in epitaxial relationship even when close to room 
temperature [66]. After the deposition is complete, the substrate is again heated to 700°C 
 
Figure 3.3: 1x1 μm9 AFM images showing the influence of the epitaxial sintering 
process on the morphology of 250 nm thick Cr2O3 films on Al2O3 substrates. The 
images were acquired in collaboration with Barbara Eichler (IFW Dresden).  (a) Initial 
state after reactive evaporation at 500°C. (b) Result of 10 min of sintering at 750°C in 
a 10Rc	mbar high vacuum. 
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which smooths the surface by promoting the (111) surface and sinters small grains from the 
low-temperature phase of the deposition. Thin noble metal layers on oxide substrates have a 
tendency to dewet and agglomerate when heated [67]. To avoid this effect and maintain a 
smooth continuous layer, a minimum Pt thickness is necessary. Therefore, a thickness of 
about 20 nm is used for the Pt film. Such a film was found to be stable when sintered in 
vacuum and when subsequently heated again during the sintering process of the Cr2O3 film. 
More precise conditions need to be met for deposition of the V2O3 gate electrodes present 
in the sample category III [Table 3.1]. Vanadium possesses several different stable oxides. A 
suitable thermodynamic environment in terms of oxygen pressure and temperatures [62,63] 
is thus necessary to encourage the formation of the desired compound. The material was 
provided via reactive e-beam evaporation of V metal in 10 nbar O2. The substrate 
temperature was kept at 700°C for the nucleation and at 500°C for the film growth. As these 
conditions cannot exclude the stability of the higher oxides reliably [62,63], the presence of a 
corundum phase seed layer was also found to be necessary for the growth of V2O3 [68]. The 
oxide was then annealed at 750°C in vacuum for smoothing and sintering which stabilizes the 
film against changes such as intermixing driven by the subsequently deposited Cr2O3. 
Dewetting is not encountered for the V2O3 which shows excellent adhesion and even 
miscibility with other corundum materials [68,69]. However, a different issue was found to 
adversely affect the conductivity of V2O3. During sintering of the Cr2O3 layer, some 
interdiffusion between the two materials is likely due to the similar lattice parameters and 
the substantial miscibility. Cr doped V2O3 loses its metallic conductivity already for about 1% 
Cr cation content [70]. Therefore, very thin layers of V2O3 are much more susceptible to attain 
such a doping level when heated as a heterostructure with Cr2O3. One route to circumvent 
this doping problem is an increased thickness of V2O3. With a V2O3 thickness of 20 nm, all the 
samples were found to provide reliable conductivity at and near room temperature. 
 
3.1.4 Epitaxial relationships 
Epitaxy refers to a particular case of thin film growth, in which the atomic lattice 
orientation of the substrate surface is imposed on the growing crystal. To judge epitaxial 
relationships of grown thin films, both the in-plane and the out-of-plane order needs to be 
probed. This can be performed with excellent accuracy by x-ray diffraction (XRD). The 
relation of XRD and the atomic structure was described by Max von Laue in the early 20th 
century [20]. When the atoms act as scatterers of the incident plane wave each generating a 
spherical exit wave, constructive interference of the collective exit wave is only observed for 
particular angles. These angles depend on the wavelength and on the spacing and relative 
orientation of the atoms in the crystal lattice. 
Out of experimental convenience, a reflective measurement layout will be employed for 
the x-ray diffraction experiments presented in this thesis. The condition for constructive 
interference in this geometry was derived by William Henry Bragg and William Lawrence 
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Bragg in 1913 [71]. Diffractive reflection is only supported when the reciprocal lattice of the 
sample contains an element at the position along the reflection normal Yg: 
Yg = 2hi sin( (3.1) 
The angle ( describes both the inclination of the x-ray source and oppositely that of the 
detector over the reflecting lattice plane. i is the wavelength and h is a positive integer. The 
implications of Eq. 3.1 are illustrated in Figure 3.4(a) where constructive reflection at the 
indicated lattice planes would be possible for the incident angle ( because the path difference 
between the plane far-field exit waves emanating from different lattice planes is exactly an 
integer multiple of the wavelength.  
 
Figure 3.4: (a) Illustration of the Bragg condition for constructive reflective diffraction 
[Eq. 3.1] in real space. (b) Schematic goniometric diffractometer that allows to map 
the 3-dimensional reciprocal lattice of the sample by tilting and rotating the specimen 
along various axes. In the depicted oblique (k ≠ 0) configuration, the probed 
diffraction vector Yg is tilted with respect to the sample normal, which allows to 
detect oblique lattice planes (black lines in the sample). 
 
In a diffractometer, the 3-dimensional reciprocal lattice can be mapped by successively 
varying the relative alignment of x-ray source, specimen and detector as is shown in Figure 
3.4(b). While the angles m	and	k can be understood as direct spherical coordinates of the 
probed point in the reciprocal lattice, the radius of the probed reciprocal sphere is controlled 
by the scattering angle 2( via Eq. 3.1.  
The in-plane and out-of-plane crystalline order of epitaxial thin films can be efficiently 
probed by a 2-dimensional reciprocal space map, when one of the crystalline axes is selected 
as the in-plane direction. Through varying the k and 2( angles, one obtains an overview such 
as that in Figure 3.5. The maps are all aligned in the 3-dimensional reciprocal space by the 
n1	0	1	10o reflex of the Al2O3 substrate and thus one finds this feature in all the maps. All the 
present reflexes are identified in Figure 3.5(c). As Al2O3 is a single-crystalline substrate, its 
properties are highly consistent and the reflex is very sharp. The main broadening of the 
reflex is apparent along radial direction of the reciprocal space. As the used radiation is not 
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perfectly monochromatic, the residual wavelength spectrum enters Eq. 3.1 causing a spread 
of diffraction angles that end up as the characteristic streak around high intensity reflexes in 
the reciprocal space map. Still, the peak intensity is observed at the lattice position of relaxed 
Al2O3. The second reflex present in all the maps [Figure 3.5(a-c)] is that of Cr2O3. The 
appearance of reflexes not belonging to the substrate is a clear indication that Cr2O3 is indeed 
crystalline and its radial position in reciprocal space clearly identifies it as a n1	0	1	10o reflex 
akin to the substrate reflex. To confirm the epitaxial relationship unambiguously, the in-plane 
symmetry of the  n1	0	1	10o can be confirmed by probing the reciprocal space ring through 
the reflex and concentric about the plane-normal axis. The observed threefold symmetry 
[Figure 3.5(d-f)] is in conformity with the substrate and indicates that epitaxy is realized in 
all three dimensions. 
Figure 3.5(a) shows the reciprocal space map of a category I sample [Table 3.1]. The in-
plane lattice misfit between Cr2O3 and Al2O3 is substantial at 4.0 %. It is remarkable that the 
position of the Cr2O3 reflex exactly matches its relaxed bulk value, which is overlaid as the 
black cross. This implies that the misfit strain of Cr2O3 on Al2O3 is fully relaxed by misfit 
dislocations. As no appreciable signature of unrelaxed Cr2O3 is evident, the unrelaxed Cr2O3 
volume must be negligible and the dislocations must be situated close to the Al2O3/Cr2O3 
interface. The misfit leads to an average spacing of misfit lines of 25 Cr2O3 unit cells or 10.7 
nm. At the same time, the m scan of the reciprocal lattice ring [Figure 3.5(d)]  shows that the 
3-dimensional symmetry is almost perfectly transferred to the Cr2O3 layer, apart from a 2 % 
minority area where crystallographic twin crystals are present. These twins give rise to the 
smaller intermediate reflexes in the m scan. The causes and consequences of twinning will be 
covered in more detail in Sect. 3.1.6. These data indicate that the Cr2O3 layer in category I 
samples – Cr2O3 directly on Al2O3 – obtains structural properties close to that of a single 
crystal although the lower interface region is substantially disturbed. 
Similar measurements for the Al2O3/Pt/Cr2O3 category II system [Table 3.1] are shown in 
Figure 3.5(b). In contrast to the Al2O3/Cr2O3 system, the Cr2O3 layers on the Pt buffer are 
found in a non-relaxed state after the sintering and cooling down. Strain relaxation is a 
thermodynamically beneficial process which is limited by its slow kinetics at lower 
temperatures. Therefore, the maximally relaxed state is expected at the highest temperature 
experienced by the sample. The fully relaxed state observed in the Al2O3/Cr2O3 system 
implies that the sintering process is sufficient to obtain relaxed Cr2O3 at the sintering 
temperature. 
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Figure 3.5: Structural XRD characterization of the three sample categories [Table 3.1]. 
(a-c) show 2-dimensional reciprocal space maps aligned with the p1	0	1	0q substrate 
axis and spanning the range around the n1	0	1	10o reciprocal corundum lattice point. 
Black crosshairs indicate the relaxed room temperature lattice position of the three 
corundum oxides. (d-f) show the corresponding m scans through the Cr2O3 lattice 
point (red curve) and the V2O3 lattice point (blue curve), which reveal the present in-
plane rotational symmetry. 
 
The observed strain in the Al2O3/Pt/Cr2O3 system thus has to be developed during the 
cool-down to room temperature. Such thermal strains regularly arise when layers with 
different thermal expansion coefficients are stacked. The thermal expansion of Al2O3 between 
room temperature and 750°C is about 0.47 % [72] and that of Cr2O3 is expected to be similar 
as Al2O3/Cr2O3 cools free of strain. Pt displays a larger thermal expansion of about 
0.75 % [73]. When cooling the layer stack to room temperature, the expansion differences of 
the layers cannot be relaxed completely because the thermal energy of the cooling system is 
insufficient to invoke pronounced atomic rearrangements of the highly relaxed system. 
Instead, the layers retain an elastic strain if their thermal expansion ratios do not match. Due 
to the higher modulus and volume of the Cr2O3 layer over the Pt layer, the differential strain 
of the Pt/Cr2O3 system will be almost exclusively stored in the Pt lattice. Additionally, the 
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complete Pt/Cr2O3 bilayer becomes tensely strained due to the differential Al2O3/Pt strain of 
about 0.25 %. As a result, the Cr2O3 layer with the Pt seed layer retains an elastic c-axis 
compression of about 0.18 % at room temperature. 
The presence of this elastic deformation indicates that the lattice misfit at the sintering 
temperature is a better indicator for the estimation of the misfit location density in the Cr2O3 
films. This lattice mismatch between Pt and Cr2O3 is approximately 2.8 % giving rise to misfit 
lines every 14.9 nm. Thus, the Pt buffer reduces the linear density of misfit locations by about 
one third and the areal density by about half. On the other hand, the Cr2O3 layers contain 
residual strain and display severe twinning. In fact, the areal ratio between the two twins is 
about unity, implying equiprobable nucleation of each twin.  
V2O3, that is present in the category III samples [Table 3.1] as an underlayer, exhibits an 
even more pronounced thermal expansion between room temperature and 750°C of about 
1.0 % [74]. While virtually perfectly lattice matched to Cr2O3 at room temperature, the high 
temperature misfit of Cr2O3 on V2O3 is about -0.5 %. When cooling to room temperature, the 
largest part of this differential strain of the V2O3/Cr2O3 is again stored in the underlayer, as 
the Cr2O3 lattice has a substantially larger volume. The differential Al2O3/V2O3 strain, 
however, affects both layers. The V2O3 lattice thus tries to contract about 0.5 % more than the 
Al2O3 lattice. As shown by the XRD data [Figure 3.5(c)], only a small part of this thermal strain 
can still relax during the cool-down and the major part – about 0.3 % - is retained in the Cr2O3 
lattice as an elastic 1-axis compression. The strain stored in the V2O3 layer is expectedly even 
larger and amounts to 0.45 %. 
Due to the subtle high temperature misfit, the V2O3 underlayer causes the lowest density 
of misfit dislocations in Cr2O3 with an average spacing of about 90 nm per misfit line. 
Compared to Cr2O3 on Pt, the linear misfit density is thus expected to be lower by factor of 
about 6 using the V2O3 underlayer. The areal misfit density would be reduced by even the 
square of that factor. In further contrast to the Pt or Al2O3 underlayers, the misfit dislocations 
in the V2O3 system are expected to have an inverse stacking order, as the differential strain in 
the Cr2O3 layer is tensile at high temperatures with respect to the V2O3 lattice. At the same 
time, twinning is greatly suppressed when using a V2O3 underlayer as a gate electrode instead 
of a Pt layer [Figure 3.5(f)]. The reason for this is that the corundum lattice is allowed to 
continuously extend from the substrate up to the Cr2O3 layer and no new crystalline phase 
must be nucleated as is the case for an Al2O3/Pt/Cr2O3 stack. Twinning mechanisms will be 
discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.1.6. 
The lattice relations between the individual layers are defined by epitaxy. When corundum 
layers are grown on the Al2O3 substrate, a strong tendency to retain the crystalline 
orientation in all three dimensions can be observed. In contrast, when an equally threefold 
symmetric fcc metal is used as a gate electrode layer, the continuous corundum lattice is 
disrupted and the new phases obtain an overall sixfold in-plane symmetry caused by 
rotational crystal twinning. Furthermore, it is found that Cr2O3 films are virtually strain free 
at room temperature when grown directly on the Al2O3 substrate as the two materials exhibit 
similar thermal expansion ratios. When, however, a gate electrode layer with a larger thermal 
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expansion is inserted between the Al2O3 substrate and the Cr2O3 layer, the present differential 
cooling strains cause both the electrode and the Cr2O3 to become tensely strained. Another 
type of defects that have to be present in the investigated systems, are misfit dislocations that 
relax the strain of all the layers at the sintering temperature. 
 
3.1.5 The Cr2O3 bottom interface 
While the top surface of the MEAF is formed as a vacuum boundary during the sintering 
process, the situation for the bottom surface is more complex. The high temperature during 
sintering causes atom diffusion not only within Cr2O3, but potentially also an exchange of 
atoms between the underlayer and Cr2O3. Such interdiffusion occurs when Cr2O3 and the 
underlayer can form a solid solution or an alloy. Furthermore, during sintering the Cr2O3 
crystal relaxes its elastic strain while at 750°C apart from a small interfacial region, in which 
the interface bonds with the underlayer lattice disfavoring the relaxed Cr2O3 lattice. As most 
of the Cr2O3 crystal tries to relax its stress, the misfit dislocations are transported to a region 
very close to its bottom interface.  
When the underlayer is Pt, one potential effect is the dissolution of Cr into Pt. However, 
this process is strongly unfavorable in the case of Cr2O3 as, for Cr to dissolve, the oxide would 
need to be broken up and oxygen liberated. Therefore, a stoichiometrically sharp interface is 
expected between Cr2O3 and Pt [75]. In contrast, the Al2O3 or V2O3 underlayers are 
isostructural with Cr2O3 and are both oxides, which implies that Cr2O3 does not have to break 
up for intermixing to occur. Instead, the compounds mix by merely exchanging their trivalent 
metal cations. The miscibility depends on how similar the lattice constants are [69] implying 
more favorable and faster intermixing at V2O3/Cr2O3 interfaces. As the interfaces between the 
corundum oxides prepared at elevated temperatures can be considered a continued crystal 
with cation content gradually changing over some atomic distances [61,76], no atomically 
sharp interface exists. Therefore, the ferromagnetic boundary layer expected for free surfaces 
of Cr2O3 cannot arise in the same way at the corundum interfaces. 
While the particular effects differ between the various underlayers investigated here, the 
two unlike boundaries of the Cr2O3 layers introduce an inherent imbalance between the top 
and bottom ferromagnetic boundary layers. As such magnetic surface effects are increasingly 
important when the film thickness is reduced, they must be considered when investigating 
the magnetic and magnetoelectric behavior of the thin Cr2O3 films. The influence of this 
magnetic moment imbalance on the selection of the AF order parameter will be investigated 
in Sect. 6.1. 
 
3.1.6 Twinning of Cr2O3 
Another property of the Cr2O3 that is determined during the film nucleation, is 
crystallographic twinning. All of the previously discussed underlayers exhibit a crystal 
structure with threefold in-plane symmetry, which is invariant under a 120° in-plane 
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rotation. At the same time, all of them are almost sixfold symmetric, which means that the 
differences between directions that are 60° apart are only minute. Figure 3.6 illustrates the 
in-plane configuration of one (0001) atomic layer of a corundum crystal. When considering 
only the first layer of metal atoms, the in-plane symmetry is indeed a sixfold one. This sixfold 
symmetry is broken only by the relative alignment of the oxygen atoms with respect to the 
metal atoms and the stacking order of the consecutive layers. For Pt(111), which contains no 
oxygen, the sixfold symmetry is broken only by the stacking order of multiple atomic layers, 
whereas a single atomic layer of Pt(111) exhibits a sixfold symmetry. When the first atomic 
layer of Cr2O3 adsorbs on the substrate, the stacking order of the underlayer can only 
influence the adlayer, if both layers can exchange atoms over at least 2-3 atomic distances. As 
noble metals are not miscible with Cr2O3, such an exchange is not possible and the individual 
nucleations select their orientation independently. Once several atomic layers of material are 
grown, the islands coalesce into a film, in which the local orientation can differ by 60°. The 
grain boundary that forms between two such twin domains contains many common atomic 
positions that are shared by both lattices. The energy of such a coherent twin boundary in 
corundum structured materials is therefore rather low, which leads to the persistence of the 
twin domains in the Cr2O3 crystal even after sintering. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of the in-plane configuration of a (0001) corundum 
crystal plane. The black rhombs denote unit cells with the cell parameter r. The two 
different coherent twin types shown in (a) and (b), respectively, are not translation 
symmetric, but differ by a 60° in-plane rotation. 
 
To avert twinning during the nucleation process, the aforementioned intermixing between 
the corundum materials can be used to suppress twin nucleations of Cr2O3 when grown on 
Al2O3 or V2O3. To do so, the initial few atomic layers of Cr2O3 are deposited under conditions 
that are above the miscibility gaps in the corresponding binary phase diagrams [69]. This 
leads to cation intermixing and thus continued growth of the underlayer crystal while 
gradually changing its cation content to be all Cr. Once the surface lattice is enriched with Cr 
and has adopted the Cr2O3 lattice parameter, the temperature can be reduced to below the 
miscibility gap to prevent further intermixing. In this way, almost single-orientation twin free 
(a) (b)
Metal1st layer Metal 2nd layer Oxygen
a
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crystalline layers of - Cr2O3(0001) can be prepared [68] while twinning is observed if 
nucleation takes place in conditions preventing sufficient intermixing [60]. In addition, by 
using V2O3 as a conductive underlayer, single-orientation Cr2O3 layers are also feasible with a 
gate electrode. The latter cannot be achieved with a Pt gate electrode, as the absence of 
intermixing prevents the suppression of crystallographic twinning both in the Pt layer and in 
the Cr2O3 layer. 
The role of twinning for magnetoelectric Cr2O3 films is a controversial one. First of all, 
grain boundaries disrupt the continuous crystal lattice which can lead to local deviations 
from stoichiometry and thus increased ionic conductivity. To minimize the grain boundary 
energy, a thermodynamically equilibrated thin film will exhibit a groove at the position of the 
grain boundary which reduces the grain boundary area [77]. Finally, it was argued [60] that 
crystallographic twinning within one antiferromagnetic domain in Cr2O3 would diminish the 
magnetoelectric effect as the two twin types would contribute with opposite sign to the linear 
magnetoelectric effect. 
The latter notwithstanding, all of the presently realized thin film magnetoelectric Cr2O3 
systems have made use of a twinned Pt gate layer and thus a twinned Cr2O3 magnetoelectric 
layer due to the ease of the fabrication [15,16,51,57]. In light of the former issues that might 
be present in twinned Cr2O3 film, it is a worthwhile investigation to compare the 
magnetoelectric behavior of twinned and single-orientation Cr2O3 films.  
The macroscopic degree of crystallographic twinning probed by XRD showed that the 
oxide thin films in all-corundum systems have a tendency to retain the 3-dimensional 
structural order of the Al2O3 substrate [Figure 3.5]. The marked preference for one twin 
domain type over the other implies that the minority twins are stabilized merely by the 
presence of local defects that disturb the ideal Al2O3 surface. Figure 3.7 shows twin contrast 
images to assess the microscopic pattern of the twin crystals. The contrast is obtained in an 
electron microscope by illuminating the surface along the oblique p1	0	1	4q direction. Under 
such a high symmetry direction, the atomic lattice contains channels that allow the probe 
electrons to enter far into the material before creating secondary electrons [78]. For the twin 
grain, these channels are rotated by 60° in the film plane and are thus not directly irradiated 
by the probe electrons. As a result, the twin type with more pronounced channeling will 
release less secondary electrons as they are created deeper inside the material. 
Figure 3.7(a) was obtained for an Al2O3/V2O3/Cr2O3 sample with only little twinning 
[Figure 3.5]. The brighter minority twins are randomly distributed and their areal density is 
homogeneous at scales large than a few 100 nm. However, they vary substantially in size 
from below 10 nm up to 50 nm. As epitaxial sintering would rather remove small minority 
twin domains instead of creating them, the origin of the twinning must lie in the nucleation 
stage of film growth. To this end, the scale of the twin crystals is consistent with the size of 
the individual crystals that are formed during growth and are still observable before the 
sintering step [Figure 3.3(a)]. 
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Cr2O3 films on non-corundum materials, on the contrary, reveal equiprobable twin 
domains as the seed layer exerts no preference for one particular epitaxial twin [79]. The 
twinning pattern then reveals the size of the individual islands that formed during the film 
growth. Due to the high mobility of Cr and O adatoms on (111) noble metal surfaces [75] the 
individual nucleations are substantially larger, than for Cr2O3 on corundum oxides, where 
bonding and sticking is stronger. As can be seen in Figure 3.7(b) some Cr2O3 twin domains are 
over 100 nm in diameter. The image was taken for an Al2O3/Ni/Ag/Cr2O3 sample, which – like 
the Pt buffered films – contains twin domains of both types equiprobably.  
 
 
Figure 3.7: 800 × 800	nm9 electron channeling contrast micrographs recorded using 
an electron illumination along the p1	0	1	4q direction of Cr2O3, which is tilted 31° off 
normal. (a) Cr2O3 on a V2O3 underlayer shows an obvious preponderance of 
crystallographic twin domains with a dark contrast. (b) Cr2O3 on a noble metal 
underlayer, in contrast, has a more equal occurrence of the two twin domain types. 
 
 The channeling contrast microscopy scans reveal that twinning is present in epitaxial 
Cr2O3(0001) films at scales of about 100 nm and below. On average, the observed twinning 
fraction of this microscopic area is consistent with the overall equiprobable twin domain 
presence. Twinning does not affect the smoothness and continuity of epitaxial sintered Cr2O3 
films. Therefore, twinned films are on equal footing with single orientation films from a 
structural point of view for the intents of this thesis. 
As twinning evidently takes place on the scale of individual crystal nucleations regardless 
of the underlayer material, the approximate twin sizes are on the order of 100 nm. As the 
electrically probed regions are substantially larger with a diameter of about 10 µm 
[Sect. 3.1.7], the twinning fraction within these regions is expected to be consistent with that 
measured by XRD for the entire sample [Figure 3.5]. 
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3.1.7 Hall crosses and patterning processes 
The Pt Hall cross layers were deposited directly after the Cr2O3 deposition and its sintering 
process. A reduced temperature of about 100°C and high rate sputter deposition (about 1	Ås) 
are employed for this step to ensure film continuity [48], which is critical for the intended 
magnetotransport characterizations [Sect. 3.2]. These deposition conditions allow continuous 
Hall cross layers with a low thickness of only )Pt = 2 nm, enabling a sizable magnetic 
proximity effect. For systems possessing both a bottom and a top electrode layer, shortcuts 
between the two electrodes must be avoided. The Cr2O3 layer, despite its high bulk resistivity, 
cannot provide this insulation over macroscopic areas due to microscopic defects disrupting 
layer continuity. Therefore, the extended top electrode layer is removed from the entire 
sample after deposition, apart from a small Hall cross area. This is achieved by reactive ion 
etching in a SF6 gas with the Hall cross masked by a photoresist layer. The reactive ion 
etching was performed in collaboration with Sandra Nestler (IFW Dresden). The mask layout 
is shown in Figure 3.8.  The cross line width [width of the blue cross arms in panel (b)] is 30 
µm for category I samples and 10 µm for categories II and III that include a gate electrode. 
This yields a total top electrode area overlapping with the continuous gate electrode of 
XO = 670	μm2. Using the dielectric constant of Cr2O3 :r = 11.9 [80], one can calculate the 
element capacitance by the plate capacitor equation zE = :0:r XO )]^_`a⁄ = 0.28	pF. For 
samples with bottom electrodes, the entire sample is then spin-coated with a polyimide-
based resist developed by Daniil Karnaushenko and Dmitriy D. Karnaushenko (both IFW 
Dresden). This polyimide layer contains photolithographically determined holes which can be 
used to contact to the top and bottom electrodes in predefined areas. Finally, 
Cr(5 nm)/Au(100 nm) contact lines are deposited by e-beam evaporation and patterned 
using a photoresist lift-off process. The deposition of the contact material was carried out by 
Martin Bauer (IFW Dresden). Lithographic masks were prepared in collaboration with Ingolf 
Mönch, Martin Bauer and Cindy Kupka (all IFW Dresden). 
While the gate electrode overlap area XO defines the sample area, to which electric fields 
are applied by charging of the gate, the Hall measurements performed within the top 
electrode grant information only of the area of the cross intersection X+. This area is 
approximately the square of the cross line width, i.e. X+ = 900	μm2 for category I [Table 3.1] 
samples and X+ = 100	μm2 otherwise. 
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Figure 3.8: (a) Schematic of the sample layout showing the general contact layout. Grid 
size is 1 mm. (b) Schematic zoom-in of the Hall cross region. Grid size is 10 µm. (c) 
Microscopic image of a real sample using differential interference contrast to 
emphasize topography. 
 
3.2 Magnetotransport measurements 
The practical focus of the prepared magnetoelectric systems is electric writing and reading 
of binary antiferromagnetic magnetization states which is realized by magnetotransport 
experiments. Besides, magnetotransport measurements provide a lot of information about 
the underlying physics governing the behavior of the MEAF. Therefore, this is the main 
investigation technique used throughout this thesis. There are several effects which link the 
magnetic state of a material to changes of its electric resistivity tensor F24. This tensor relates 
the current density along direction { to the created internal electric field in direction |. For 
thin films and the transport characterization discussed in the thesis, it is sufficient to consider 
the two in-plane directions. Furthermore, polycrystalline thin films possess full in-plane 
rotational symmetry at scales beyond the grain sizes (some nanometers) which is a valid 
1 2
345 6
1 2
34
20µm
(a)
(b) (c)
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approximation for the Hall crosses presented in Sect. 3.1.7. Hence, the relevant resistivity 
tensor is described by:  
 F24 = }F~~ F~F~ F = }
FL FH−FH FL = ) 
S H−H S 
 
(3.2) 
The last step in Eq. 3.2 is valid for the special case of a Hall cross with identical line widths in 
both directions where S denotes the longitudinal sheet resistance. This implies that the 
symmetries present in the investigated thin film Hall crosses render the resistances scale-
invariant quantities with respect to the Hall cross size and that the calculation of resistivities 
can be neglected. All discussions of the magnetotransport behavior will thus be based on the 
resistances S and H. 
 
3.2.1 Hall effects 
All the effects that produce a non-zero transversal electrical resistance are summarized as 
Hall effects honoring Edwin Hall’s 1879 discovery of transversal voltage drops when current 
is sent through a medium in an external magnetic field. As of today, it is understood that time 
reversal symmetry breaking is required to give rise to such Hall type resistances and three 
effects have been identified to be responsible: the normal Hall effect [81], the anomalous (or 
extraordinary) Hall effect [82,83] and the topological Hall effect [84,85]. As the latter arises 
only in materials with a very peculiar magnetic texture that is of no concern for the systems 
discussed in this thesis, it will be omitted from the further discussion. Furthermore, each of 
the different Hall effects is intrinsically can be appear in quantized form under peculiar 
conditions [86]. This quantized nature of the Hall conductivities can be neglected in the 
present case as well. 
The normal Hall effect in well conducting metals can be described classically in terms of 
particulate electrons moving through a medium and being deflected. The deflection is 
induced by the Lorentz force in a direction perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the 
direction of the electrical current. As only the current carrying species are deflected, a net 
charge will build up in the direction of the deflection. The arising electrostatic force 
compensates the Lorentz force and leads to a magnetic field  dependent equilibrium 
deflection or equilibrium transversal normal Hall effect resistance: 
NHE = −g)1C  
 
(3.3) 
The parameter g is the magnetic field in the direction perpendicular to the current and the 
measured deflection. 1C	and	 denote the volumetric concentration and the charge of the 
individual carriers of the electrical current. In metals, highly mobile electrons dominate 
electric currents, which makes  equal to the elementary charge of the electron and causes a 
carrier concentration 1C of the same order of magnitude as the concentration of atoms. As 
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evident from Eq. 3.3, the normal Hall effect is linear in the magnetic field, which implies that 
any deviation from a linear H() dependence has a cause that is not related to the normal 
Hall effect. 
 
3.2.2 Anomalous Hall effect 
One of the causes for a nonlinear Hall effect H() was found in the magnetic transition 
metals that display an additional strong anomalous Hall effect that is proportional to the 
magnetization of the sample. Upon closer inspection however, it was concluded that the 
anomalous Hall effect is not strictly proportional to the magnetization under all 
circumstances [83] and that it is instead composed of at least three more fundamental effects. 
While all of these effects are associated with the sample magnetization, their relative 
strengths vary depending on other material properties, such as the longitudinal resistivity, 
the density of structural defects or the spin-orbit-coupling strength. 
In general, the anomalous Hall effect depends on the electronic properties that are also 
responsible for the longitudinal material resistivity. Thus, when the sample resistance is 
changed (e.g. by a change in temperature), so is the anomalous Hall resistance. Importantly, 
there is an exception from this case in what is called the “good metal regime” [83,87] where 
variations of the sample resistance leave the anomalous Hall resistance invariant with respect 
to anything but the magnetization component normal to the current and the measured Hall 
voltage. 
AHE(+, ) = g(+, )XAHE)  
 
(3.4) 
The coefficient XAHE is thus a constant with respect to the magnetic field and temperature in 
the good metal regime. The empirical boundaries of the regime identified by Miyasato et al. in 
2007 [87] are longitudinal resistivities of 10RS	Ωm ≲ F~~ ≲ 10R	Ωm. While this is a special 
case, many metallic polycrystalline thin films including those of the transition metal ferro- 
and antiferromagnets can be treated within the formalism of the good metal regime. This 
makes the anomalous Hall resistance a quantity that is directly proportional to the 
magnetization of the sample perpendicular to the thin film plane. 
While Eq. 3.4 hints to the close connection of the anomalous Hall resistance and the 
magnetization, this simple relation cannot be routinely exploited in a real measurement. The 
complication arises because the transversal voltage reading of a real Hall cross is not an 
exclusive measure of the generated Hall voltage but it also contains an additional 
contribution that depends on the longitudinal resistance. When the cross is slightly 
asymmetric, the two Hall voltage pins of the cross will not be located at perfectly identical 
isopotential lines of the probe current. This unknown potential difference will be always 
measured in conjunction with the generated Hall voltage. The apparent transversal resistance 
app thus is 
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app(+, ) = H(+, ) + ()S(+, ) 
 
(3.5) 
where  is a factor determining the influence of the longitudinal resistance. It becomes 0 only 
for ideally symmetric and homogeneous crosses. As the magnetic state is in general 
inhomogeneous, this factor is also a function of the magnetic field. If the term ()S() 
does not vary significantly through the course of a magnetic hysteresis loop, it can be 
approximately described by a constant offset added to the recorded hysteresis loop of H(). 
As such, it can be subtracted from the measurement to obtain the pure Hall signal. 
However, this procedure is prone to severe limitations if accurate measurements of the 
Hall resistance are desired. Magnetoresistance of various types occurs in all magnetic 
materials, with anisotropic magnetoresistance being a universal feature of magnetic order. 
More importantly, the subtraction of the hysteresis loop offset assumes that the () 
dependence itself has no magnetic offset. While this is the case for the special case of full, 
magnetically saturated hysteresis loops, minor loops do possess a magnetic offset that is 
metrologically indistinguishable from the parasitic offset one attempts to subtract. 
The above discussion implies that the anomalous Hall effect is a powerful probe for 
magnetization in thin films but special care has to be taken not to adulterate the Hall signal by 
unjustified data corrections. To this end, a novel measurement layout for anomalous Hall 
magnetometry will be presented in Chap. 4. That approach allows the robust extraction of the 
pure Hall signal completely rejecting signal contributions related to the longitudinal sample 
resistance.  
 
3.2.3 Magnetoelectric writing 
The magnetoelectric systems prepared and structured according to Sect. 3.1 can support 
magnetoelectric writing of a binary information encoded in the antiferromagnetic order 
parameter [88]. Magnetoelectric writing is performed by the simultaneous application of a 
perpendicular magnetic field H and of a perpendicular electric field E created by a potential 
difference between the gate electrode and the Hall cross. In practice, this is realized by 
applying the desired gate voltage to the gate [contact 5 and 6 in Figure 3.8(a)] while keeping 
the Hall cross itself on a potential close to ground. To be still able to carry out Hall 
measurement, a symmetric out-of-phase excitation waveform is used. This ensures that the 
central potential at the Hall cross is close to ground at all times throughout the excitation 
waveform and is exactly at ground level in temporal average. 
Magnetoelectric writing can be carried out in two distinct ways. The first way is so-called 
magnetoelectric field cooling (MEFC) which refers to the application of the EH field above the 
ordering temperature [51,55,57]. During cool-down, the antiferromagnetic order is 
statistically selected with respect to the external magnetoelectric stimulus [Eq. 2.10]. The 
advantage of MEFC is that even minute - fields generate a change in the statistical selection 
of the AF order parameter. Therefore, the dependence of the order parameter selection 
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preference on the - field is a powerful tool to probe the magnetoelectrically relevant 
properties of the MEAF. 
The drawback of MEFC is that it is highly undesirable as a writing mechanism in practical 
applications as the heating pulse consumes both energy and time. A more favorable actuation 
method in this scenario is isothermal magnetoelectric switching (IMES). At a given operation 
temperature below the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature, the application of an - 
field reverses the antiferromagnetic order parameter. The process is deterministic and 
depends on the sign of the - field [12,15,16]. As IMES is carried out below the Néel 
temperature of the MEAF, the anisotropy energy presents an additional barrier for the order 
parameter selection [Eq. 2.11]. Therefore, the magnetoelectric field necessary for 
deterministic switching of the antiferromagnetic order parameter is significantly larger for 
IMES than for MEFC. 
The - writing field has two important practical aspects: Primarily, the - product has to 
exceed the coercivity (-)C. The coercivity is essentially given by the magnetic anisotropy 
energy separating the initial from the switched state [Sect. 2.3.3], but it can be enhanced by 
effects disfavoring the switched state such as exchange bias. A second important measure is 
the -) product () is the film thickness of the MEAF), which has to be as low as possible in 
order to realize switching at feasible voltage and magnetic field levels. For undoped Cr2O3, the 
lower thickness limit for room temperature systems is around 100-200 nm, below which the 
decline of the Néel temperature and the electrical resistivity jeopardize room temperature 
magnetoelectric functionality. As the thickness cannot be arbitrarily reduced, the system 
coercivity (-)C becomes a fundamentally important quantity. 
 
Study Spacer (nm) ) (nm) (-)C	nGW m2⁄ o  (-))C	(kW m⁄ )  
MEFC [55] ∞ (no EB) 130 < 0.001 < 0.1 
MEFC [57] 1.0 Pt 250 3.2 800 
IMES [12] 0.5 Pd 1,000,000 0.24 240,000 
IMES [16] 0 200 199 39,750 
IMES [15] 0.25 Cr 500 95 47,700 
 
 
Table 3.2: Overview of magnetoelectric studies on Cr2O3())/spacer/Co/Pt systems. 
The selected entries represent state-of-the-art results. For MEFC studies, the (-)C 
value represents the cooling field strength used to invoke distinct selection of the AF 
order parameter. For IMES studies, the (-)C states the coercivity at which order 
parameter switching occurred. 
 
Table 3.2 lists most of the critical performance parameters of recently demonstrated 
magnetoelectric exchange bias systems. As discussed above, the necessary magnetoelectric 
field strengths to invoke the deterministic selection of the AF order parameter differ 
substantially between MEFC and IMES studies. The comparison of the two MEFC studies 
leads to an interesting conclusion: The presence of a ferromagnet and thus exchange bias 
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increases the necessary magnetoelectric writing field strength by several order of magnitude. 
This holds even when a comparably thick spacer of 1 nm Pt is inserted between Cr2O3 and Co 
to deliberately suppress exchange bias coupling. The drawback of a strongly damped 
exchange bias is the reduced correlation between the information (order parameter of Cr2O3) 
and read-out interface (magnetization of Co). 
The need for very high - fields in Cr2O3-based exchange bias systems, can be mitigated 
by reducing the influence of the interfacial terms in the energy driving the order parameter 
selection [Eq. 2.9]. For example, when the thickness of Cr2O3 is very large, IMES is possible at 
small - fields [12]. The disadvantage of this approach comes in the form of very large 
writing voltages necessary to produce the electric fields over the large thickness. Therefore, 
the last two entries in Table 3.2 can be viewed as the state-of-the-art compromise, 
maintaining just the bare minimum amount of exchange bias coupling and using a film 
thickness just large enough to allow IMES while straining the material to just before its 
dielectric breakdown. Even under these circumstances, the -) product, which is relevant for 
system integration, is extremely large at around 40	MWm . When assuming a writing voltage of 
12 V, the necessary magnetic writing field would be more than 3	MAm , which is achievable only 
with considerable effort in laboratories, but not applicable in microelectronic environments. 
Furthermore, this huge magnetic field would need to be pulsed for every writing event, 
because a persistent field would pin the magnetization of the ferromagnet and render read-
out impossible.  
One of the key benefits of the ferromagnet-free systems discussed in this thesis, is that a 
permanent – in contrast to a pulsed – magnetic field can be employed as part of the - field. 
A pulsed magnetic field with strength on the order of  > 100	kAm  is very difficult to integrate 
into devices and consumes energy in excess of the simultaneous electric field. In contrast, a 
strong permanent magnetic field can be easily integrated via a permanent magnet. The only 
necessary actuation for magnetoelectric bit writing is then the momentary electric charging 
of the gate electrode which is technologically on equal footing with purely electric field driven 
magnetization switching.  
 
3.2.4 All-electric read-out 
A magnetoelectric spintronic element eventually interfaces to surrounding electronics. In 
this respect, the lack of a ferromagnet eliminates the usually employed strong 
magnetoresistive effects [11] – giant magnetoresistance and tunneling magnetoresistance – 
as possible read-out mechanisms. As switching in Cr2O3 is bistable with 180° between the two 
possible order parameters, the axially sensitive magnetoresistive effects – anisotropic 
magnetoresistance and spin Hall magnetoresistance [89] – also disqualify. 
The anomalous Hall effect (AHE) combines very high sensitivity for magnetization in 
ultrathin metallic films with a favorable on/off ratio of -1 for bistable magnetic order 
parameter with out-of-plane alignment. In contrast to the former effects, the AHE modifies 
the transversal resistance H instead of the longitudinal sheet resistance S of a sample. To 
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make good use of the AHE for the read-out of the AF order parameter of Cr2O3, two problems 
need to be addressed: the negligible electrical conductivity of Cr2O3 and the actual robust 
metrological assessment of H for antiferromagnets with sufficient precision. 
Cr2O3 thin films do not provide sufficient electrical conductivity to support intrinsic 
transport measurements. However, to measure the AF order parameter, the material class of 
MEAF feature a unique property that is within reach of AHE measurements – their 
ferromagnetic boundary layer [30]. If a MEAF with surfaces close to their thermodynamic 
equilibrium can be prepared, the magnetization in the boundary layer is found to be strongly 
linked with the bulk AF order parameter and not dependent on anything else [55]. To make 
this magnetization detectable via the AHE, the Hall cross needs to be made of a particular 
material, for instance platinum, that will generate a substantial proximity magnetization 
[Sect. 2.2.2] when in contact with Cr2O3. 
The second problem is that of measuring the transversal resistance H with sufficient 
precision. Real Hall crosses possess asymmetries that give rise to the appearance of a fraction 
of the sheet resistance S in addition to the transversal resistance when performing a 
conventional four-point Hall measurement. If the AHE signal is small as is the case for the 
small proximity magnetization induced in the Hall cross, the parasitic signal contribution 
from the longitudinal resistance can greatly dominate the total obtained signal. The solution 
to this problem is to dynamically compensate the signal contribution of the sheet resistance 
even when its value is not known. This is achieved via spinning-current anomalous Hall 
magnetometry (SCAHM) which will be covered in detail in Chap. 4. 
 
3.3 The experimental setup 
The environmental parameters that have to be provided by the experimental setup 
surrounding the magnetotransport measurement system, are the sample temperature and 
the magnetic field. The electric field is produced locally at the site of the magnetoelectric thin 
film element. Particular emphasis is laid on long-term stability, long-term automization, high 
accuracy reproducibility and short equilibration times of the environmental parameters. 
While commercial systems with extensive magnetic field and temperature ranges exist, these 
devices (such as the QuantumDesign PPMS) are often not designed to run independently for 
long times without requiring maintenance. Therefore, a purpose built setup relying on a non-
superconducting electromagnet and a Peltier temperature stage was devised for the 
characterization tasks of this thesis. 
 
3.3.1 Temperature control 
The required accessible temperature range for the investigation of Cr2O3 thin films ranges 
from about 10°C to about 50°C. On one hand, it must be possible to overcome the Néel 
temperature of bulk Cr2O3 of about 37°C [12] to ensure that the material can be made fully 
paramagnetic for field cooling experiments. On the other hand, the central interest in the 
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present thesis lies on room temperature antiferromagnetism and its magnetoelectric 
tunability. Therefore, temperature access to well below room temperature is optional. 
Single stage Peltier elements can commonly access a temperature between about -20°C 
and 80°C on their free side when clamped to a heat reservoir near room temperature. The 
outstanding performance characteristic of a Peltier stage is its very low thermal inertia. 
Conventional variable temperature stages consist of a metallic block evening out the thermal 
contributions of a coolant network and a resistive heater making them rather heavy. Instead, 
the free side of a Peltier element consists of a thin and light sheet of ceramic material to 
which deterministic amounts of heat energy can be delivered by a current and from which 
heat can be deterministically removed by the same current. This enables Peltier stages to 
realize controlled temperatures changes at a high rate of several K/s and leads to thermal 
equilibration times on the order of seconds. 
The feedback mechanism required for long-term stability and reproducibility is realized 
by a calibrated Pt100 thin film resistor that is glued to the free side of the Peltier element. To 
suppress most of the read-out drifts, a four-point resistance measurement and a 1111 Hz 
square wave signal are employed to determine the resistance. The Peltier current supply is 
based on an H-bridge stage clocked at 21 kHz. To avoid the large Joule heating of the high 
momentary current, an LC filter is placed between the H-bridge and the Peltier element to 
smooth the current waveform. The duty cycle of the H-bridge is adjusted at a frequency of 20 
Hz based on a digital PID regulation. As a result, the achieved stability and reproducibility of 
the Pt100 temperature is on the order of 10 mK. The stability of the sample thin film is 
expected to be at the same scale because the sapphire substrate provides a strong thermal 
link between the thin film and the Peltier alumina plate. Additionally, the space around the 
Peltier stage can be vacuum pumped, which removes the adverse effects of the atmosphere 
such as random thermal disturbances and humidity condensation on the samples. The entire 
Peltier stage is less than 10 mm thick including a water cooler as a heat reservoir. It is 
therefore well suited to be employed in the limited gap space between the pole shoes of the 
electromagnet. 
 
3.3.2 Magnetic field control 
Recent studies of magnetic and magnetoelectric field induced selection of the AF order 
parameter in Cr2O3 thin films utilized magnetic fields on the order of several 
100	kAm  [15,16,50]. When using an electromagnet with ferromagnetic pole shoes for the 
generation of a magnetic field, the space along the direction of the magnetic field is much 
more restricted than in a superconducting solenoid magnet. As the Peltier stage, the magnetic 
field probe and the sample with its electric contacts all have to fit between the pole shoes, the 
magnet has to achieve the aforementioned target field strength at the pole spacing of about 
25 mm. 
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This is realized with a C-frame magnet with a 100 mm wide yoke tapered to pole shoes 
with a tip diameter of 25 mm. The magnet power supply is a linear 4-quadrant supply with a 
maximum output of ±50	V or ±8	A. At the coil resistance of 7.6	Ω, the maximum output 
generates about 330 W, which yields a maximum magnetic field of 570	kAm  at a pole shoe 
separation of 25 mm. The magnetic field regulation is realized via a PID controlled feedback 
loop. The magnetic field sensor is a commercial semiconductor Hall sensor with a sensitivity 
of about 180	ΩT probed with the same pulsed excitation used for the Pt100 temperature 
sensor. The closed loop magnetic field precision and reproducibility are on the order of 10	Am. 
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4 SPINNING-CURRENT ANOMALOUS HALL 
MAGNETOMETRY 
An all-electric read-out technique of the AF magnetic state is a necessary corner stone if 
the parasitic influences of a ferromagnetic layer in exchange bias magnetoelectric systems 
are to be averted. While anisotropic magnetoresistance [90] and spin Hall 
magnetoresistance [91] are sensitive to the linear antiferromagnetic order parameter, these 
effects cannot discriminate between the two possible states of the AF order parameter in 
Cr2O3(0001) films (i.e. “up” or “down”). In contrast, detecting the tiny changes in the AF net 
magnetization directly by means of anomalous Hall magnetometry can provide the desired 
information but has hitherto remained technologically elusive for antiferromagnets. In the 
following sections, it will be shown how the integration of spinning-current offset 
cancellation [92] greatly bolsters the capabilities of anomalous Hall magnetometry. This 
novel technique – spinning-current anomalous Hall magnetometry (SCAHM) – provides 
reliable all-electric access to the net magnetization of AF thin films for the first time and is 
expected to emerge into a routine tool of researchers in the field of thin film 
magnetotransport. This chapter is based on data published in Ref. [93]. 
 
4.1 Characteristics of the technique 
While SCAHM is based on the same fundamentals as conventional anomalous Hall 
magnetometry, the measurement layout gives rise to a substantial differences in the 
metrological behavior of the two techniques. Therefore, the measurement principle behind 
SCAHM and the consequential benefits and limitations will be looked at in the following. 
 
4.1.1 Operational principle 
The measurement of the pure transversal resistance in a Hall cross geometry is a non-
trivial task as shown in Sect. 3.2.2. The asymmetries present in the Hall cross lead to a 
differential longitudinal voltage drop between the two voltage measurement contacts [Figure 
4.1(a)], which is mathematically expressed by the second term in Eq. 3.5. The manual 
removal of this term from the measurements in order to obtain the pure Hall signal is highly 
ambiguous. Therefore, when a stable and precise measurement of the pure Hall signal is 
necessary, a mechanism is needed that rejects the offset signal but leaves the Hall signal 
unchanged. 
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Figure 4.1: Working principle of spinning-current offset cancellation. (a) In an 
asymmetric cross structure the two voltage reading contact (8 and 9) are placed on 
different isopotential lines (dashed lines) introducing a parasitic offset in the Hall 
resistance value. (b) Cyclical permutation of the pinout of the same structure negates 
the potential offset between 8 and 9. Averaging both measurements dynamically 
compensates the parasitic offset regardless of its value. 
 
In a stationary measurement, the two contributions are equivalent from a symmetry point 
of view which implies that any method that rejects the longitudinal offset would equally 
reject the Hall voltage. In order to separate the two contributions, two measurements with 
mutually non-collinear current directions are required [92]. This is illustrated in Figure 
4.1(b) in which another current direction is achieved by admitting the probe current through 
different contacts of the Hall cross. The shown cyclical permutation of all entire Hall cross 
pinout by one contact is equal to the initial configuration with regards to the Hall voltage. 
However, the offset voltage is different. Interestingly, when the Hall cross is continuous, the 
shown one-contact cyclical permutation in a four-terminal Hall cross will exactly negate the 
geometry factor  introduced in Eq. 3.5  [92].  
↕() = −↔() 
 
(4.1) 
The indices indicate the current direction through the Hall cross. The averaged resistance 
readings obtained from the two layouts depicted in Figure 4.1 thus yield a value that is no 
longer influenced by the longitudinal resistance and corresponds precisely to the Hall 
resistance of the cross. 
avg(+, ) = H(+, ) + 89↕()S(+, ) − 89↕()S(+, ) = H(+, ) 
 
(4.2) 
Only Hall type resistances are allowed by this measurement scheme while all contributions of 
the longitudinal resistance are rejected. The signal is thus composed of the normal [Eq. 3.3] 
and the anomalous Hall effect [Eq. 3.4] resistances.  
H(+, ) = −g)1C +
g(+, )XAHE)  
 
(4.3) 
(a) (b)
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The anomalous Hall coefficient XAHE will be treated as a sample specific constant for the 
purposes of this thesis. The tenability of this approximation is discussed in detail Sect. 3.2.2. 
 
4.1.2 Advantages 
The spinning-current layout offers several important advantages over conventional 
anomalous Hall magnetometry using a fixed current direction: For  = 0, Eq. 4.3 reveals the 
exactly direct proportionality between the measured spinning-current Hall resistance and the 
absolute sample magnetization H( = 0) ∝ g( = 0). While this is strictly valid for 
isothermal measurements, it is also a useful approximation for temperature dependent 
measurements, if ∆+/+ ≪ 1 because the variation of the anomalous Hall coefficient XAHE, 
within small temperature intervals is typically also small [83]. Furthermore, for samples 
belonging to the good metal regime [83,87], the anomalous Hall coefficient can be treated as 
independent of the sample resistance and thus – of temperature [discussion in Sect. 3.2.2]. In 
this regime, which contains most metallic thin films, the measured value of the spinning-
current anomalous Hall magnetometry can be used as a semi-quantitative magnetization 
value, even for temperature dependent experiments. “Semi-quantitative” means that the 
relative magnetization is obtained and that the absolute magnetization can be inferred for all 
measurements, if it is calibrated using, e.g. SQUID or VSM, at at least one non-zero data point. 
For magnetic field dependent measurements, the semi-quantitative magnetization is 
exactly recovered apart from a strictly linear normal Hall contribution. Importantly, the 
determined Hall resistance is completely independent of any possible magnetoresistance in 
the system, namely, spin Hall magnetoresistance [89] and anisotropic 
magnetoresistance [94]. 
The offset compensation is not restricted to lithographic cross shapes but works for 
arbitrarily shaped continuous areas. This allows the study of samples for which patterning 
cannot be applied. 
 
4.1.3 Magnetic hysteresis loops and field-invariant magnetization 
The most common form of magnetic hysteresis loop measurement is the full hysteresis 
loop, which is shown on the right side of Figure 4.2(a). It is always characterized by perfect 
symmetry around the --origin due to the inherent parity symmetry of the electromagnetic 
force. Such loops contain sections where the two branches close in on each other and where 
thus magnetization becomes an exact function of the magnetic field. The magnitude of the 
magnetic field above which this occurs consistently, is called the erasure field erase because 
at this magnetic field all information regarding the magnetic history is permanently erased. 
Beyond the erasure field, a further increase of the magnetic field forces the magnetization to 
asymptotically align to the external field driven by the Zeeman energy [Eq. 2.1]. In the 
following, a full magnetic hysteresis loop is defined as a hysteresis loop that is symmetric 
around the --origin and whose maximum magnetic field is larger than the erasure field 
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∗ > erase. A full loop does not necessarily need to reach magnetic saturation along the axis 
of the applied magnetic field. 
All other cases of magnetic hysteresis loops are called minor loops. When a magnetic thin 
film with an unknown degree of remanent magnetization is probed by a magnetic field 
smaller than the reversibility limit rev – as shown on the left side of Figure 4.2(a) – the 
magnetic hysteresis loop () is offset from zero by its field-invariant magnetization inv. 
This quantity contains information about the magnetic history of a sample. A technologically 
highly relevant example is the determination of inv(∗ = 0) in magnetic storage 
applications. For instance, depending on the magnetization of a magnetic bit in a hard disk 
drive, this quantity can be positive or negative encoding binary data. 
 
4.1.4 Measurement of field-invariant magnetization 
Considering a given magnetic state with an unknown magnetization inv(∗ = 0), 
conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry cannot immediately determine this 
magnetization unambiguously because any offset signal could be either caused by the 
anomalous Hall effect related with inv or by the parasitic geometrical offset signal of the Hall 
cross [Sect. 4.1.1]. Thus, conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry can determine the 
inv(∗) dependence only after entirely erasing the field-invariant magnetization. This can 
be a technological problem in that erasure is unwanted, but it can be also a metrological 
problem in that the erasing field is unattainably large. The latter situation is encountered in 
antiferromagnets or weak ferromagnets/ferrimagnets, which can exhibit saturation fields on 
the order of tens of MAm . 
SCAHM provides measurement values on an absolute scale that is often proportional to 
the magnetization of the sample. Therefore, a full hysteresis loop will be automatically 
centered at the zero signal level. Similarly, when the magnetization hysteresis loop is not 
centered at the zero level – as can be the case in minor hysteresis loops [Figure 4.2(a)] – the 
hysteresis loop measured by SCAHM is, likewise, offset. Consequently, with respect to 
conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry, SCAHM enables the measurement of field-
invariant magnetization without erasing it. This benefits both technological applications of 
anomalous Hall magnetometry and metrological application. 
One example of these advantages is shown in Figure 4.2(b). The left panel contains SCAHM 
hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic thin film, a-Cr2O3(5 nm)/Co(0.8 nm)/Pt(2 nm), with the 
film applied along its out-of-plane easy magnetization axis. a-Cr2O3 denotes the amorphous 
phase which is nonmagnetic [59]. Starting from the positive remanence point, consecutive 
hysteresis loops with increasing maximum field ∗ are recorded. The first small loops are 
completely reversible loops, but can be easily identified as minor loops because they are not 
symmetric around the --origin. Larger fields beyond the reversibility field, rev, lead to 
minor loops with an increasing amount of irreversible magnetization switching (area of the 
loop) and, eventually, to a full hysteresis loop. At the same time, the offset signal of the loop, 
inv, decays from its initial maximum to zero [right panel of Figure 4.2(b)] in accordance with 
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the three regimes schematically shown in Figure 4.2(a). The colorful symbols in the right 
panel correspond to the respective hysteresis loops shown in the left panel. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Reproduced according to [93]. (a) Different regimes of magnetic hysteresis 
loop measurement depending on the maximum applied field ∗. The insets show 
exemplary hysteresis loops for each regime, characterized by different amounts of 
field-invariant magnetization inv. (b) Real SCAHM measurements of the hysteresis 
loop evolution in dependence of the maximum applied field for a ferromagnetic a-
Cr2O3(5 nm)/Co(0.8 nm)/Pt(2 nm) thin film with perpendicular anisotropy. The right 
panel lists the field-invariant signal over the maximum field reproducing the 
schematic regime of panel (a). (c) The same measurement routine as in panel (b) 
applied for an antiferromagnetic -Cr2O3(250 nm) film after magnetic field cooling. 
The field-invariant signal can be quantified even though it cannot be erased. 
 
A similar figure could be reconstructed using conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry, 
after all measurements are complete. Beginning from the full loop, the relative offset of the 
smaller loop signifies their respective magnetic offset. This approach is, however, dependent 
on the assumption that the largest loop is indeed a full loop, which can never be guaranteed 
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without knowing the real magnetic offset of the largest loop. SCAHM provides these data 
without any ambiguous correction to the measurements and, at the same time, suppresses 
magnetoresistance effects that could deform the hysteresis loop and thus modify its offset.  
A more extreme scenario is shown in Figure 4.2(c). Instead of a ferromagnetic sample, 
these measurement were performed on a Pt(2 nm) Hall cross on a -Cr2O3(0001) surface, i.e. 
a category I sample [Table 3.1]. The stable boundary magnetization of the insulating 
antiferromagnetic Cr2O3 [30,55] appears as accessible proximity magnetization [Sect. 2.2.2] in 
the conducting Pt layer. As shown in the left panel, even the strongest available magnetic field 
does not alter the field-invariant magnetization. For this quantity to change, an applied 
magnetic field larger than the reversibility limit rev of the antiferromagnet would be needed. 
For thin films of Cr2O3, this limit is on the order of at least several MAm  close to the ordering 
temperature [50]. 
Even though such a large field was not applied in the measurement, SCAHM allows to 
determine, whether the magnetization of the surface is positive, negative or not significantly 
different from zero at all. The same unambiguous conclusions cannot be drawn, if the same 
measurement is carried out using conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry. 
In conclusion, compared with conventional anomalous Hall, SCAHM makes field-invariant 
magnetization signals readily detectable. This kind of signals, even when very large, are 
missed in conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry because the symmetry of the 
measurement does not allow their unambiguous quantification. Such signals are usually 
encountered when probing magnetic materials with very low magnetic susceptibility such as 
antiferromagnets. The most reliable existing techniques for the quantification of the 
magnetization of antiferromagnetic thin films are based on x-ray magnetic circular 
dichroism [95,96]. Compared to these, SCAHM is an all-electric technique that does not 
require synchrotron radiation to work and features a very good sensitivity to minute 
magnetic signals. 
 
4.1.5 Limitations 
One limitation arises when systems outside the good metal regime are investigated. As the 
anomalous Hall coefficient cannot be assumed to be constant, measured dependences like 
that on temperature can be distorted with respect to the actual dependence of the 
magnetization on the temperature. In this case, the spinning-current anomalous Hall 
magnetometry can still be used to detect the presence of uncompensated field-invariant 
magnetization and judge its qualitative dependences. 
The normal Hall effect is present in all measurements that include non-zero applied 
magnetic fields. Its behavior is linear in the magnetic field [Eq. 3.4]. Therefore, this effect can 
only be unambiguously isolated and quantified, when the derivative of all other Hall effects is 
known to be zero. When ferromagnets are investigated, it is possible to use the saturation 
region, to quantify the normal Hall effect because the anomalous Hall contribution stagnates 
when the material is in saturation. When saturation cannot be reached by the available 
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magnetic field (e.g. for antiferromagnetic thin films), the normal Hall effect cannot be 
determined from the measurement, but bounds may be given. This limitation does not affect 
the precise measurements of the field-invariant magnetization signal because the field-
invariant signal of the normal Hall effect is always exactly zero. 
 
4.2 Application of SCAHM to Cr2O3(0001) thin films 
SCAHM was devised throughout this thesis as an all-electric probe for the 
antiferromagnetic order parameter  in Cr2O3. Therefore, the first system in which SCAHM is 
employed will be thin films of magnetoelectric antiferromagnetic -Cr2O3(0001). This 
combination is mutually beneficial: Cr2O3 is a well characterized antiferromagnet that 
exhibits an easily accessible ordering temperature and whose (0001) termination shows 
favorably aligned magnetization, this material system is a suitable environment to validate 
SCAHM as a novel technique. On the other hand, SCAHM can be used to learn properties of the 
MEAF thin films that are otherwise difficult to obtain. 
The most basic system that allows to test SCAHM in combination with thin films of Cr2O3, 
is that of the category I samples [Table 3.1]. The only electrically conducting layer in that 
system is the Pt in the Hall cross itself. As a proximity magnet, this Pt layer will embody 
whatever magnetization appears in the boundary layer of the Cr2O3 film beneath and make it 
accessible electrically with the anomalous Hall effect. This mechanism [drawn schematically 
in Figure 4.3(a)] is independent of the measurement method, which implies that one can 
compare identical scenarios measured without and with the dynamic offset cancellation, i.e. 
with conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry or with SCAHM. This comparison is shown 
in the panels (b) and (c) of Figure 4.3, respectively. All curves have been measured after 
cooling from above the Néel temperature (50°C), to the indicated temperatures while a 
magnetic cooling field of cool = 0.48	MAm  was applied. As the antiferromagnetic order 
parameter of thin film MEAF is, in general, susceptible to purely magnetic fields [50], this 
results in a preferential selection on one type of antiferromagnetic order parameter and, thus, 
of one sign of the out-of-plane boundary magnetization [30]. 
The conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry curves show a tendency of declining 
magnetic susceptibility as is expected when an antiferromagnet is cooled below its ordering 
temperature. There is also a slight imprint of magnetoresistance in the curves which causes 
the high field regions of the curves to bend towards a more negative Hall signal. The by far 
largest contribution to the signal comes from the geometrically induced offset [Sect. 3.2.2]. As 
this offset depends directly on the sheet resistance S of the sample [Eq. 3.5], it varies 
strongly with temperature. From the data in Figure 4.3(b), it is not obvious if the boundary 
magnetization of Cr2O3 appears in the measurement or not because the parasitic offset and its 
variations during the measurements obscure any possible subtle magnetically induced 
vertical shifts of the curves. Figure 4.3(c) shows uncorrected data acquired using the same 
measurement protocol as before, but with SCAHM instead of conventional anomalous Hall 
magnetometry. It is obvious that all curves are much closer to the zero-signal level and that 
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all curves measured above the thin film Néel temperature of about 28°C are in fact centered 
at the zero-signal level. The lower temperature curves, in contrast, appear vertically shifted 
substantially by the field-invariant signal inv. It is also noteworthy, that the curve 
deformations imparted due to magnetoresistance are cancelled as well because they are an 
effect of changing sheet resistance and not of changing Hall resistance. As both temperatures 
and magnetic fields can be swept very fast [Sect. 3.3] and as the anomalous Hall effect 
provides exceptional sensitivity to thin film magnetization, the measurement setup 
surrounding the SCAHM-based data acquisition is capable of probing large parameter spaces 
within feasible time scales and appreciable detail. Figure 4.3(d) is one example of such a 2-
dimensional map of the inv(+, cool) space around the critical (+ = +N, cool = 0) point. The 
yellow and green lines crossing the map correspond to the data shown in the panels (e) and 
(f), respectively. 
 
Figure 4.3: Reproduced according to [93]. (a) Measurement principle: a conductive 
Hall cross is placed on the magnetically uncompensated Cr2O3 surface. Each of the two 
AF domain types carries a surface roughness insensitive magnetic moment 
corresponding to its order parameter. The SCAHM signal depends on the average 
domain type within the probed cross region. (b,c) Magnetic hysteresis curves of the 
Hall cross measured at different temperatures after magnetic field cooling, using 
conventional anomalous Hall magnetometry and spinning-current anomalous Hall 
magnetometry, respectively. SCAHM allows to quantify the magnetically induced field-
invariant signal inv. (d) Map of the field-invariant SCAHM signal for a range of 
different magnetic cooling fields cool and measurement temperatures +. (e,f) 
Crosscuts of the map in panel (d) along the yellow and green lines, respectively. 
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While the offset of the low temperature curves in Figure 4.3(c) is a tentative hint of the 
magnetic origin, this conclusion is strongly confirmed when one probes the dependence of 
the field-invariant signal inv on temperature and on the magnetic cooling field, as shown in 
the panels (e) and (f) of Figure 4.3, respectively. Both trends align well with the expected 
scenario of an MEAF that gradually losing AF order at its Néel temperature and which shows 
coupling of its order parameter to purely magnetic fields. This finding presents the proof that 
the field-invariant SCAHM signal inv is indeed directly proportional to the boundary 
magnetization at Cr2O3(0001) termination and thus to the antiferromagnetic order 
parameter: 
 = 1X

||dX =
1
N inv ∈ ¡−1,1¢ (4.4) 
The normalization coefficient N is equal to the SCAHM signal corresponding to complete 
saturation of the probed area with a single type of antiferromagnetic order. Its value can 
either be measured by preparing a single domain state via MEFC in a very strong - field 
[Sect. 3.2.3] or by extrapolating the observed dependences to saturation. When normalizing 
the SCAHM signal to N, the obtained quantity is, however, not the staggered magnetization 
itself, but a normalized version of it that is averaged over probed Hall cross area X. This 
reduced AF order parameter will be referred to as . 
While the dependence of the AF order parameter of thin MEAF Cr2O3 films on magnetic 
fields [as in Figure 4.3(f)] and electric fields is discussed in greater detail in Sect. 5.1, the 
temperature dependence [Figure 4.3(e)] will be discussed thoroughly in the following. 
 
4.2.1 Criticality and distribution of the antiferromagnetic phase transition 
Continuous phase transitions in physical systems typically obey universal behavior in that 
their properties close to the critical temperature +crit change in a way that does not depend 
on the particular system. Instead, it is found that different systems can show identical critical 
behavior if their universality class – given by the system dimension, the interaction range and 
the spin of the entities – is the same. The identification of the critical behavior of a physical 
system thus provides insight in the microscopic nature of the interaction driving its ordering. 
The order parameter in large antiferromagnetic samples can be precisely determined by 
polarized neutron diffraction [97]. For thin films, however, the low interaction probability of 
the uncharged neutrons limits the applicability of neutron-based techniques for the 
measurement of the magnetic order parameter. In the following, SCAHM will be used to 
measure the critical exponent £ that describes the critical behavior of the antiferromagnetic 
order parameter in Cr2O3 thin films in the temperature region just below the critical 
temperature. 
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 ∝ H−+ − +crit+crit J
¤
 (4.5) 
For the identification of £ according to Eq. 4.5, no quantitative knowledge of  is necessary. 
Instead, a semi-quantitative measurement as defined in Sect. 4.1.2 suffices which makes the 
SCAHM signal of the Cr2O3 boundary magnetization a suitable probe of . 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Investigation of the antiferromagnetic phase transition of the Hall cross. 
(a,b) Field-invariant SCAHM signal while slowly warming through the AF-to-
paramagnetic phase transition after magnetic field cooling. The green curve in (a) is a 
fit for £ using Eq. 4.5, while the red curve fit in (b) yields ¥A(+crit) using Eq. 4.6 with £ ≡ 0.35. (c) Areal distribution of critical temperatures as obtained from the fit of the 
phase transition in (b). 
 
In Figure 4.4(a,b), the same data of the dependence of the semi-quantitative SCAHM signal 
on temperature for a category I sample [Table 3.1] is shown. The system was first cooled in a 
strong magnetic cooling field of cool = 0.56	MAm  to obtain an average order parameter AF that 
is substantially different from zero. The dependence was then measured while slowly 
warming the sample past the phase transition at a rate of 20 mK/s with zero applied external 
magnetic field. The critical regime is bounded by two cut-off points. The lower cut-off 
temperature +LCO is the point below which the behavior of the sample is no longer dominated 
by its universality class [97]. In the present study, the lower end of the measurement range 
dictates a value of +LCO = 0.93	+crit which is high enough to exclude the non-critical 
temperature region below approximately 0.8	+crit. The higher cut-off temperature is the 
critical temperature itself beyond which  does not obey Eq. 4.5 but becomes zero. This 
sharp higher cut-off is applicable for the sharply defined phase transition temperatures 
observed for large crystalline specimens. For thin film samples, the loss of order is less abrupt 
and more gradual as can be seen in Figure 4.4(a,b). The reason is that the ordering 
temperature in a thin film can vary due to the microstructural inhomogeneity [Sect. 3.1.6]. 
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Such parameter distributions can be mathematically described by a convolution of the 
principal dependence [Eq. 4.5] with a probability distribution function: 
 ∝ H−+ − +crit+crit J
¤ 	¥A(+crit)	d+crit (4.6) 
In Eq. 4.6, ¥A(+crit) is the areal distribution function of the various critical temperatures found 
in the probed region of the sample. The assumption of a distribution of critical temperatures 
has another consequence for the evaluation of the critical exponent £: Strongly crystalline 
samples of -Cr2O3 show a critical exponent £ = 0.314 ± 0.009 and an integer spin § = 1 of 
the Cr ion [97]. On the other hand, structurally inhomogeneous samples such as thin films can 
reveal less pronounced criticality with larger £ of about 0.5 when evaluating the compound 
phase transition of the inhomogeneous system, although each of the homogeneous building 
blocks is considered to follow bulk criticality individually. When the structural 
inhomogeneity is taken into account by the convolution with the distribution ¥A(+crit), the 
bulk value of the critical exponent should be applied. When fitting the antiferromagnetic-to-
paramagnetic phase transition of the Cr2O3 thin film with Eq. 4.6, it is possible to retrieve the 
distribution function ¥A(+crit) without constraining it to an analytic distribution function like 
a normal distribution. If data quality is high enough, the individual points in the distribution 
can all be free parameters, which yields a more accurate free form representation of the 
actual parameter distribution function found in the investigated system. For this approach, 
the sampling of ¥A(+crit) has to be pre-defined to encompass the possible range of +crit that 
can be found in the sample. The green curve in Figure 4.4(a) was obtained by fitting the 
compound phase transition with Eq. 4.5, which yields a critical exponent of £ = 0.480 ±
0.002. For this analysis, the high temperature portion of the phase transition beyond the 
inflection point at 299 K was excluded. In contrast, the red curve fit in Figure 4.4(b) was 
obtained with Eq. 4.6 without any exclusions and with £ fixed to 0.35 assuming locally 
bulklike critical behavior. For the fit of ¥A(+crit), values of +crit between 285 K and 309 K (bulk 
Néel temperature) with finer sampling around 300 K were used as free parameters. The 
obtained distribution function ¥A(+crit) shown in Figure 4.4(c) has a mean of 〈+crit〉 = 299 K 
and does not extend up to the bulk Néel temperature. 
In this respect, SCAHM is not only able to unambiguously detect antiferromagnetic order 
in Cr2O3 thin films, but its precision allows the extraction of model independent parameter 
distribution functions. The measured critical exponent of the compound phase transition of 
almost K_ and the obvious rounding due to the gradual loss of order at the phase transition 
both point to the presence of a significant spread of critical temperatures in the thin film 
system [97]. The underlying parameter distribution can be precisely measured as a 
convolution of a phase transition with bulk criticality.  
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4.2.2 Evaluation of the magnetic proximity effect 
If the appearance of an anomalous Hall signal in the Cr2O3/Pt system is related to the 
magnetic proximity effect in Pt [Sect. 2.2.2], it is expected to differ greatly when replacing Pt 
with other conductors. Two of those cases will be considered here, the first on of which is Au. 
In studies of the magnetic proximity effect of metals on insulating ferrimagnetic YIG [98], it 
was found that gold exhibits a magnetic proximity effect that is orders of magnitude smaller 
than that of Pt. When following the dependence of the SCAHM signal in a Cr2O3/Au(5 nm), a 
dependence as seen in Figure 4.5(a) is obtained. When considering the twice larger thickness 
of the Au layer compared to the previously used Pt layer, the signal is still at least 3 order of 
magnitude weaker than that found in Pt [Figure 4.4(a)]. As identically grown Cr2O3 layers 
were used for both samples, it is known that the transition temperature is close to 27°C. 
While the Cr2O3/Au signal shows an apparent trend through temperature, it might be caused 
by a small systematic error as the trend is not in line with a transition at about 27°C. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: SCAHM signal obtained from different Hall cross materials while warming 
a Cr2O3 film from the AF to paramagnetic state after magnetic field cooling in                
cool = 0.4	MAm . (a) Cr2O3/Au showing a negligible signal (reproduced from [93]). (b) 
Cr2O3/Co/Pt showing a pronounced signal. The signal is the differential signal 
between two measurements conducted in warm = ±0.4	MAm . 
 
The absence of a significant SCAHM signal in the Cr2O3/Au system confirms that the 
magnetic proximity effect of the conducting layer is responsible for the appearance of the 
SCAHM signal related to the boundary magnetization of the insulating Cr2O3. Interestingly, 
the magnetization of Cr2O3 is highly magnetic-field-invariant [Figure 4.2(c)] which means that 
even ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic metals can be studied regarding their magnetic 
proximity effect. To do this, one saturates the ferromagnet in both directions and determines 
the field-invariant signal. This removes the signal of the ferromagnet [99] and the invariant 
signal is then a direct probe of the strength of the magnetic proximity effect in the studied 
ferromagnetic conductor. In this way, the magnetic proximity effect of Cr2O3 in Co was 
studied. Thin Co films develop a profound perpendicular magnetic anisotropy on -Cr2O3, 
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which makes saturating the Co film easy in the out-of-plane direction [47,59]. The data in 
Figure 4.5(b) indicates a field-invariant SCAHM signal in Co is of at least comparable strength 
as that in Pt. Such a signal can have two principal origins: Either the magnetic field used to 
saturate the ferromagnet in either direction is insufficient the ferromagnet contributes 
asymmetrically to the positive and negative measurement points. In this case, the field-
invariant signal is due to intrinsic Co magnetization that is not switched but is instead kept 
pinned by the exchange bias effect. This assumption can be investigated in the future by using 
higher magnetic fields to saturate the ferromagnet. Another explanation is that the magnetic 
proximity effect leads to a coexistence of proximity magnetization and intrinsic 
magnetization in the Co layer. While the intrinsic magnetization would be fully saturated by 
the external field with no field-invariant component, the proximity magnetization would 
depend solely on the boundary magnetization of Cr2O3. If this effect is proven, the 
combination of uncompensated out-of-plane boundary magnetization, extensive field-
invariance of that magnetization and the insulating properties of -Cr2O3(0001) make that 
surface a fascinating testbed for future in-depth studies of the magnetic proximity effect. 
 
4.3 SCAHM with thin metallic antiferromagnetic IrMn films 
While the application of SCAHM to antiferromagnetic Cr2O3 can be considered an exotic 
case that is facilitated by the magnetoelectrically induced boundary magnetization and the 
magnetic proximity effect, the direct measurement of conventional metallic antiferromagnets 
is possible. One metallic antiferromagnet that is already in wide use today, is IrMn in the form 
of ultrathin films used to fix the magnetization of the ferromagnetic reference layers in 
magnetic spin-valve elements in hard disk drives and magnetic random access memory [100].  
 
4.3.1 [Pt/Co]4/IrMn exchange bias system 
The exchange bias system investigated here has a layer stacking of 
glass//Pt(2)/[Pt(0.8)/Co(0.5)]4/IrMn(6)/Pt(2) where the thicknesses are given in 
nanometers. The alternating Pt and Co layer yield a ferromagnetic thin film with a stable out-
of-plane axis of easy magnetization making the layer well suited for the investigation with the 
anomalous Hall effect. The entire layer stack is deposited at room temperature in an out-of-
plane magnetic field of about 40 kAm . This leads to the saturation of the [Pt/Co]4 stack already 
during its deposition. When the IrMn grows subsequently in the same environment, it 
undergoes a paramagnetic (at low thickness)-to-antiferromagnetic (at larger thickness)-
transition akin to cooling the layer through its ordering temperature. The presence of the 
magnetic field and of the saturated ferromagnet determine the final antiferromagnetic state 
and, thus, the direction of the exchange bias related loop shifts [Sect. 2.2.2]. 
Figure 4.6(a) shows a typical exchange bias minor loop measured for the [Pt/Co]4/IrMn 
exchange bias system that is characterized by loop shifts along the magnetic field direction 
shift and the vertical direction inv. The latter is visible by overlaying the two saturation 
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branches [lower panel of Figure 4.6(a)]. The vertical shift results from the magnetic field-
invariant magnetization of the antiferromagnet and the horizontal loop shift is a trait of the 
ferromagnetic film. It is widely accepted that the horizontal loop shift is influenced by the 
field-invariant moment of the pinning antiferromagnet [28,29,100] responsible for the 
vertical loop shift. This field-invariant uncompensated moment is induced by cooling under 
exchange coupling to the ferromagnet [96]. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Reproduced from [93]. (a) Upper panel: overview of the SCAHM hysteresis 
loop of the [Pt/Co]4/IrMn thin film system and lower panel: zoom-in on the high-field 
branches. (b) Dependences of the horizontal shift shift and vertical shift inv of the 
hysteresis loop in dependence of the magnetic cooling field. (c) Dependence of the 
vertical shift on the measurement temperature and the magnetic cooling field. 
 
SCAHM is able to provide measurements of both the horizontal and the vertical loop shifts, 
which is beyond the precision obtained in a vibrating sample magnetometer [93]. Figure 
4.6(b) summarizes both horizontal and vertical loop shifts of the [Pt/Co]4/IrMn exchange 
bias system in dependence of the magnetic cooling field. For consistency, the ferromagnetic 
[Pt/Co]4 layer was always saturated along the cooling field direction during the field cooling 
process. Note, that a part of the antiferromagnet was set during the sample preparation and 
remains blocked even at the hot end of the measurement window (45°C). This introduces a 
general bias towards positive horizontal and negative vertical loop shifts. The horizontal 
hysteresis loop shift shift appears to be independent of the cooling field within the field 
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ranges probed here. Instead, it is dominated by the exchange with the ferromagnetic layer 
which dictates the exchange bias direction during the cool-down [96] resulting in the 
pronounced jump when the cooling field and the ferromagnet are reversed. The vertical loop 
shift represents the integral field-invariant magnetization of the IrMn layer which reveals two 
contributions: (1) The jump at zero is caused by the imprint of magnetization by the 
ferromagnet [96]. (2) There is additional field-invariant magnetization in the antiferromagnet 
that is induced by the magnetic cooling field and not by exchange coupling. Consequently, this 
latter magnetization is not correlated with the magnitude of the exchange dominated 
horizontal loop shift. 
The distinguished identification of the two contributions to the invariant magnetization 
suggests a depth dependence of the invariant magnetization close to the interface [95]. Based 
on the single sample investigated here, one can conclude that the influence depth of the 
interfacial exchange is significantly lower than the total thickness of the IrMn of 6 nm as used 
in the present study. By thickness dependent tests, this figure could be further constrained. 
Such investigations can fundamentally contribute to the understanding of polycrystalline 
antiferromagnets and the nanoscopic processes at play in exchange bias coupling. 
Figure 4.6(c) provides an extended map of the invariant magnetization signal in the 
[Pt/Co]4/IrMn system. While it is qualitatively similar to the map acquired for Cr2O3 [Figure 
4.3(d)], there is a noteworthy distinction: The invariant signal does not vanish for high 
temperatures. This is caused by the wide blocking temperature distribution of the 
polycrystalline thin film of IrMn [93,100]. The magnitude of the observed invariant signal is 
substantially lower in the IrMn samples compared to that obtained for Cr2O3/Pt because the 
field-invariant magnetization is not strictly aligned out-of-plane and the conductive part of 
the sample is much thicker shunting the Hall signal. Knowing that the absolute offset of the 
field-invariant signal is non-zero within the accessible temperature window allows to 
extrapolate the offset. This extrapolation yields an estimate for the blocking temperature 
distribution of the IrMn layer in that system that spans several 100 K while probing only a 
small temperature region around room temperature [93]. 
 
4.3.2 Isolated antiferromagnetic IrMn thin films 
The high sensitivity and stability of all-electric measurements allow even to measure 
cooling field dependences of the tiny uncompensated magnetization in a plain 6 nm thick 
IrMn sample with no exchange bias coupling. In contrast to the cooling field dependence of 
the field-invariant magnetization for the [Pt/Co]4/IrMn system [Figure 4.6(b)], the lack of a 
ferromagnet in the plain IrMn sample generates a monotonous cooling field dependence 
[Figure 4.7(a)]. To further corroborate these measurements, Figure 4.7(b) shows consecutive 
and alternating measurements done after field cooling in cool = ±0.47	MAm  measured 
continuously. The detected signal difference diff = (15.5 ± 0.8)	μΩ is unambiguous with a 
significance of 20	¬. This prooves that invariant magnetization is induced in polycrystalline 
thin film antiferromagnets even in absence of exchange bias by magnetic field cooling. This 
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result also explains the cooling field dependent variation of the invariant signal observed for 
the exchange biased [Pt/Co]4/IrMn system [Figure 4.6(b)]. Possible reasons for the even 
smaller signal of the plain IrMn when compared to the [Pt/Co]4/IrMn system are growth 
induced higher anisotropy and/or lower anomalous Hall coefficient in the plain IrMn system. 
It is noteworthy that probing the minute variations of field-invariant magnetization in 
ultrathin polycrystalline antiferromagnets without aid by exchange bias has been an 
impossible feat before the invention of SCAHM. This highlights, that this technique is 
tremendously sensitive for the magnetic characterization of ultrathin films. 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Reproduced from [93]. (a) Field-invariant SCAHM signal for a plain IrMn 
thin film. The magnetic cooling fields were applied from 45°C down to the 
measurement temperature of 7°C. (b) Repeated alternative measurement of two 
points from panel (a) at cool = ±0.47	MAm . 
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5 MAGNETOELECTRIC PERFORMANCE 
The antiferromagnetic order parameter can be read-out all-electrically using spinning-
current anomalous Hall magnetometry measurements [93] [Chap. 4]. To make use of this 
functionality in dynamic logic and random access memory applications [27], the 
antiferromagnetic order must be writable all-electrically, too. The Cr2O3-based system 
investigated here allows the manipulation of the AF order parameter via the magnetoelectric 
effect [55] [Sect. 2.3]. However, establishing the magnetoelectric effect has long remained a 
challenge in thin films and only few reports of successful realizations exist to 
date [15,16,51,57]. Secondary issues of existing systems are the need for a pulsed magnetic 
field and low working temperatures [Sect. 2.4.2]. In the following chapter, it will be shown 
that the newly devised ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric system [Sect. 3.1] not only takes a 
place among the realized Cr2O3 thin film systems, but shows performance parameters that are 
generally beyond all previously demonstrated systems [88].  
The Pt/Cr2O3/Pt system is a straightforward starting point for the discussion because it is 
well comparable to all of the existing realizations of magnetoelectric Cr2O3 thin film 
systems [15,16,51,57]. All of these studies made use of a Pt gate electrode of about 20 nm 
thickness and a Cr2O3 layer of a few 100 nm thickness. The main difference in terms of the 
magnetoelectric writability of the system arises due to the Co/Pt top electrode layer. While 
this ferromagnetic layer was necessary for the electric read-out of the elements, one had to 
sacrifice overall performance in writability, readability and operation temperature [15,51]. 
With the introduction of SCAHM read-out [93], that trade-off is no longer necessary [88]. 
Both effective magnetoelectric field cooling (MEFC) and room temperature isothermal 
magnetoelectric switching (IMES) will be shown in the following sections. 
The electric gate fields - used for the magnetoelectric writing in the present chapter, will 
be routinely expressed in terms of the actual gate voltage , where the two quantities are 
related via the film thickness  = -), with ) = 250	nm. 
 
5.1 Magnetoelectric field cooling 
Previous magnetoelectric field cooling studies [51,57] could only differentiate between 
two cases: For low - fields, the exchange bias dominated the selection of the AF order 
parameter and beyond a certain threshold field, it was possible to overcome and reverse 
exchange bias with the magnetoelectric field cooling. Therefore, only the small transition 
region of the -cool-cool-space was investigated. In contrast, in the ferromagnet-free system 
proposed here, the selection pressure of the AF order parameter [Eq. 2.9] is not dominated by 
exchange bias. As a result, the interplay of the two weaker contributions [linear 
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magnetoelectric effect and parasitic ferrimagnetism, Sect. 2.3.2] gives rise to a richer -cool-cool-space. To fully understand this behavior, full 2-dimensional maps of the AF order 
parameter selection as a function of -cool and cool are required. Each point in these maps 
involves a complete cycle of MEFC. In order to employ such experiments as a standard 
investigation tool, the metrological performance must be very good which is achieved here by 
combining the swift field and temperature sweeping capabilities of the setup [Sect. 3.3] with 
precise and semi-quantitative SCAHM measurements [93] [Sect. 4.2]. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: (a) MEFC map measured for an Al2O3/Pt/Cr2O3/Pt magnetoelectric 
element (patterned according to the layout shown in Figure 3.8) using cool-downs 
from 22°C to 7°C. The black squares represent data used to construct the map by 
interpolation. (b,c) Line cuts through the 2-dimensional map of panel (a) along the 
green and yellow lines, respectively. 
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Figure 5.1(a) shows the 2-dimensional dependence of the field-invariant SCAHM read-out 
signal after MEFC in various combinations of electric and magnetic cooling fields. This signal 
is directly proportional to the average AF order parameter of the magnetoelectric element 
[Eq. 4.4]. The main trend of the map is that the signal amplitude increases and begins to 
saturate for strong - fields [Figure 5.1(b,c)], while the signal – and thus the average AF 
order parameter – is close to zero when the - field is small, i.e. close to the axes where 
cool = 0 or -cool = 0. It is also obvious that positive and negative - fields lead to an 
opposite sign of the antiferromagnetic order parameter. All these features are perfectly in 
line with the linear magnetoelectric effect exerting a selection pressure [Sect. 2.3.2] on the AF 
order parameter according to Eq. 2.9. The first crucial step towards a magnetoelectric thin 
film system – the realization of the linear magnetoelectric effect in the ferromagnet-free Cr2O3 
thin film system – is thus fulfilled. 
 
5.2 The gate bias voltage 
Since no exchange bias is present in the Pt/Cr2O3/Pt system, all features of the MEFC map 
[Figure 5.1] that are not expected due to the linear magnetoelectric effect, must be related to 
the second term in Eq. 2.9, which is related to the parasitic ferrimagnetism of the Cr2O3 thin 
film. The most striking such feature is an apparent shift of the entire map towards a negative 
gate bias voltage GB which suppresses all domain selection efforts regardless of the 
employed magnetic cooling field. Therefore, the value of this voltage must be precisely the 
root of Eq. 2.9. When solving Eq. 2.9 for the voltage and for the case of absent exchange bias, 
one obtains:  
GB = − FG  (5.1) 
Interestingly, it is found that the gate bias voltage is a universal property of thin film MEAF 
with a non-zero areal magnetic moment density FG. Eq. 5.1 has a number of practical 
consequences. The gate bias voltage should be as small as possible – ideally zero – as 
applicable voltages are limited in practice by the dielectric breakdown of the MEAF films. If 
the gate bias is of similar magnitude as the breakdown strength, the AF order parameter 
cannot be changed by electric fields. Currently, there are no demonstrations of how to 
enhance the magnetoelectric coefficient of Cr2O3, which means that the reduction of GB can 
only be achieved by engineering MEAF thin film systems with as low as possible areal 
magnetic moment density. Inversely, there is also an upper limit on the areal magnetic 
moment density beyond which the gate bias becomes unallowably high for practical 
integration: at about FG ≈ 1B nm9⁄ , the gate bias would exceed 12 V at the magnetoelectric 
coefficient of Cr2O3 of  ≈ 1	 ps m⁄ . This critical areal magnetic moment density is even well 
below the moment of a single ferromagnetic boundary layer on Cr2O3(0001). Estimates for 
this boundary moment are Fboundary ≈ 5…10 B nm9⁄  using XMCD-PEEM [55] and 
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Fboundary ≈ 3.2 B nm9⁄  using nitrogen vacancy microscopy [Sect. 7.4] [101]. Therefore, it is 
crucial that both the top and the bottom interfaces of the Cr2O3 layer in a magnetoelectric 
system must be kept close to their thermodynamic vacuum equilibrium configuration [30] 
regardless of the adjacent layers. This ensures that the two ferromagnetic boundaries 
mutually compensate magnetically, which greatly reduces the integral areal magnetic 
moment density. This aspect will be covered in more detail in Chap. 6, which also presents 
practical optimization routes. 
In the case of the Pt/Cr2O3/Pt element shown in Figure 5.1, one can use Eq. 2.9 and 
Eq. 2.10 to obtain GB = (−895 ± 10)	mV via a data fit. Eq. 5.1 can then be used to calculate 
an approximate areal magnetic moment density of FG ≈ 0.1 B nm9⁄  for  ≈ 1	 ps m⁄ . This 
estimate, however, cannot reveal more than the order of magnitude of the magnetic moment 
density because the magnetoelectric coefficient varies greatly when close to the ordering 
temperature [102]. Recent integral SQUID-VSM measurements of the magnetic moment of 
macroscopic samples of Cr2O3 thin films (Xsample ≈ 0.1	cm9) yielded a signal near the noise 
level of sample ≈ 10RS	emu [50]. That result equates to a similar areal magnetic moment 
density of FG ≈ 0.1 B nm9⁄ , which underscores the validity of value estimated by the MEFC 
measurements using SCAHM (Figure 5.1). For a more precise estimation of the important 
parameters FG and  that define the gate bias voltage, one requires additional knowledge of 
the size of the AF entities XE that make up the probed area. This will be further investigated 
in Chap. 7.  
 
5.3 Isothermal binary magnetoelectric writing in Cr2O3 
The Pt/Cr2O3/Pt thin film system discussed here is unique compared to all other 
demonstrated Cr2O3-based magnetoelectric thin film systems [15,16] in that its binary 
information is stored directly in the AF order parameter of Cr2O3 instead of in the 
magnetization of a coupled ferromagnetic layer. This distinction is justified as all existing 
systems used a read-out method that is sensitive only to the intrinsic magnetization of the 
ferromagnetic layer. In contrast, when reading-out the proximity magnetization of a Pt 
layer [93], one measures a quantity that is immutably and directly related to the AF order 
parameter [30,88]. 
Importantly, the latter allows the magnetic writing field to be permanent since it does not 
interfere with the read-out by overwriting the information. As the magnetic field can then be 
treated as a static environmental parameter, the present system is the first Cr2O3-based 
magnetoelectric element that allows both isothermal voltage-induced writing of binary 
information and isothermal all-electric reading of the non-volatile information. To this end, 
Figure 5.2(a-d) shows hysteresis curves of the read-out signal in dependence of the write 
voltage of the Pt/Cr2O3/Pt elements. The varying offset in the H(G) hysteresis loops is akin 
to the magnetic field effect on the Hall signal illustrated in Figure 4.3(c). Therefore, this offset 
can be measured via a reference element and compensated. 
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Figure 5.2: (a-d) Isothermal magnetoelectric switching hysteresis loops using a driven 
gate voltage G and a constant magnetic background field of  = 0.52	MAm . All the open 
hysteresis loops demonstrate voltage driven switching of the magnetic order 
parameter. The dashed line represents the gate bias voltage [Sect. 5.2], at which the 
loops are centered. (e) Hall signal over temperature near the AF-to-paramagnetic 
phase transition of the Cr2O3 thin film with   ≈ 0.8. The curve is comparable to the 
full scale signal N(+). 
 
These isothermal measurements are indeed the first demonstrations of isothermal purely 
voltage-actuated switching of readable magnetic information using a Cr2O3-based 
magnetoelectric system. The hysteresis loops display a marked temperature dependence 
because the operation temperature is close to the critical temperature of the AF-to-
paramagnetic transition of the Cr2O3 thin film in the investigated element of about 21°C. 
Figure 5.2(e) shows a zero field warming experiment of the read-out Hall signal after cooling 
the element to an average AF order parameter of  ≈ 0.8. The magnitude of the signal over 
temperature is therefore about 0.8	N(+), where N is the maximum possible read-out signal 
corresponding to a saturated AF domain state within the Hall cross region. At temperatures 
well below the ordering temperature, the dependence of the order parameter on the electric 
field is almost entirely attenuated [Figure 5.2(a)]. This is related to the strong magnetic 
anisotropy of the material that prevents the reversal of the order parameter [Eq. 2.11]. When 
the temperature is raised slightly towards the ordering temperature [Figure 5.2(b)], a larger 
part of the element becomes reversible by the applied electric fields and the opening of the 
hysteresis loop is an unambiguous sign of switching events. 
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Just below the ordering temperature, most of the element can be reversed by the electric 
field. While the saturation read-out signal can be estimated to be about ±0.2	mΩ at 19°C from 
the zero field warming dependence [Figure 5.2(e)], the actually observed swing is about 
±0.18	mΩ for the largest measured hysteresis loop [Figure 5.2(c)]. The branches of that 
largest hysteresis loop also show inflection points which is a sign of beginning saturation. 
Here, the influence of the gate bias on the field symmetry of the H(G) hysteresis loops 
becomes evident. Although the maximum applied - field is identical for the positive and 
negative field directions, the hysteresis loops are not symmetric. Instead, the voltage axis 
center of the loops is positioned at the gate bias voltage. Therefore, the remanence after 
positive gate voltage is higher than that after negative gate voltages. This is a consequence of 
the non-zero areal magnetic moment which exerts a positive order parameter selection 
pressure when there is only a magnetic field and no electric field. 
Above the ordering temperature, no sign of hysteretic behavior can be observed because 
the antiferromagnet is not thermally stable. However, even in this regime, the signal does 
show a dependence on the electric field. A similar monotonic gate voltage dependence is 
present also in the hysteresis loops recorded at temperatures below the antiferromagnetic 
ordering temperature. While such a feature could be intuitively explained by the 
magnetoelectric effect magnetizing the material according to Eq. 2.5, there are some 
problems with that explanation: As time reversal symmetry is restored beyond the magnetic 
transition temperature, the magnetoelectric coefficient is expected to be zero. This leads to 
the interesting conclusion that either the magnetoelectric coefficient  or the magnetic 
permeability r of the material must be influenced by the electric field. This result might be of 
importance for a refined theoretical description of magnetoelectric materials. Another factor 
to bear in mind is the possibility of simultaneous read-out via the SCAHM measurement and 
magnetoelectric writing, which is demonstrated by the hysteresis loop measurement based 
on these two processes. 
From the largest hysteresis loop in Figure 5.2(c) one can determine a coercive gate voltage 
of about 1.2 V to either side of the gate bias voltage. With  = 0.52	MAm  and ) = 250	nm, one 
can then calculate a magnetoelectric coercivity of (-)C = 2.5	 GW m2⁄ . When comparing this 
specification to that of existing magnetoelectric Cr2O3 systems relying on exchange bias 
[Table 3.2], it is apparent that the novel ferromagnet-free system essentially provides a low 
magnetoelectric coercivity akin to bulk single crystal Cr2O3 elements in a thin film 
embodiment. This outstanding characteristic is even more obvious when comparing the 
technologically important product of write voltage and write magnetic field of (-))C =620	 kW m⁄ . This writing threshold is approximately 50 times lower than that of any of the 
available state-of-the-art thin film demonstrations [15,16]. 
While this alone is a tremendous improvement over existing technology, there are 
additional benefits to ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric elements [88] over those relying on 
exchange bias [15,16], namely room-temperature operation and operability with permanent 
magnetic fields. This can be demonstrated by a random access type operation of the element, 
in which non-volatile binary information is first written by a gate voltage pulse and read-out 
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at a later time. Such an operation is demonstrated in Figure 5.3. Each point was measured at 
zero applied gate voltage after alternating ±6	V pulses of the gate voltage [Figure 5.3(a)]. The 
marked alternating pattern of the measurements is perfectly faithful to the written 
antiferromagnetic order parameter for all the points which leads to a clear distinction 
between the two binary states of the magnetic information [Figure 5.3(b)].  
 
 
Figure 5.3: (a) Detailed time sequence of the IMES realization using a ferromagnet-
free Pt/Cr2O3/Pt magnetoelectric element at 19°C in a permanent magnetic field of 
 = 0.52	MAm . After applying a gate voltage of G = ±6	V, the magnetic order parameter 
was measured at zero gate voltage using SCAHM. (b) Repeatability of the writing 
procedure over 300 cycles showing the distinct states corresponding to binary high 
(“1”) and low (“0”) states. 
 
This IMES and random access all-electric read-out experiment was performed at 19°C with 
a permanent magnetic field background of	perm = 0.52	MAm . These specifications exceed the 
existing reports on Cr2O3-based magnetoelectric thin film systems [15,16] greatly. Previously, 
operation was neither possible at room temperature, nor using permanent magnetic fields, 
nor at such low writing thresholds. Similar magnetoelectric functionality has only been 
presented for an anisotropically strained BiFeO3-based system [14] [Sect. 2.4.1] that is 
incompatible with standard thin film substrates. In contrast, Cr2O3(0001)-based systems are 
commonly prepared on Al2O3 substrates, which are usual substrates for silicon-on-insulator 
processes or LEDs [72]. Moreover, Cr2O3(0001) systems can be prepared even on bare Si 
substrates [79]. 
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The writing frequency capabilities of ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric elements remain 
an open aspect for future studies. While the present IMES studies serve as a proof of principle 
for the operation of ferromagnet-free elements, frequency dependent IMES studies were 
carried out for exchange biased magnetoelectric elements [16]. These first results indicated 
possible switching times of Cr2O3 thin films in exchange bias of about 100 ns at 268 K, i.e. 
about 40 K below the ordering temperature. The lack of exchange bias in ferromagnet-free 
elements promises to enhance the switching frequency substantially because of two 
differences: First, exchange bias requires a lower operation temperature to stabilize the AF 
order against exchange mediated reversal and the anisotropic switching barrier depends on 
the square of the temperature below the ordering temperature [Eq. 2.11]. Without exchange 
bias, the higher possible operating temperatures thus lead to a pronounced reduction of the 
magnetoelectric coercivity (-)C. Secondly, the magnetoelectric coercivity is also reduced 
because the effective switching pressure [Eq. 2.9] is increased when the parasitic exchange 
bias contribution [third term in Eq. 2.9] is removed. 
Even though, these results represent a breakthrough in the field of thin film 
magnetoelectric technology, one should bear in mind that this is the first realization of 
ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric elements and several performance parameters can be still 
optimized. Firstly, higher operating temperatures are desirable. While pure Cr2O3 thin films 
can be used as a MEAF up to approximately 30°C [Sect. 4.2.1], doped Cr2O3 thin films have 
been demonstrated to show AF order up to and exceeding 100°C [56]. Secondly, the 
temperature window usable for magnetoelectric writing should be as wide as possible which 
is mainly a question of the applicable electric fields and the magnetic anisotropy of the 
material. While the magnetic anisotropy can be also tuned via doping and scaling, the electric 
field can be increased about 10-fold before reaching the dielectric breakdown fields of Cr2O3 
thin films [15,16]. In order to tune the magnetoelectric writability of the novel ferromagnet-
free magnetoelectric elements in a deliberate way, it is purposeful to investigate and 
understand the physics of the AF order parameter selection in MEAF thin film. This will be 
covered in the next section. 
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6 ORDER PARAMETER SELECTION IN MAGNETOELECTRIC 
ANTIFERROMAGNETS 
In the previous sections, it was shown that Pt/Cr2O3/Pt thin film systems can make up a 
functional magnetoelectric element, in which the AF order parameter can be selected both via 
magnetoelectric field cooling (MEFC) and isothermal magnetoelectric switching (IMES). 
Beside this magnetoelectric writability, however, there were also signs of a purely magnetic 
field dependent selection pressure on the AF order parameter. This results in effects like the 
gate bias voltage [Sect. 5.2] and purely magnetic field driven selection of the AF order 
parameter [Sect. 4.2]. The latter effect was also recently observed by other groups [50,103] 
and was attributed to the presence of the ferromagnetic termination of the Cr2O3(0001) 
boundary. However, this conclusion is not immediately justified because – in thermodynamic 
equilibrium – Cr2O3 thin films encompass two (0001) boundaries that exhibit opposite signs 
of their boundary magnetization [30]. As a result, the total magnetization of MEAF thin films 
is still zero, unless the two interfaces are differently constituted thus breaking inversion 
symmetry. 
In the absence of an intrinsic cause for a non-zero magnetic moment, the oddly symmetric 
magnetic field dependence of the AF order parameter [Figure 4.3(e)] can only emerge when 
extrinsic effects break the equivalence of the AF sublattices and render the material 
ferrimagnetic. The identification of the underlying physical origin would allow purposefully 
eliminating or amplifying the degree of ferrimagnetism in real MEAF thin films. Such an 
investigation demands the knowledge of the tiny magnetization unbalancing the AF 
sublattices. Initial experiments attempting to measure this magnetization directly have 
produced ambiguous results due to low signal-to-noise ratio [55]. Therefore, in the following 
chapter an indirect method will be put forth, which attempts to assess the degree of 
ferrimagnetism via the magnetic field susceptibility of the AF order parameter. The latter can 
be probed to high accuracy by SCAHM [Sect. 4.2] which provides a rich data basis for 
statistical analysis. 
To characterize the extrinsic magnetic properties of Cr2O3 thin films, several systems with 
various materials bounding the MEAF layer are compared on a qualitative basis. This allows 
to infer general trends for future optimizations of the novel class of ferromagnet-free 
magnetoelectric elements.  
 
6.1 Uncompensated magnetic moment 
The magnetic moment present in otherwise AF thin films of Cr2O3 can generate an order 
parameter selection pressure [Eq. 2.9] even when both the electric field and exchange bias 
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are zero (- = 0, "EB = 0). In this scenario, the film can be considered ferrimagnetic and the 
magnetic moment 
 =	FGX 
 
(6.1) 
contained in a particular area X can invoke thermally activated selection of the magnetic 
order parameter as described by Eq. 2.10. As the expected magnetic moment only arises as a 
small deviation from perfect AF order, the magnetic susceptibility of the order parameter is 
small and rather strong magnetic fields of several 100	kAm  are necessary for stable order 
parameter selection at room temperature. The Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 2.10, however, describe the 
selection of the order parameter for exactly determined parameters. In the present thin film 
samples, a distribution of magnetic moments ℳ() is expected due to both a natural spread 
of the size of the individual areas and a dependence of the areal magnetic moment density on 
the ordering temperature. The order parameter selection preference as a function of the 
applied magnetic cooling field is then described as a convolution: 
(cool) =  tanh HcoolYB+crit J
5

	ℳ()	d 
  
(6.2) 
The variation of the critical temperatures among the individual entities [Sect. 4.2.1] can be 
neglected for the YB+crit term as it has a spread of only about 1 % from its absolute mean 
value 〈+crit〉 = 299	K. The influence of this spread on the areal magnetic moment density is 
expected to be larger, but is already taken care of by the distribution ℳ(). Therefore, +crit 
will be regarded as a fixed parameter for this analysis. The distribution of the magnetic 
moments will be modeled by a Chi distribution 
ℳ(, 〈〉, Y) = Χ H 〈〉 , YJ 
  
(6.3) 
which describes a positive variable generated by an unknown number of degrees of freedom 
Y. 
Using Eq. 6.2, it is possible to construct fits to experimental data of the field-invariant 
SCAHM signal in dependence of the magnetic cooling field inv(cool). This has been done for 
the three main categories of samples [Table 3.1] and for one system without a Hall cross on 
top of the MEAF layer [Figure 7.1]. The latter was investigated by using the unpatterned 
Pt(20 nm) underlayer as a proximity magnet, which is possible due to the robust rejection of 
geometric Hall cross asymmetries of the SCAHM technique. The fits depend on three 
parameters, namely the two parameters 〈〉 and Y describing the Chi distribution of the 
magnetic moments and the saturation Hall resistance N of Eq. 4.4. 
The cooling field dependences [left column in Figure 6.1] of all the studied systems are 
well accounted for by the developed model [Eq. 6.2], which yields a representation of the data 
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that is essentially free of systematic errors. While the top-measured Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt and 
Pt/Cr2O3/Pt systems reveal a marked positive dependence – and thus a positive magnetic 
moment – the bottom-measured Pt/Cr2O3/Pt and the top-measured V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt systems 
show inverse cooling field dependences of the SCAHM signal. This inversion is caused by a net 
negative moment with respect to the sign of the magnetization in the probed boundary layer. 
In this respect, it is noteworthy that the dependences measured at the top and bottom 
boundaries in the Pt/Cr2O3/Pt system, respectively, are highly similar [Figure 6.1(d,f)] apart 
from the inversion. Indeed, the two systems are expected to be structurally very similar, as 
the only difference is the deposition of the top Pt layer at room temperatures after the 
sintering of the MEAF layer. Both boundaries of the Cr2O3 layers in the top-measured 
Pt/Cr2O3/Pt and the bottom-measured Pt/Cr2O3/air system are thus prepared under identical 
conditions. The sign inversion of the field-invariant SCAHM signal is thus a clear fingerprint of 
the fact that different sublattices of the antiferromagnet dominate the top and the bottom 
boundary of the MEAF layer, which is indeed in line with theoretical predictions [30]. The 
striking similarity in the magnetic field behavior of the order parameter selection [Figure 
6.1(d,f)] also implies that the room temperature deposition of the thin top Pt layer after the 
sintering process of the Cr2O3 layers has a negligible influence on the magnetic properties of 
the top boundary. Furthermore, this result also indicates that the magnetic moment of the 
bottom boundary sublattice is larger because the bottom layer is observed to align along the 
magnetic cooling field, while the top layer is aligned antiparallel to the cooling field direction. 
This conclusion is based on the observedly negative anomalous Hall coefficient of the 
Cr2O3/Pt proximity system [Figure 4.3]. 
Before discussing the influence of the three different underlayers and hence the three 
sample categories [Table 3.1], it is important to consider the meaning of the individual fitting 
parameters listed in the right column panels of Figure 6.1. The saturation value of the field-
invariant SCAHM signal N is affected by the magnetic moment in the magnetic boundary and 
by the quality and thickness of the proximity magnet. In the present systems, the magnetic 
moment of the MEAF boundary layer can be assumed to be similar for the bottom and top 
termination, unbalanced only to a few percent [Sect. 5.2]. As all the magnetic layers measured 
by SCAHM are epitaxial Cr2O3/Pt interfaces, the structural configuration can be also assumed 
to be similar. The remaining influence on N is thus mainly related to the thickness induced 
signal shunting behavior of the Pt layer. This explains the about one order of magnitude 
lower value of N for the Pt/Cr2O3/air system in comparison to the other systems, because 
the Pt underlayer has a thickness of about 20 nm compared to about 2-3 nm for the Pt top 
layers used in the other systems. In contrast to N, which is determined by the properties of 
the interface probed by SCAHM, the parameters 〈〉 and Y describe the entire magnetic 
moment of the MEAF layer over a particular area that selects an AF order parameter. The sign 
of 〈〉 indicates if the total magnetic moment has the same or antiparallel orientation as the 
proximity magnetization. 
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Figure 6.1: (a,c,e,g) Experimental dependences of the AF order parameter on the 
magnetic cooling field for four different MEAF samples with different bounding layers 
as shown in the insets. SCAHM measurements have been carried out on the orange 
highlighted layer. Red lines show fits obtained using Eq. 6.2. (b,d,f,h) Corresponding 
magnetic moment distributions as obtained from the fits. 
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While all three parameters (N, 〈〉 and Y) are usually well confined [Figure 6.1(b,d,f)], the 
measured dependence for the V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt system [Figure 6.1(g)],  is essentially linear with 
a rather low amplitude. This renders N and 〈〉 redundant parameters and makes Y badly 
determined. To obtain a meaningful interpretation, it is thus necessary to either include the 
electric field as another stimulus [this will be studied in Sect. 6.3] or to fix parameters. Due to 
the structural similarity to the Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt system, the parameters N and Y for the 
V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt have been fixed such that they are similar to the fit parameters of the 
Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt system. 
The general appearance of magnetic field susceptibility of the AF order parameter in all 
the studied MEAF thin film systems unambiguously demonstrates that the Cr2O3 films are not 
perfectly AF but have two slightly unbalanced sublattices giving rise to ferrimagnetism, even 
with no applied electric field. As there is no intrinsic cause for the broken sublattice 
equivalence, the parasitic magnetic moment must arise as a result of the extrinsic sample 
properties. Through careful review of the engineered differences between the three sample 
categories, it is possible to draw conclusions on which extrinsic properties drive the 
appearance the ferrimagnetism in MEAF thin films. 
 
6.2 Extrinsic causes for broken sublattice equivalence 
The analysis in Sect. 6.1 revealed the magnetic moment driving the local selection of the 
AF order parameter. To accurately discuss the role of actual extrinsic film properties, it is 
necessary to put this magnetic moment in relation to the microscopic areas of the films it is 
contained in [Eq. 6.1]. However, this depends on many factors, such as the size and nature of 
the individual AF entities making up the MEAF area, the interentity magnetic exchange and 
the stability of AF domain walls. While some of these factors will be analyzed separately in 
Chap. 7, it will be assumed for the following discussion that the areas influenced by magnetic 
field induced order parameter selection are similar for all the systems. Therefore, the 
magnetic moment revealed in Sect. 6.1 will be used as a qualitative indicator for the areal 
magnetic moment density FG in the following. 
The apparent trend of the parasitic magnetic moment is that Cr2O3 films on either Pt or 
Al2O3 possess a pronounced sublattice imbalance of the same sign and of similar magnitude, 
whereas a V2O3 underlayer substantially reduced the magnetic field coupling of the AF order 
parameter by more than one order of magnitude. Interestingly, the V2O3 underlayer also 
reduces the bottom boundary sublattice magnetization while the Pt or Al2O3 underlayers 
enhance the same. As the three sample categories (Table 3.1) show different degrees of 
extrinsic mechanisms – twinning, strain, lattice mismatch and interfacial miscibility – and the 
correlation of these with the parasitic magnetic moment allows to reveal the microscopic 
origin of the ferrimagnetism. To this end, Table 6.1 contains an overview of all the relevant 
extrinsic mechanism and the magnetic moment that will be discussed in the following. 
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Underlayer 
material 
Twinning 
ratio 
1-axis 
compression 
Expected 
miscibility 
750°C 
misfit 
Moment 
(kB) 
Al2O3 ≈ 2	%  ≈ 0.0	%  weak +4.0	%  +1.92  
Pt ≈ 50	%  0.18	%  none +2.8	%  +1.88  
V2O3 ≈ 2	%  0.30	%  strong −0.5	%  −0.06  
 
 
Table 6.1: Comparison of the four different investigated extrinsic sample properties 
and measured ferrimagnetic moment for Cr2O3 thin films grown on varying 
underlayer materials.  The values for the structural properties are taken from Sect. 3.1 
and the magnetic moment is taken from the analysis in Sect. 6.1. 
 
Crystallographic twinning is strongly suppressed in the all-corundum systems and only 
appears in a pronounced way in the Pt/Cr2O3/Pt sample. It has been associated with a 
detrimental effect on magnetoelectricity [60] and the inherently present grain boundaries in 
a twinned film can lead to finite size magnetization in antiferromagnets [104]. However, the 
observed twinning ratios of the various sample [Figure 3.5] do not show an obvious 
correlation with the corresponding parasitic magnetic moments [Figure 6.1]. Therefore, 
twinning can be concluded to play a negligible role in the appearance of the parasitic 
magnetic moment of MEAF thin films. For future optimization efforts, it is more important to 
consider the secondary effects of twinning such as those on film continuity and the dielectric 
behavior. 
The elastic strain present in the Cr2O3 lattice varies greatly from zero for Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt to 
a 1-axis compression of 0.18 % and 0.30 % for the Pt and V2O3 underlayers, respectively. A 
correlation could thus be made between a moderate 1-axis compression and the suppression 
of the parasitic magnetic moment present at zero strain. However, this relation does not hold 
for known results of relaxed bulk Cr2O3. Furthermore, a principal problem is that elastic 
strain affects both sublattices equally. While piezomagnetism is known to create magnetic 
moment in epitaxial Cr2O3 [105], this magnetic moment is not expected to couple to the AF 
order parameter as it does not change sign under reversal of the AF order parameter. A direct 
effect of elastic strain on the magnetic field susceptibility of the AF order parameter is 
therefore not consistent with previous observations and the effect of piezomagnetism is thus 
concluded to be negligible. Similar to the case of twinning, there are, however, secondary 
effects of elastic film strain. It was argued that strain, pressure or substitutional doping can 
both suppress the Néel temperature of Cr2O3 [105] as well as enhance it [56]. For room 
temperature applications of magnetoelectric elements, elastic film strain thus might be a 
beneficial property. 
The material miscibility at the Cr2O3 bottom interface shows a slight correlation with the 
observed magnetic behavior. No intermixing is expected at Pt/Cr2O3 interfaces and weak 
intermixing is expected at the Al2O3/Cr2O3 interface as the sintering temperature is only 
marginally beyond the miscibility gap (around 850 K) and the lattice mismatch is large 
limiting interdiffusion speed [69]. In contrast, miscibility is expected be stronger at the 
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V2O3/Cr2O3 interface due to the more similar ionic radii and less pronounced miscibility 
gap [69]. This effect could explain the marked difference in magnetic behavior between the 
V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt system and the other two system. On the other hand, intermixing does not 
provide a satisfactory explanation as to why the sublattice imbalance would be larger for less 
intermixing. 
This makes the lattice mismatch and the associated misfit dislocations the most plausible 
candidate extrinsic effect for the generation of parasitic magnetic moment with strong 
coupling to the AF order parameter in MEAF films. In fact, the lattice mismatch is the only 
effect that can explain the marked parasitic magnetic moment of the Al2O3/Cr2O3 system 
because all of the other considered extrinsic mechanism are substantially weaker in that 
system compared to either the Pt/Cr2O3 or the V2O3/Cr2O3 system. Moreover, the lattice 
mismatch shows a scaling behavior between the three systems that is similar to the scaling of 
the parasitic magnetic moment. The effect is largest in the Al2O3/Cr2O3 system, slightly 
weaker in the Pt/Cr2O3 system, and about one order of magnitude weaker and of negative 
sign in the V2O3/Cr2O3 system. 
Lattice misfit dislocations are not present directly in the surface atomic layer but close to 
the Cr2O3 bottom surface [Sect. 3.1.4]. Their exact positions within the thickness of the Cr2O3 
layer cannot be predicted with certainty. Still, the amount of misfit dislocations does not 
increase with larger thickness in relaxed layers but depends solely on the nominal in-plane 
lattice mismatch because the introduction of misfit dislocations into the crystal is not 
energetically preferable beyond the point of complete relaxation of the lattice constant. When 
the lattices are relaxed via atomic reconfiguration during the sintering process, the misfit 
dislocations are also transported to a region close to the bottom surface to increase the film 
volume with a relaxed lattice constant. In addition, the misfit dislocations themselves are 
transported to atomic positions where they are most energetically inexpensive. It is therefore 
expectable that the terminating atom at the core of a misfit dislocation has a strong 
preference to be a particular atom within the crystalline unit cell. In this scenario, the 
terminating atoms in misfit dislocations would lie preferentially within one AF sublattice. 
This applies to both bidirectional misfit dislocations and misfit lines running along the film 
plane. Furthermore, a change from compressive to tensile in-plane lattice mismatch would 
require an inversion of the misfit dislocation. As a result, this would cause the terminating 
atoms to lie in the opposite sublattice because bulk inversion and time inversion are 
equivalent symmetry operations in MEAF. 
 
6.3 The V2O3 gate electrode 
The magnetic field susceptibility of the AF order parameter in MEAF Cr2O3 thin films 
shows a pronounced correlation with the in-plane lattice mismatch between the underlayer 
and Cr2O3 itself [Sect. 6.2]. For best magnetoelectric performance, a reduction of the gate bias 
voltage is promising, which in turn requires a reduction of the parasitic magnetic properties 
of the MEAF layer. One rather straightforward route to optimization thus is the exploration of 
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different gate electrode materials with a low in-plane lattice mismatch to Cr2O3(0001). One of 
these options that will be discussed here, is the use of a V2O3 corundum structure gate 
electrode, which also offers control over other structural properties of Cr2O3, such as 
twinning and intermixing. 
 
Figure 6.2: (a) MEFC map measured for an Al2O3/V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt magnetoelectric 
element (patterned according to the layout shown in Figure 3.8) using cool-downs 
from 22°C to 10°C. The black squares represent data used to construct the map by 
interpolation. (b,c) Line cuts through the 2-dimensional map of panel (a) along the 
green and yellow lines, respectively. 
 
The comparison of the magnetoelectric properties between the V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt and the 
Pt/Cr2O3/Pt systems can best be accomplished via their MEFC maps that provide access to 
several key properties. Figure 6.2 shows such a map with an - range identical to the one in 
Figure 5.1. Both maps show similar behavior in the high field regions dominated by the linear 
magnetoelectric effect. The asymptotic saturation value of the field-invariant signal N is also 
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similar on the order of 1.5	mΩ. The latter value can be explained by the two similar top 
surfaces. In both systems, the measured field-invariant SCAHM is obtained from a thin Pt 
layer deposited under identical conditions on a vacuum sintered Cr2O3(0001) surface. The 
high field signal amplitude also justifies the assumptions made for the N parameter in the (cool) fit of the V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt system [Figure 6.1(g,h)]. 
The main difference brought about by the use of a V2O3 instead of a Pt gate electrode, is the 
magnetoelectric behavior in weak - fields. Firstly, the gate bias voltage is greatly reduced 
by the V2O3 gate electrode. Based on the reasoning in Sect. 6.2, this is attributable to the 
substantially reduced lattice mismatch of Cr2O3 on V2O3. In fact, a fit of the data points using 
Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10 reveals a gate bias of GB = (30 ± 10)	mV. This value shows a remarkable 
scaling with the lattice mismatch between Cr2O3 and its underlayer [Table 6.1] because it is 
not only much smaller but also of opposite sign as the gate bias voltage in the Pt/Cr2O3/Pt 
system.  
Another difference between the V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt and the Pt/Cr2O3/Pt systems is apparent 
when comparing the general susceptibility of the AF order parameter to - fields. The high 
field regions of the measured MEFC map for Pt/Cr2O3/Pt reveal an obvious onset of 
saturation [Figure 5.1(b,c)]. This implies that the argument of the Tanh function in Eq. 2.10, 
D(-max, max)XE) YB+S⁄ , is well beyond unity and thus dominated by the magnetoelectric 
order parameter selection pressure for the highest accessible - fields. In contrast, 
saturation can only vaguely be estimated in the measured MEFC data of the V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt 
[Figure 6.2] implying that the term D(-max, max)XE) is smaller in the latter system. This 
could be caused equivocally either by a lower magnetoelectric coupling coefficient  or by AF 
entities with a smaller characteristic area XE. An unambiguous clarification of this question 
requires the knowledge of XE, which will be discussed in Chap. 7. 
 
In conclusion, considerations of the structural differences of the three sample categories 
and of the different observed amounts of parasitic magnetic moment [Table 6.1] reveal that 
misfit dislocations are the most likely microscopic origin of the magnetic field susceptibility 
of the AF order parameter in thin epitaxial films of Cr2O3. Other extrinsic effects, like 
twinning, elastic strain and intermixing have been found to play negligible roles in this 
respect and might thus become tools for the optimization of other properties important for 
magnetoelectric thin film elements, such as the critical temperature and dielectric 
performance. 
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7 MEASUREMENT OF MICROSCOPIC PROPERTIES WITH AN 
INTEGRAL PROBE 
The measurement and interpretation of the magnetic field dependence of the AF order 
parameter selection can be used to extract the amount of magnetic moment that couples to 
the AF order parameter and thus drives the magnetic field induced selection of the AF order 
parameter [Sect. 6.1]. However, this analysis does not provide any information about the 
volume or area of the magnetic material, in which this magnetic moment is contained. 
Therefore, an accurate determination of the areal or volumetric magnetic moment densities 
requires the knowledge of the corresponding size scales. A direct estimation of the areal 
magnetic moment density relying on the gate bias voltage observed in MEFC experiments is 
possible but suffers from a rather large uncertainty caused by the uncertainty of the 
magnetoelectric coupling coefficient  in the vicinity of the AF ordering temperature. By 
combining the estimates of FG ≈ 0.1 B nm9⁄  from Sect. 5.2 and  ≈ 1870	B from Sect. 6.1, 
one obtains a characteristic area of X ≈ (137	nm)9. This value hints to the size of the 
individual pieces of area that jointly undergo magnetic field induced AF order parameter 
selection and, therefore, can be related to the full or partial size of AF domains. The size of 
these domain pieces is related to microscopic properties like the grain size distribution, the 
stability of AF domain walls at grain boundaries and within grains and to the magnetic 
exchange coupling across lattice defects like grain boundaries. 
An assessment of these individual effects requires a treatment of the AF ordering 
mechanism in terms of an ensemble of fundamental indivisible AF entities. Several such 
entities can be coupled by direct magnetic exchange and select the order parameter together. 
In the following, a framework based on a classical ensemble description will be presented to 
explain and predict the emergence of AF order within an area that is accessible to integral 
magnetometry measurements. As such, the model is not intended to provide an accurate 
quantum mechanical description of the AF ordering. Instead, it serves to estimate the entity 
size distribution, the interentity magnetic exchange coupling and the relation between the 
entity sizes and their critical temperatures while only requiring precise measurements of the 
average AF order parameter. The latter approach is not limited to MEAF thin films but the 
framework possesses a generality that makes it adoptable for many other magnetic and non-
magnetic systems. 
 
7.1 Interentity magnetic exchange coupling 
One mechanism that is particularly relevant for the resulting AF domain pattern is the 
magnetic exchange between neighboring AF entities of the thin film. Polycrystalline AF films 
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with different properties have revealed differing degrees of intergranular exchange coupling 
which has led to a debate over the validity of certain models in the field [100,106]. The 
experiment described in the following is intended as a quantitative test for the degree of 
interentity magnetic exchange coupling in AF thin films. 
As the studied Cr2O3 films are highly coherent [Sect. 3.1], it is likely that substantial 
structural matching occurs at the entity boundaries. This can make it preferable for 
neighboring entities to assume the same AF order parameter. Such interentity exchange leads 
to observable effects on the selection process of the average AF order parameter . Therefore, 
it is necessary to derive the influence of interentity exchange exactly, and to determine its 
value in an independent measurement. 
The degree of this exchange can be expressed in terms of a probability ³E ∈ ¡0,1¢, which 
indicates the chance that an ordering AF entity assumes the same order parameter as an 
existing one if the existing one is adjacent. As the areal distribution of critical temperatures 
¥´(+crit) can be measured independently through zero field warming [Sect. 4.2.1], one can 
observe deviations from that distribution during cooling to infer the exchange probability ³E. 
To do this, a differential field cooling (DFC) experiment can be carried out: The sample is 
cooled from a warm temperature beyond any critical temperature to a test temperature +cool 
while a certain order parameter selection stimulus high is imposed by the cooling conditions 
[Eq. 2.10]. Then the order parameter selection stimulus is switched to low and cooling to a 
low temperature below any critical temperature is resumed. If ³E = 0 (no interentity 
exchange coupling), the part of the probed region set to high thus corresponds exactly to the 
part of the total area that orders above +cool, with all of the remaining area set to low during 
the second cooling interval. Therefore, it is purposeful to introduce the total AF area as a 
function of temperature. 
XAF(+) =  ¥´(+crit)d+crit	
µ¶
µ
 
 
(7.1) 
This function is the complementary cumulative distribution function of ¥´(+crit) and thus 
approaches zero for temperatures close to +· and becomes equal to the total probed area X+ 
for temperatures much lower than the mean critical temperature. With no interentity 
exchange, the resulting average order parameter in dependence of the test temperature is a 
scaled version of XAF(+): 
(+cool, ³E = 0) = low + nhigh − lowo XAF(+cool)X+  
  
(7.2) 
In contrast, when interentity exchange is allowed, any area fraction that has been set to high 
during the first cooling interval can, in turn, force entities ordering during the second cooling 
interval to also select high instead of low. This implies that the influence of high is amplified 
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to beyond the area fraction set during the first cooling interval. An infinite series treatment of 
the probability of each further area increment to assume high via interentity exchange 
eventually leads to the analytic scaling dependence: 
(+cool, ³E) = low + nhigh − lowo	XAF(+cool)X+ 	
¸EH8R´AF(µcool)´+ J (7.3) 
This dependence can be confirmed via numerical simulations [Figure 7.1(a)]. For the 
simulation, a region was divided into many entities following a lognormal size distribution, 
such that the total entity count was between 10¹ and 10º. The entities then subsequently 
become AF – starting with the largest ones – by choosing an order parameter of +1 or -1. If an 
ordering entity is found to be adjacent to any existing AF entities and passes an interentity 
exchange test, it assumes an order parameter according to the average order parameter of 
the existing AF area. Otherwise it selects an order parameter according to the applied 
selection stimulus. The case of disallowed interentity exchange (³E = 0) is shown by the black 
curve. In essence, interentity exchange shifts the transition temperature observed in a DFC 
experiment with respect to that observed in a zero field warming experiment. The agreement 
between the numerical results (points) and the predictions according to Eq. 7.3 (lines) is 
excellent and deviations from the model arise only near the high temperature saturation 
point because at temperatures close to the maximum critical temperature, there are only very 
few entities with AF order giving rise to discretization effects in the simulations. 
Figure 7.1(b) demonstrates the application of this model to data of a DFC experiment. The 
blue curve shows the XAF(+) dependence which is obtained experimentally from the zero 
field warming experiment via Eq. 7.1. It is apparent that the DFC data show a steeper 
dependence on the test temperature +cool than the XAF(+) baseline. A good fit to the data can 
be obtained for an interentity exchange probability of ³E = 0.989 ± 0.017 (red line). The 
additional dashed green line illustrates the DFC dependence expected for ³E = 1 for 
comparison. No other parameters were varied between the three curves in Figure 7.1(b). As 
the normalization parameters high and low are highly constrained by the saturation regions 
of the DFC curve, the experiment provides a highly independent quantitative probe for the 
interentity exchange probability. This result can be interpreted to be consistent with ³E = 1 
[green curve in Figure 7.1(b)]. This implies that neighboring entities experience a strong 
magnetic coupling and that the coupling energy per unit area is substantially larger than the 
thermal energy that imposes a decoupling effect.  
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Figure 7.1: (a) Numerical simulations (points) and analytical prediction (lines) of DFC 
experiments with high = 1, low = −1 and varying degrees of interentity exchange. 
The predictions are produced by Eq. 7.3. (b) Experimental DFC curve measured by 
SCAHM (points) and experimental XAF(+) curve (blue). A data fit using Eq. 7.3 is 
shown as the red line. The green line shows the prediction for complete interentity 
exchange coupling. 
 
7.2 Ensemble formalism for the entity size determination 
When treating the probed region X as an ensemble of several small-area entities, it is 
possible to measure the macroscopic ensemble quantities and relate them statistically to 
microscopic properties. While the statistics of ensemble theory are well developed [107], the 
areal entities present here do not generally possess identical weights as would be the case for 
an ensemble of identical entities. Therefore, some modifications of conventional ensemble 
statistics are necessary to apply this framework to the present system. One general 
assumption that will be used throughout the following argumentation is that the sample 
properties are homogeneous on a length scale from a few nanometers and up to the scale of 
the areal entities. 
Below this scale, individual atomic positions and defects can lead to local property variations 
which do not impact the discussion on the scale of the areal entities. In particular, the areal 
magnetic moment density FG and the strength of the magnetic proximity effect are constant 
throughout the probed Hall cross region X. This is motivated by the results of Sect. 3.1. The 
Cr2O3 layer itself is completely structurally homogenized by the epitaxial sintering process 
and the Pt top layer consists of grains on the scale of nanometers due to its low thickness and 
low temperature deposition. Therefore, the local areal properties are constant at a scale 
encompassing at least several Pt top layer grains. The areal entities are thus the smallest 
units relevant for the following discussion. Each entity acquires a homogeneous and 
thermally stable AF order parameter of either +1 or -1 once the temperature falls below the 
critical temperature of the entity.  
It was already shown in Sect. 4.2.1 that it is possible to derive a distribution of critical 
temperatures ¥´(+crit) that are present within a particular probed region. This distribution 
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arises as each of the areal entities making up the Hall cross region have slightly different 
properties such as their critical temperature. As the probe technique (SCAHM) weighs each 
portion of area dX  equally, the measured distribution ¥´(+crit) is of a dimension of area per 
temperature and its full integral is equivalent to the total probed region area X. To reveal 
the sizes of the individual entities XE, a second distribution ¥»(+crit) of the number of entities 
ordering per critical temperature interval is necessary. This distribution can be reconstructed 
by measuring the total entity count as a function of temperature	hE(+) which is its 
complementary cumulative distribution function: 
hE(+) =  ¥»(+crit)
µ¶
µ
d+crit 
 
(7.4) 
The measurement of the entity count hE(+) can be realized in ensemble statistics by using the 
average AF order parameter of the ensemble as the test quantity. If a macroscopic state with 
 ≈ 0 is prepared, the actually observed average order parameter O will – in general – be 
different from zero due to the finite number of contributing entities hE. The outcome of such 
an experiment is described by the Binomial distribution ℬnhE, ½o with ½ = (½8)9 ≈ K_, which 
yields the probability that a particular number of entities end up with a positive order 
parameter. As the actual count of entities in the Hall crosses is usually hE ≈ 10¾…10, it is 
justified to approximate the discrete Binomial distribution by a continuous normal 
distribution ¿nhE½ , ÀhE½(1 − ½)o according to the de Moivre-Laplace theorem [108]. Like 
the Binomial distribution, this normal distribution yields the chance of a particular number of 
entities choosing a positive AF order parameter. Complementary, one can also give the 
normal distribution of the apparent order parameter selection preference ¿½n½ , ¬½o, which 
is a compressed and aligned version of ¿. The compression by ÁE_  affects the standard 
deviation	¬½ = _ÁÂ	ÀhE½(1 − ½) and shifts its mean to ½ =  = 2 − 1. The resulting 
distribution of the apparent domain selection preference Ã½  is 
Ã½(, +) = ¿½ W, 1ÀhE(+)Z 
 
(7.5) 
for  ≈ 0. The variance of this distribution can be evaluated at various temperatures 
providing the entity count hE at the respective temperature. 
¬½9(+) = 1hE(+) =
XEX+ 
 
(7.6) 
However, the first equality in Eq. 7.6 is only valid if the probe region X+ is constituted of 
entities with an identical size XE, which is in general not the case. In a real sample, each of the 
present entity sizes would give rise to a different distribution width of the observed average 
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order parameter [Eq. 7.5]. Still, any mixture of entity sizes will always yield a normal 
distribution, which is a consequence of the central limit theorem [109]. As all the present 
entity sizes contribute to the resulting value ¬½9, the quantities XE and X+ have to be 
integrated to take into account the area fractions occupied by entities of various sizes. The 
total AF area at a given temperature X+(+) in the denominator of Eq. 7.6 is given by XAF(+) as 
of Eq. 7.1. The entity size XE in the numerator of Eq. 7.6 has to be modified to take into 
account all present entity sizes with AF order and their respective area weights at the 
temperature +. 
XE(+) → 1XAF(+) XE(+crit)¥´(+crit)d+crit	
µ¶
µ
 
 
(7.7) 
In Rel. 7.7, the introduced function XE(+crit) is the dependence of the entity sizes on their 
critical temperatures. It is related to the distributions of area per critical temperature interval 
¥´(+crit) and to entity count per critical temperature interval ¥»(+crit) by the expression: 
XE(+crit) = ¥´(+crit)¥»(+crit) 
 
(7.8) 
When inserting Eq. 7.1 and Rel. 7.7 into Eq. 7.6, one obtains the expression for the variance of 
the observed average order parameter for a probe region containing entities with a 
distribution of various sizes: 
¬½9(+) = 1nXAF(+)o9 XE(+crit)¥´(+crit)d+crit	
µ¶
µ
 
 
(7.9) 
This expression for the variance respects the entity size distribution, but not the present 
interentity exchange, which also affects the observed variance of the average order 
parameter ¬½9(+) between many identical cool-down processes. As the smaller entities, that 
order later during the cool-down, have a high chance to be adjacent to an existing AF entity, 
the number of entities that can choose the order parameter freely according to the external 
selection stimulus is reduced. This effectively lowered entity number translates to an 
increased observed variance between consecutive cool-downs. Numerical simulations can be 
used to demonstrate that the observed variance increases by a factor of a_¸E with respect to 
Eq. 7.9 for low temperatures + ≪ 〈+crit〉. For a higher temperature close to the maximum 
critical temperature, the interentity exchange loses its impact as the few AF entities 
populating the probed region have a negligible chance of being adjacent to each other. 
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¬½9(+, ³E) = ¾9	¸E	´AF
(µ)´+ 	 1nXAF(+)o9 	 XE(+crit)¥´(+crit)d+crit	
µ¶
µ
 
 
(7.10) 
To validate the scaling behavior introduced by the first term in Eq. 7.10 with respect to the 
temperature and the interentity exchange probability, numerical simulations have been 
carried out. The simulation algorithm is identical to the one described for the numerical 
simulation of the DFC experiment [Sect. 7.1] with one extension: Instead of one simulated 
cool-down process per data point in Figure 7.1(a), the data points in Figure 7.2 represent 
variances calculated for a set of 308 and 2000 cool-down cycles in panels (a) and (b), 
respectively. 
 
Figure 7.2: (a) Numerical simulations (points) and analytical prediction (lines 
according to Eq. 7.10) of the variance of the average AF order parameter over 
temperature for a temperature range spanning the areal distribution of critical 
temperatures ¥´ and for ³E = 1. While the red line takes the interentity exchange into 
account, the green line does not. (b) Numerical simulations (points) and analytical 
dependence (line according to Eq. 7.10) of the factor by which the variance of the 
average AF order parameter is increased at low temperatures due to interentity 
exchange. 
 
Eq. 7.10 thus provides an analytical expression that can be applied to experimental data of 
the variance of the average order parameter over temperature ¬½9(+). The areal distribution 
of critical temperatures ¥´(+crit) can be independently measured by a zero field warming 
experiment [Sect. 4.2.1] and the interentity exchange probability can be independently 
measured by a DFC experiment [Sect. 7.1]. Thus Eq. 7.10 can be rewritten to show all the 
input quantities on the right hand side: 
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 XE(+crit)¥´(+crit)d+crit	
µ¶
µ
= nXAF(+)o9	¬½9(+)	R¾9	¸E	
´AF(µ)´+ 	 
 
(7.11) 
This shows that the desired function XE(+crit) follows from a deconvolution of the right hand 
side of Eq. 7.11 with the known distribution ¥´(+crit). The inverse function XER8, the 
dependence of the critical temperature on the entity size +crit(XE), is a function that can be 
used to translate distributions from the space of critical temperatures – such as ¥´(+crit) or ¥»(+crit) – to analogous distribution functions in the space of entity sizes: 
Å´ (XE) = ¥´n+crit(XE)o	+crit (XE) 
  
(7.12) 
Å»(XE) = ¥»n+crit(XE)o	+crit (XE) 
  
(7.13) 
The latter derivative terms +crit (XE) serve renormalization purposes. While Å´(XE) describes 
the total area occupied by entities of a certain entity size interval, the distribution Å»(XE) 
gives the probability that a particular entity is of a particular size. The latter is akin to a grain 
size distribution in granular antiferromagnets [100] and is expected to follow a lognormal 
distribution. 
Finally, one has to account for the fact that the measurement noise also contributes to an 
observed spread of the average order parameter selection O. The total observed distribution Ã(O, +) is a convolution of the noise normal distribution ¿Æ(0, ¬Æ) and the normal 
distribution due to the finite entity count ¿½ [Eq. 7.5]. Therefore, the error distribution ¿Æ 
must be deconvolved from the measured distribution ¿ yielding the interesting distribution 
of the average order parameter selection ¿½. The latter consideration imposes a practical 
upper limit on the size of the probed regions. When the entity count hE becomes too large, ¬½ 
becomes very small [Eq. 7.6] and the noise level ¬Æ dominates the observed spread of the 
apparent domain selection preference. 
 
7.3 Estimation of the entity sizes 
For the estimation of the entity sizes according to the formalism introduced in Sect. 7.2, all 
the input quantities are listed on the right hand side of Eq. 7.11. The Hall cross area with AF 
order as a function of temperature XAF(+) follows via Eq. 7.1 from the distribution of the 
critical temperatures ¥´(+crit) measured in Sect. 4.2.1. The interentity exchange probability ³E 
was already determined to be consistent with 1 in Sect. 7.1. The missing quantity thus is 
¬½9(+), which describes the observed variance of the average order parameter when 
performing consecutive cool-downs to the identical temperature + using an identical order 
parameter selection stimulus  ≈ 0. 
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Figure 7.3: (a) Experimental values (black points) and best fit (red curve according to 
Eq. 7.10) of the variance of the average AF order parameter over temperature for a 
temperature range spanning the areal distribution of critical temperatures ¥´ and for ³E = 1. (b) Same as (a) but values are rescaled to show the combined experimental 
data (points) and the corresponding best fit (red curve according to Eq. 7.11). (c,d) 
Estimations and confidence bands of the distribution of entity number ordering per 
critical temperature interval ¥»(+crit) and translation function between the critical 
temperature space and the entity size space XE(+crit), respectively. 
 
Such data is presented as points in Figure 7.3(a). As these measurements must be taken 
ambitiously close to the phase transition to observe the effective reduction of the entity 
count, the total available signal level N becomes very low [Figure 4.4] giving the variance 
data large error bars the higher the temperature. All input quantities are shown in 
combination as of Eq. 7.11 in Figure 7.3(b). As the data quality is not sufficient to reveal an 
apparent trend, the complete dependence of XE(+crit) is not well confined by the fit. Instead, 
the functional dependence is assumed to follow: 
XE(+crit) = z´ (+N − +)R9 
 
(7.14) 
using only a single parameter z´ . The particular inversely quadratic temperature scaling of 
Eq. 7.14 has its origin in Eq. 2.11. If the anisotropy energy – which thermally stabilizes the AF 
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order in the entities – rises with the square of the temperature below Néel temperature, then 
the entity volume sufficient for thermal stability decreases with the square of the 
temperature below the Néel temperature. In a thin film with uniform thickness, the entity 
volume is a linear function of the entity area and thus the entity area obtains the same 
temperature scaling. The variation in the thermal energy YÇ+ is small in the small 
temperature region of interest here and will be neglected. The Néel temperature is fixed at 
305 K for the analysis. With this assumption, it is possible to obtain a reasonable estimate for 
the function XE(+crit). 
The red curves in Figure 7.3 are the analytical dependences generated by the model using 
the best fit parameter for z´ . The light brown bands are 1¬ confidence bands. Although the 
confidence bands are fairly large due to large uncertainty of the experimental ¬½9(+) values, 
the generated trends are plausible. The distribution of entity number ordering per critical 
temperature interval ¥»(+crit) [Figure 7.3(c)] reproduces the peak at about 299 K already 
observed in the areal distribution ¥´(+crit), but shows a more pronounced sheer towards 
lower critical temperatures. This implies that the Hall cross region is in fact not entirely 
ordered antiferromagnetically at 289 K, but possesses numerous tiny imperfection. The area 
fraction of these tiny imperfections can be concluded to be very small [Sect. 4.2.1]. The 
dependence of the entity size on the critical temperature XE(+crit) [Figure 7.3(d)] hints to 
these entities being on a scale of 20 nm and below. The largest part of the cross is instead 
predicted to be filled with entities of about 50-60 nm diameter. 
 
Figure 7.4: (a) Inverse translation dependence of the critical entity temperature on 
entity size +crit(XE). (b) Predicted entity size distribution Å»(XE). Red lines are 
predictions using the best fit and the light brown bands are the according confidence 
bands. 
 
Further analysis according to Eq. 7.13 allows to construct an estimate for the entity size 
distribution Å»(XE) from the inverse dependence XER8(+crit) = +crit(XE). Both estimates and 
their confidence bands are shown in Figure 7.4. The entity size distribution estimate follows a 
natural shape with many entities of a particular intermediate size and a tail of infrequent 
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large entities. Such a sheered distribution is commonly observed in grain size distributions of 
thin films [100]. However, due to very large uncertainty at small entity sizes, the regime at 
XE ≲ (40	nm)9 is not well confined.  
Despite the large uncertainties brought about by the experimental values ¬½9(+) the 
approximate size of entities constituting the dominant part of the Hall cross is well confined 
by the ensemble analysis. An entity diameter of about 50-60 nm is obtained. Such an entity 
area is about 5 times smaller than the order-of-magnitude-estimate for the area undergoing 
magnetic field order parameter selection from the beginning of this chapter. Therefore, this 
result can be understood as further evidence that the order of magnitude of the estimated 
areal moment density is indeed close to FG ≈ 0.1 B nm9⁄  and that the individual areas 
assuming AF order by magnetic field induced selection are closely related to the entity areas. 
The factor between the earlier estimate based on Pt/Cr2O3/Pt and the present result for 
Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt is in line with the larger amount of misfit dislocations in the latter system 
[discussion in Sect. 6.2], which would increase the areal magnetic moment density as 
observed. 
An evolved AF domain pattern in an Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt sample, however, would exhibit 
domains with sizes beyond the average entity size as initial isolated domains would grow 
subsequently due to the strong interentity magnetic exchange. This mechanism offers an 
explanation for the ambiguous results of previous measurements of the AF domain size in 
epitaxial Cr2O3 thin films [55]. While domains extended over a few µm, a fine pitch 
substructure was tentatively observed. In light of the present results, such a substructure of 
the domain pattern could be related to the size scale of the AF entities. 
 
7.4 Microscopic confirmation of the ensemble model 
The ensemble model introduced in Sect. 7.2 predicts values for the sizes of AF entities and 
domains in thin films of Cr2O3 that are about one order of magnitude below [Sect. 7.3] that of 
previous microscopic estimates for similar Cr2O3 films on Al2O3. While these estimates were 
put forth using conventional state-of-the-art methods for high resolution and high sensitivity 
magnetic imaging (MFM and XMCD-PEEM), signals were obtained only at a level similar to 
the noise floor [55]. Therefore, better magnetic microscopy data is needed to confirm that the 
physical assumptions of the model [Sect. 7.2] are indeed valid. 
A novel magnetic microscopy technique based on nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond 
has recently showed great promise for ultra-high sensitivity magnetic imaging at lateral 
resolutions comparable to those of MFM [110]. Using this approach, the surface 
magnetization on Cr2O3(0001) was  successfully imaged by the group of Prof. Patrick 
Maletinsky (Dept. of Physics, University of Basel) [101]. 
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Figure 7.5: Magnetic micrograph produced by nitrogen vacancy scanning microscopy 
in the group of Prof. Patrick Maletinsky (Dept. of Physics, University of Basel) [101]. 
The blue and orange regions correspond to different signs of the vertical magnetic 
stray field over the surface of a Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt sample 
 
Figure 7.5 shows preliminary data produced by nitrogen vacancy scanning microscopy for 
an Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt sample akin to that studied in Sect. 7.3. The sample was investigated at 
room temperature after no deliberate magnetoelectric field cooling ( ≈ 0) leading to an 
expected equiprobable population of the sample area with AF domains of up and down 
surface magnetization. Therefore, the observed pattern can be interpreted as the pattern of 
AF domains. The fundamental entity size present in the pattern is below 100 nm judging from 
the individual features present along the domain walls. This size scale is well in line with the 
estimations of the entity size distribution obtained from the statistical analysis of the integral 
SCAHM data [Sect. 7.3]. Moreover, the individual entities appear not entirely randomly 
ordered but exhibit strong magnetic correlation with neighboring entities, which is also 
predicted by the statistical analysis. 
Both the nitrogen vacancy magnetic microscopy [101] and the statistical analysis of the 
SCAHM signal draw coherent picture in support of the ensemble model presented in Sect. 7.2. 
However, several of the implications of the model regarding the paramagnetic-to-AF 
transition process could not yet be probed in detail. 
As nitrogen vacancy scanning microscopy can determine the magnetic field emanating 
from the sample surface in a quantitative way [110], the map in Figure 7.5 can be used to 
calculate the magnetic moment that is present at the sample surface. When assuming a 
typical distance between the sample surface and the nitrogen vacancy center of 90 nm, one 
obtains an areal magnetic moment density at the top surface of Fboundary ≈ 3.2 B nm9⁄  at 
room temperature. As this estimate was generated despite precise knowledge of the 
separation between the magnetic moment and the nitrogen vacancy center, the value can 
provide only the order of magnitude of the surface magnetic moment. Even so, this magnetic 
moment density is more than an order of magnitude larger than the integral areal magnetic 
moment density, which is on the order of FG ≈ 0.1 B nm9⁄  [Sect. 5.2]. This result shows 
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clearly that magnetic field induced AF order parameter selection in Cr2O3 is not driven by the 
magnetic moment present at only one boundary [50], but by the ferrimagnetism of the entire 
film. Magnetoelectric antiferromagnet films with fully commensurate magnetic moment at 
the top and bottom surfaces are thus expected to reveal a vanishing magnetic field 
susceptibility of their order parameter, which is consistent with the results for the 
V2O3/Cr2O3/Pt system [Sect. 6.3]. 
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8 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
The central motivation of this thesis is the development of a functional thin film element 
that can realize electric field induced switching of a magnetic state. Such elements are 
envisioned to have great impact on prospective energy efficient digital storage and 
logics [27]. Among numerous concepts towards energy efficient spintronics, such as spin-
transfer torque or strain-mediated magnetoelectric writing, the most promising is to use 
magnetoelectric antiferromagnets like BiFeO3 or Cr2O3. Due to the structural simplicity of 
compatibility with microelectronic fabrication, Cr2O3 was chosen as a prototype material in 
this thesis. 
Ever since the first demonstration of magnetoelectric switching of exchange bias using a 
bulk single crystal Cr2O3 substrate as the electrically active component [12], the realization 
and improvement of the same functionality was pursued in thin films [15,16], which offer 
great technological advantages. In this effort, it became clear that exchange biased 
magnetoelectric elements are difficult to switch electrically because the antiferromagnetic 
(AF) order parameter in the magnetoelectric antiferromagnet (MEAF) is strongly pinned via 
the exchange bias with the ferromagnetic thin film [51]. Therefore, a ferromagnet-free 
magnetoelectric system based on Cr2O3 was developed during the course of this thesis [88]. 
 
8.1 Goal-related achievements 
Ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric elements can be used in spintronic applications only 
when they can be read-out and written to in an all-electric way [93]. In particular, the all-
electric read out has to employ unconventional techniques [88] since all of the conventional 
read-out mechanisms applied for magnetoelectric elements are based on the magnetization 
of the ferromagnetic layer [11]. 
 
8.1.1 All-electric read-out of the AF order parameter 
In the system developed here, the all-electric read-out of the AF order parameter is 
realized via anomalous Hall measurements of proximity magnetization at Cr2O3(0001)/Pt 
interfaces [93]. Since this signal is substantially weaker than comparable signals of transition 
metal ferromagnetic thin films, parasitic effects of the anomalous Hall measurement can 
easily obscure the relevant information. Many of these measurement effects are related to 
practically inevitable influences like temperature fluctuations and slightly imperfect Hall 
cross geometry. Therefore, a dynamic compensation method is required to allow for a robust 
determination of the anomalous Hall signal irrespective of the co-existing sheet resistance of 
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the Hall crosses. It is possible to precisely separate the sheet resistance and Hall resistance 
contributions to a Hall measurement by permutating the four contacts involved in the 
measurement as done in linear Hall effect integrated circuits [92]. This spinning-current 
offset cancellation provides virtually infinite rejection of the longitudinal resistance in a Hall 
measurement and allows probing even minute anomalous Hall signals with great precision. 
This technique is developed in the thesis and is named spinning-current anomalous Hall 
magnetometry (SCAHM) [93]. 
The spontaneous surface magnetization associated with the AF order parameter in thin 
Cr2O3(0001) film can be reliably probed by SCAHM [Sect. 4.2]. In contrast to read-out 
methods based on the longitudinal resistance of elements [89,94,111], the on/off ratio in an 
anomalous Hall reading is inherently -1. The defining characteristic of the read-out signal is 
its amplitude which was on the order of 1	mΩ in this first demonstration [93]. 
 
8.1.2 Electric field induced writing of the AF order parameter 
The key motivation for ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric elements is that they promise 
greatly eased electric writing of the AF order parameter. The thin film system developed 
throughout this thesis [Sect. 3.1] fulfils these expectations with performance parameters that 
are orders of magnitude beyond those of state-of-the-art ferromagnet-based magnetoelectric 
systems using Cr2O3 [Sect. 5.3]. 
Remarkably, the magnetoelectric coercivity (-)C of the novel elements using 250 nm 
thick Cr2O3 films is on par with previous demonstrations using 1 mm thick Cr2O3 pieces [12]. 
In exchange biased thin film Cr2O3 elements, however, the coercivity was greatly enhanced as 
the pinning effect of the ferromagnet needed to be overcome for isothermal magnetoelectric 
reversal of the AF order parameter [15,16]. This obstacle does not exist in ferromagnet-free 
elements and a low magnetoelectric coercivity is thus restored. 
Technologically, the product of applied writing voltage and magnetic field (-))C is 
important. In this specification, the developed ferromagnet-free element outperforms any of 
the available state-of-the-art demonstrations [15,16] by a factor of approximately 50 
[Sect. 5.3]. Beyond the numerical specifications, there are several further advantages to 
ferromagnet-free systems. 
One of the most important improvements that these systems provide with respect to their 
exchange biased counterparts, is the possibility to write information using only a voltage 
pulse and a permanent magnetic field [Sect. 5.3]. It was previously not possible to invoke any 
change in the readable magnetic state of existing magnetoelectric elements using a 
permanent magnetic writing field. Moreover, exchange bias prevented operation close to the 
Néel temperature of Cr2O3 because the AF order parameter would not be stable upon reversal 
of the ferromagnet. Lowered operation temperatures between 200 K and 280 K were thus 
required [15,16]. Ferromagnet-free system are operational up to their critical temperature, 
which can be as high as 307 K for pure Cr2O3 [12,55] and over 400 K for doped Cr2O3 [56]. 
Therefore the novel elements presented here, are in fact the first demonstrations of electric 
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field driven room temperature 180° switching of the AF order parameter in thin film systems 
based on magnetoelectric Cr2O3. 
Comparable performance specifications were previously demonstrated only by 
anisotropically strained BiFeO3 thin films [14], which could written at similar voltages. 
However, Cr2O3-based thin film systems do not require an anisotropic strain state which 
makes them adoptable to many substrates. While the present study was based on single 
crystal sapphire substrates, demonstrations of comparable Cr2O3 thin films on Si substrates 
exist [79].  
 
8.2 Further achievements 
The tools and physical insight generated throughout the development of the novel 
ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric thin film systems have proven to be highly relevant for 
fields beyond that of magnetoelectrics. 
 
8.2.1 Foreseen impact of SCAHM on thin film magnetism 
SCAHM was devised as a means to probe the AF order parameter of Cr2O3 thin films all-
electrically. Its applicability is not limited to this system and its potential in the study of 
magnetic thin films is remarkable. To demonstrate this generality, SCHAM was used to carry 
out studies of the field-invariant magnetization in ultrathin metallic films of AF IrMn 
[Sect. 4.3]. While in both cases – Cr2O3/Pt and IrMn – the uncompensated magnetization in 
the conducting volume is responsible for the generation of the anomalous Hall signal, the 
differences between the two systems reveal the robustness of the approach. While the Cr2O3 
film is magnetically well-defined, its insulating nature makes transport investigations 
difficult. In such scenarios SCAHM can be combined with proximity magnets such as Pt, to 
obtain interface specific magnetometry measurements. These can be carried out separately 
for each interface of the same thin film [Sect. 6.1]. Conductive IrMn presents different 
challenges. In polycrystalline films, the axis of easy magnetization is not well aligned. 
Furthermore, signal contributions from the interior part of the film are superimposed with 
those generated by the interfaces that can be influenced by magnetic coupling effects such as 
exchange bias. SCAHM measurements on exchange biased and plain AF IrMn systems have 
unambiguously revealed the distinct behavior of these two contributions [Sect. 4.3] [93]. 
Another strong advantage of SCAHM is, that the necessary equipment is already present in 
many laboratories around the world making its adoption to many systems possible. As it can 
provide unparalleled insight that is not possible to obtain with any other technique, it is 
anticipated that SCAHM measurements will succeed conventional anomalous Hall 
measurements over time. 
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8.2.2 Practical optimization routes of magnetoelectric Cr2O3 systems 
Throughout the thesis, it was concluded that all of the existing work on magnetoelectric 
Cr2O3 can be explained by three distinct effects driving the selection of the AF order 
parameter. The first and strongest effect is the interfacial exchange bias that affects 
magnetoelectric AF in the same way as it affects non-magnetoelectric AF. The parasitic 
influence of exchange bias is removed in ferromagnet-free elements which leaves two effects 
driving the order parameter selection: the linear magnetoelectric effect and the Zeeman 
energy arising when the material is ferrimagnetic due to unbalanced sublattices. These two 
contributions are of approximately equal strength under normal electric and magnetic fields 
[Sect. 2.3.2]. Therefore, it is important to find out what causes the ferrimagnetism in MEAF 
thin films because this would allow the deliberate mitigation or enhancement of this property 
to the requirements of the application. 
A consistent value of FG ≈ 0.1 B nm9⁄  for the areal magnetic moment density in 
ferrimagnetic Cr2O3 thin films could be established by a number of approaches that confirm 
an estimation based on integral SQUID magnetometry [50]. One way to obtain this 
magnetization value is by separately determining the magnetic moment [Sect. 6.1] and the 
sizes of the individual AF entities [Sect. 7.3] in the thin films based on statistical analysis. 
Another approach is to acquire an -cool-cool-map of the average AF order parameter 
selection [Sect. 5.2]. The resulting gate bias voltage is a quantity that universally appears in 
MEAF thin films. It relates the magnetoelectric coefficient and the degree of ferrimagnetism 
to the gate voltage that suppresses all AF order parameter selection efforts. 
As the ferrimagnetism in MEAF is extrinsic by nature, distinct thin film systems with 
different amounts of various engineered structural imperfections were investigated to 
understand the origin of ferrimagnetism in these systems. The results of this study point to 
misfit dislocations driving the ferrimagnetism in Cr2O3(0001) thin films. During thin film 
growth, such defects can affect one AF sublattice predominantly giving rise to a net 
magnetization that is strongly coupled to the AF order parameter. The lowest net 
magnetization was recorded in Cr2O3 films grown on a V2O3(0001) template. The latter 
possesses a considerably smaller lattice mismatch with Cr2O3 compared to the other 
templates investigated in this thesis, namely Al2O3(0001) and Pt(111). While V2O3 is 
essentially lattice matched to Cr2O3 at room temperature, the study leads to the conclusion 
that the lattice mismatch at the growth temperature is decisive [Sect. 3.1.4]. This value is 
about 0.5 % larger in V2O3 [74] than in Cr2O3, so further improvements are likely. 
In contrast, other structural effects such as elastic film strain, crystallographic twinning 
and cation intermixing with other corundum oxides were found to play a minor role for the 
emergent ferrimagnetism [Sect. 6.2]. 
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8.2.3 Theoretical work 
The emergence of a particular average AF order parameter in the Hall cross can be 
described by an ensemble model. In this model, the AF film is made up of areal entities, each 
of which possesses an independent size and an independent critical temperature. Apart from 
these property distributions, all entities are assumed identical. 
It was shown mathematically that this model can provide estimates of properties such as 
the interentity exchange coupling, the entity size distribution and the degree of 
ferrimagnetism. All of the latter can be learnt based on quantities that are observable with 
integral measurement techniques like SCAHM. The first application of this theoretical 
framework to an Al2O3/Cr2O3/Pt system has revealed that its predictions are in line with 
expectations and with preliminary microscopic data [Sect. 7.4]. While SCAHM is a uniquely 
sensitive probe technique for thin film magnetization, the model takes small statistical 
variations of already small base quantities as input. Therefore, the presently derived 
estimates still contain large uncertainties but are expected to be improved upon when 
SCAHM matures further in the future. 
Interestingly, the developed formalism provides a way to infer microscopic detail without 
relying on either imaging or diffraction. The precision obtained so far limits the probed 
lateral size scales to about 10 nm for AF Cr2O3.  
 
8.3 Future directions 
8.3.1 Development of Cr2O3-based magnetoelectric systems 
It was shown that ferromagnet-free magnetoelectric thin film elements based on 
Cr2O3(0001) are one of the most promising systems for the long-envisioned goal of magnetic 
order that is switchable by an electric field. For this goal, it will be necessary to increase the 
operational temperature beyond that of pure Cr2O3 and migrate the system to a more 
conventional substrate. Based on a large body of existing optimization work for exchange 
biased Cr2O3 system, several promising routes were already identified to address these future 
challenges: Substitutional doping of boron for oxygen in Cr2O3 thin films has been used to 
produced films with Néel temperatures as high as 400 K while still retaining 
magnetoelectricity [56]. The larger working temperature budget can be expended in two 
beneficial ways: Operation in harsh environments becomes feasible which is a desirable 
property for industrial products. On the other hand, films need a smaller crystal coherence 
for acceptable critical temperatures. This could eventually abandon the need for single-
orientation films on single crystalline substrates and allow for small grain magnetoelectric 
Cr2O3 thin film systems on amorphous substrates [Sect. 3.1.1]. The necessary 1-axis 
orientation of the films can be provided by an fcc metal gate electrode, which can be routinely 
produced with (111) fiber texture on amorphous substrates. 
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The gate electrode layer is another likely aspect of optimization efforts. As the thin film 
template, it was shown to have great influence on the magnetoelectric properties of the Cr2O3 
layer. Only a few systems could be studied in detail here but many more possible gate metals 
and conducting oxides are thinkable. The high diversity of fcc metals and their solutions 
allows an adjustment of the lattice parameter over a wide range. Ag-Pd solid solutions, for 
instance, can be prepared spanning lattice parameters from substantially below to 
substantially above that of Cr2O3. 
Finally, also the magnetic proximity layer necessary for the anomalous Hall-based read-
out can be optimized. Thinner layers with larger proximity magnetization are promising ways 
to increase the read-out signal amplitude. The possibilities include using the exceptional 
thinness of graphene [45] or doping the proximity layer with ferromagnets to bring the layer 
even closer to the point of spontaneous ordering. 
 
8.3.2 Applications of SCAHM 
The applicability of SCAHM is not limited to antiferromagnets. In general, the advantage of 
the technique lies in its sensitivity to signal components that are entirely invariant under the 
measurement process. The magnetic field-invariant magnetization in antiferromagnets is 
merely one example of this. As SCAHM always recovers the pure Hall resistance, it is easy to 
measure signal dependences on parameters other than the magnetic field that are 
accompanied by significant changes of the sheet resistance, such as temperature 
dependences. In this respect, SCAHM is a powerful tool for researchers investigating exotic 
anomalous Hall systems in an effort to better understand the physical origins of the 
anomalous Hall effect [83]. 
Another fundamentally interesting family of systems for the application of SCAHM are 
those showing a topologically induced anomalous Hall signal [84,85] or those showing 
topologically protected surface conduction [112,113] states. The analysis of the complex 
electronic configuration in these system can be potentially eased by the unique sensitivity 
and robustness against parasitic contributions. 
The capabilities of SCAHM can also complement the investigation of ferromagnets. 
Seemingly field-invariant magnetization components can appear in ferromagnets via 
exchange bias [Sect. 4.3.1] and via magnetic proximity to a very rigid magnet like Cr2O3 
[Sect. 4.2.2]. 
Once upon a solid experimental foundation, the ensemble analysis of integral 
magnetometry data [Chap. 7] can be an independent nano-magnetometry technique. Its scale 
sensitivity is neither limited by the diffraction limit nor by the physical extent of scanning 
probes, but only by the precision of the integral magnetometry method used. In this respect, 
the ensemble framework is highly symbiotical with integral high precision methods like 
SCAHM and can potentially provide atomic scale magnetic detail for ferromagnetic thin films. 
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